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Abstract

This thesis describes, my studies on the subject of recognizing cow activities
from satellite based position data.

The studies comprise methods and software architecture for activity recog-
nition from position data, applied to cow activity recognition.

The development of methods and software architecture is the first step to-
wards a decision support system for dairy farmers. The system is to include a
component for recognition of cow activities. The decision support system will –
in its final version – convert the result of the activity recognition to knowledge
about the cows’ individual behavior, health and welfare state, in order to help
dairy farmers monitor their herds.

The methods extract the information from the position measurements and
optionally from other sensor measurements as well. This information is trans-
lated into knowledge on, which activity was performed by the cow, during the
recordings of the measurements. This is done by describing the movement tak-
ing place between two positions. These descriptions of the given movements are
then assembled in segments of a given size. A series of statistical calculations
is performed on the ensemble of movements residing within the segment. The
results of these calculations are applied to a given standard machine learning
algorithm, and the activity, performed by the cow as the measurements were
recorded, is recognized.

The software architecture integrates these methods and ensures flexible ac-
tivity recognition. For instance, it is flexible in relation to the use of different
sensors modalities and/or within different domains. In addition, the methods
and their integration with the software architecture ensures both robust and
accurate activity recognition. Utilized, it enables me to classify the five activi-
ties robustly and with high success rates – both in an offline setup as well as in
real-time with continuously streamed data. In real-time, I am able to classify
the five activities with success rates of: 97.8%, 85.2%, 84%, 93.7% and 72.2%,
respectively, with a weighted average of 90.6%. Moreover, when doing the clas-
sification offline, I am able to classify the five activities with success rates of:
98.6%, 90.4%, 95.7%, 91% and 85.2%, respectively, with a weighted average
of 94.8%. Furthermore, the software architecture integrates with ”PerPos: a
platform for pervasive positioning”. PerPos is a software platform. Through
cloud services, it provides functionality for pervasive positioning applications,
including activity recognition.
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Resumé

Denne afhandling beskriver mine studier omkring genkendelse af aktiviteter hos
køer via satellitbaserede positionsdata.

Studierne omfatter metoder og softwarearkitektur til aktivitetsgenkendelse
baseret p̊a positionsdata anvendt til genkendelse af køers aktiviteter.

Udviklingen af metoder og softwarearkitektur er første skridt p̊a vej mod et
beslutningsstøttesystem til kvægbrugere, som bl.a. skal indbefatte et system til
genkendelse af køers aktiviteter. Beslutningsstøtten best̊ar i, at systemet – i sin
endelige version – omsætter resultatet af aktivitetsgenkendelsen til viden om
køernes individuelle adfærd, helbred og velfærdstilstand for derved at hjælpe
kvægbrugeren til at overv̊age besætningen.

Metoderne omsætter information fra positionsm̊alinger og evt. m̊alinger fra
andre sensorer til viden om, hvilke udførte ko-aktiviteter der ligger til grund
for de p̊agældende m̊alinger. Dette gøres ved en beskrivelse af bevægelsen
imellem to positioner. Dernæst samles flere sammenhængende bevægelser i
segmenter af en given størrelse. P̊a indholdet af disse segmenter foretages en
række statistiske beregninger. Resultaterne af disse beregninger p̊atrykkes en
given mønstergenkendelsesalgoritme, hvorefter den aktuelle aktivitet, som koen
udførte da målingerne blev foretaget, genkendes.

Softwarearkitekturen integrerer metoderne og sikrer fleksibel aktivitetsgenk-
endelse fx i forhold til anvendelse af forskellige sensorer og/eller indenfor forskel-
lige domæner. Ligeledes sikrer s̊avel metoder som softwarearkitektur b̊ade ro-
bust og nøjagtig aktivitetsgenkendelse. Ved anvendelse heraf opn̊ar jeg robust
genkendelse af de fem aktiviteter med høje succesrater – s̊avel offline, hvor alle
data behandles p̊a én gang, som i realtid, hvor data behandles kontinuert. I re-
altid opn̊ar jeg følgende respektive genkendelsesprocenter: 97.8%, 85.2%, 84%,
93.7% og 72.2% p̊a de fem aktiviteter, hvilket giver et vægtet gennemsnit p̊a
90.6%. Ved offline klassifikation, opn̊ar jeg respektive genkendelsesprocenter
p̊a: 98.6%, 90.4%, 95.7%, 91% og 85.2%, med et vægtet gennemsnit p̊a 94.8%.
Softwarearkitekturen er desuden integreret i “PerPos: a platform for perva-
sive positioning”. PerPos er en softwareplatform, der igennem cloud services
tilbyder funktionalitet til allestedsnærværende positionering, herunder ogs̊a ak-
tivitetsgenkendelse.
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Chapter 1

Detecting Cow Activities from Position

Data

This thesis address the subject of recognizing cow activities that are relevant
to automatic detection of abnormal cow behavior. When a cow behaves abnor-
mally, it is often a symptom of a health and/or welfare disorder. Detecting cows
with such symptoms is eminent. Otherwise, the consequences can be discomfort
or perhaps even suffering herd members being overlooked. In addition to the
ethical reasons for treating such animals, is an economical interest. Overlooking
a cow in need of extra care and attention may have severe consequences, e.g.,
lower milk production, a lack in the ability to reproduce and in worst case even
mortality. As herds grow bigger and the competition increases, the farmers are
in need of technological solutions to overview each animal’s state of health and
welfare.

1.1 Motivation

Due to intense competition in the domain of precision livestock farming, farmers
are forced to expand their herd in order to keep pace with competitors. As their
herds grow bigger, the farmers need help from either qualified extra man power
or modern technology, in order to overview and attend each animal in the herd.
The farmers need help in spotting cows, that for some reason needs special
attention or relief care.

1.1.1 Helping Farmers

In most dairies of today, focus cows are spotted manually by farmers during
their routinely rounds. In order to evaluate the immediate state of a cow’s
health and welfare, the farmer needs to know:

• Where is the cow?

• What is it doing?

• And how is it?

3



4 Chapter 1. Detecting Cow Activities from Position Data

This not only takes up much of the farmer’s time, but also requires full
attention to prevent false positives, which requires even more time and possibly
also extra money to, e.g., a veterinarian or an inseminator; or what may be
even worse, the farmer may overlook a true positive causing an animal to suffer.
When an animal behaves abnormal, it often indicates a change in the state of
health and/or welfare. In case of a focus cow being detected, the farmer needs
to pay extra attention to the cow. But just as important, the farmer need not
pay attention to those cows not pointed out as focus cows by the system, which
thereby frees the farmer to do other tasks.

1.1.2 Detecting Focus Cows

A cow in need of special attention or relief care, is often called a focus cow.
A focus cow may or may not show symptoms of disorders, and only some of
these symptoms are easy to detect visually, e.g., limping or lifting leg. Others,
may be harder to see immediately, and may require longer periods of observa-
tion, e.g., a cow being less active, walking shorter distances than usual, resting
more/less than usual. By automatic monitoring which activities the individual
cow performs when, for how long, how often, at what hours, etc., and providing
this information, will help the farmer spot a focus cow, in case its behavior
diverges from the individual’s normal.

1.1.3 Business case

The Knowledge Centre for Agriculture in Denmark (KCA), for whom I am
doing this PhD, suggests a technological solution for this purpose and foresees
a future, where the farmers are provided with a herd management system, that
fully integrates: animal registrations, continuously monitoring of abnormalities
in each individual animal’s health and welfare state, the daily management
and many more features. Besides guaranteeing better revenue for the farmers
and better health and welfare state for the animals, the system also reliefs the
farmer of trivial work. Thereby, such a herd management system will help KCA
towards their mission: making farming more fun.

1.1.4 Surrounding Environment

For such a herd management system, to have full impact on a farmer’s daily
routines, it must be able to monitor the animals at all times, whether they are
located outdoors or indoors. Another challenge is, that, e.g., dry cows1 or heifers
in transition2 might be located at places, where no infrastructure is available,
say in an old secluded barn, or perhaps even at the neighboring farm. To
avoid extensive infrastructural maintenance, KCA wishes to use satellite based
positioning. By doing so, the infrastructure integrates with the technology itself

1A dry cow, is a cow at the end of its lactation. To prepare a dry cow for a new period of
lactation, it is being culled. For instance, it may be taken out of the cowshed and placed in a
secluded area, waiting to reenter the cowshed after calving and restart of a new lactation.

2Heifers are often moved to secluded places (in transition), before entering adulthood as
dairy cows.
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in contrast to a local sensor network, and thereby the infrastructural constraints
are limited. The effect of using other infrastructure-less sensor modalities like
accelerometer and compass in combination with the positioning sensors, is also
investigated.

1.1.5 The Galileo Project

Due to this interest in satellite based positioning, KCA is a party to the Galileo
project. The Galileo project investigates pervasive positioning and develops a
toolbox, which support fast development of pervasive position based applica-
tions. The toolbox is named PerPos, and it is described in Section 4.1. By
design, it provides the pervasive positioning functionality through cloud ser-
vices as described in Paper E. The project is partially sponsored by the Danish
National Advanced Technology Foundation under the title: “Galileo - Europe’s
future GPS” [33]. The partners are Terma A/S, KCA, Systematic A/S, Alexan-
dra Institute A/S, Aarhus University, and Aalborg University. As KCA’s part
of this project, I conclude my Industrial PhD with this thesis.

1.1.6 Aims

The aims of my PhD, were analysis and development of flexible and robust
methods for detecting cow activities using satellite based positioning and stan-
dard machine learning techniques. The methods must be integrated as a generic
module, providing activity recognition for various domains in the PerPos tool-
box. The flexibility is to ensure, that the methods are easily adjusted for use
in various environments (e.g., indoors/outdoors and small/big herds) and in
different domains (e.g., recognizing activities of other animals or people).

Recognizing cow activities is crucial in order to help domain experts like
farmers and/or veterinarians, to spot cows being in need of extra attention
or relief care – so called focus cows. A cow suffering from either health or
welfare disorders, is known to show abnormal behavior. By piecing together
the activities performed by a cow, it is possible to evaluate whether it behaves
normally or not. To domain experts, the knowledge on the behavior is also
knowledge on the cow’s current health and welfare state.

Automatically recognizing cow activities, enables domain experts to swiftly
point out focus cows, and thereby narrow down the number of cows to attend
during a routinely round.

My hypothesis is:

Given position data of sufficient quality, it is possible to recognize
cow activities by using standard machine learning algorithms on
a combination of position, accelerometer and compass data from
tracked objects.
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1.2 Document Structure

Chapter 1 In this chapter, I describe the ambient settings of my project
in terms of motivation and aims. Furthermore, I present a dissemination of
my contributions and provides an overview of the state of the “cow activity
recognition from satellite based position data” art.

Chapter 2 In this chapter, I describe state of the art of behavioral research
on dairy cows. My focus, is on determining a cow’s current state of health
and welfare by observing its behavior and performed activities. Furthermore, I
define the five cow activities, which I strive to recognize in this project.

Chapter 3 In this chapter, I describe, how I have obtained ground truth
observations during the experiments carried out over the project. Also, I in-
troduce the concept of areas of interest, which basically is annotating specific
locations with certain information regarding cow activities, that are likely to
occur, when a cow is present. Moreover, I describe, how I have investigated and
experimented with GPS based positioning of cows indoors as well as outdoors.

Chapter 4 In this chapter, I describe PerPos, which a toolbox for pervasive
positioning, providing its functionality through cloud services. Moreover, I
describe a software architecture for activity recognition, and how it both extends
and utilizes PerPos.

Chapter 5 In this chapter, I give an in-depth description of my investiga-
tions regarding the use of different methods for cow activity recognition. In
these investigations, I have experimented with different sensor modalities and
various combinations thereof. Furthermore, I have experimented with different
calibrations of the software architecture, which include shifting between a broad
variety of machine learning algorithms.

Chapter 6 In this chapter, I compare the results of my work against the work
of others in relation to my project. Furthermore, I present my ideas for future
work.

Chapter 7 In this chapter, I conclude on my results, my project and this
thesis.

Chapter 8 In this chapter, I present a brief summary of each of the five
enclosed papers.

1.3 My Contributions

The contributions of the work described in this thesis, mainly consists of new
and flexible methods for optimizing cow activity recognition using different sen-
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sor modalities and standard machine learning algorithms.

A flexible method for extracting discrete measures of a movement interleaving
two adjacent position measurements in order to improve classification rates.
The method can fit other domains by adjusting the thresholds of the discrete
measure calculation.

A flexible method for assembling movements and extracting features from such
assemblies. Segmentation strategies can be either adjusted or replaced with
customized ones to match other domains.

A flexible method for activity recognition adaptable to various domains. Han-
dles numerous sensor modalities and adapts easily to new ones. Easy calibra-
tion, evaluation and ad hoc replacement of standard machine learning algo-
rithms.

A software architecture for activity recognition integrating the above mentioned
methods and providing them as cloud services. It both utilizes and extends a
platform providing cloud services for pervasive positioning.

A method for limitation of power consumption, when tracking mobile devices.

1.4 Literature Overview

This section gives an overview of the related work in regards to this thesis. It
provides an overview of state of the art in: GPS based positioning; positioning
of animals in general; activity recognition on animals; and activity recognition
on humans.

A Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), like for instance the Global
Positioning System (GPS), is a widely used technology for various position
based applications. I have used GPS in the work described in this thesis.
However, once Galileo becomes operational in year 2015 it will be interesting
to see the effect of introducing Galileo based positioning as well.

Pattern recognition and machine learning are widely used techniques to
recognize patterns in raw data. I use standard machine learning techniques to
extract behavioral information from satellite based position data.

1.4.1 Satellite Based Positioning

Paper C gives a thorough and in depth description of the GPS technology
and its characteristics. In addition, the paper explains why it is so difficult
to use GPS in an indoor environment. Therefore, you will get a fundamental
understanding of and a technical insight on GPS and GNSS as a technology
from reading this paper. In the following, I give an introduction to the GPS
technology:
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GPS satellites send signals for civilian use at the L1 frequency at 1.575 GHz;
these signals are modulated with a Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) code unique
to each satellite. A GPS receiver tries to acquire each GPS satellite’s signal
by correlating the signal spectrum it receives at L1 with a local copy of the
satellite’s PRN code. An acquisition is successful, once the local copy is in sync
with the received signal, which requires shifting the copy appropriately both
in time and in frequency. The latter shift is due to the Doppler effect caused
by the satellite’s and the user’s relative motion. Once a satellite’s signal has
been acquired, the receiver tracks it, that is, the receiver continuously checks
the validity of the shift parameters above and updates them if necessary.

Each satellite’s signal is modulated not only with its PRN code but ad-
ditionally with a navigation message, which contains almanac data (for easier
acquisition of further satellites) as well as its precise ephemeris data, that is
the satellite’s predicted trajectory as a function of time, allowing GPS receivers
to estimate the current position of the satellite. Finally, to achieve precise 3D
positioning with a standard GPS receiver via trilateration, the positions of and
distances to at least 4 satellites have to be known; those distances can be com-
puted from the time shift maintained while tracking the respective satellites.
As a general rule, the more satellites can be tracked, and the wider they are
spread over the sky as seen by the user, the more precise the positioning –
due to the additional distance data and a satellite geometry resulting in less
error-prone lateration.

A popular enhancement of GPS positioning is given by Assisted GPS (A-
GPS) [76]. A-GPS provides assistance data to GPS receivers via an additional
communication channel e.g. a cellular network. This assisting data may consist
of e.g. ephemerides and atmospheric corrections. Also, a cellular network
provides means for a rough positioning of the GPS enabled device. A-GPS
eases satellite acquisition and can therefore drastically reduce the time to first
fix and the initial positioning imprecision of a receiver in cold start (i.e. when
no initial information about satellite constellations is available): Essentially,
A-GPS allows for a hot start (precise ephemerides for all satellites available),
once the assisting data has been transmitted. Furthermore, A-GPS can improve
positioning accuracy by eliminating systemic error sources [50, Chapter 13.4].

GPS performance degrades in terms of both coverage and accuracy when
experiencing problematic signal conditions, e.g. in urban canyons and especially
in indoor environments. The cause for this is termed signal fading, subsuming
two fundamental signal processing obstacles: First, when GPS signals pene-
trate building materials, they are subjected to attenuation, resulting in lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Furthermore, the signal is subject to multipath phe-
nomena: Reflection and refraction of the signal results in multiple echoes of the
line-of-sight (LOS) signal arriving at the receiver. Low signal-to-noise ratios
and multipath handicap both acquiring and tracking GPS signals and usually
result in less reliable positioning due to less suitable satellite geometry and in-
dividual time shifts measurements being less accurate. High-Sensitivity GPS
(HSGPS) [45] receivers are specifically designed for difficult signal conditions,
i.e. to alleviate the above problems. HSGPS is claimed to allow tracking for
received GPS signal strengths down to -190 dBW: three orders of magnitude
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less than to be expected in open-sky conditions [50]. These thresholds are con-
stantly being improved using new processing techniques [76, Ch. 6]. Note, that
for acquiring signals at cold start, a somewhat (around 15dBW) higher signal
strength is usually necessary, as during acquisition reliable time and frequency
shifts of the signal have not only to be maintained, but instead searched for in
a wide spectrum.

With respect to future improvements towards satellite based indoor posi-
tioning, note also that the upcoming GNSS Galileo, which soon will be in-
teroperable with the GPS, resulting in roughly a doubling of GNSS satellites
available [50, Ch. 3]. Combined satellite constellations will yield, in effect, bet-
ter geometries at the user position, improving positioning accuracy, especially
indoors, where signals from only parts of the sky may be available. Other up-
coming improvements for indoor GNSS are provided by the modernized public
signal structures of GPS and Galileo, allowing improved tracking of weakened
signals via pilot channels, and yielding additional protection against multipath-
induced inaccuracies [4].

In the GNSS community indoor positioning and respective obstacles and
improvements are being investigated, see, e.g., Teuber et al. [72], Paonni et al.
[53], Lachapelle et al. [45], Watson et al. [77] and references therein. This paper
adds to this line of work but from an application-oriented perspective using real-
world measurements to investigate where and to what extent one can employ
GPS for indoor positioning.

Over the years, GNSS has been used to monitor animals in various ways
and for various purposes. In the following, I will describe some work done by
others, which relates to my work.

1.4.2 Satellite Based Positioning of Animals

Many positioning systems like ZigBee, WiFi, Bluetooth, etc. have been used for
tracking animals over the years. In addition, numerous different sensor modal-
ities have been used to monitor animal activity. However, in this subsection I
only consider research projects using satellite based positioning technology or
consider using it. As the following describes, GPS positioning of animals have
been used for various purposes, though, common for all of them is that it takes
place outside.

Huhtala et al. [34] considers several positioning technologies including GPS
as candidates to monitor cows indoors. Based on quality parameters like ac-
curacy, sampling rate, scalability, power consumption, size and more, they find
WiFi as the most promising candidate over technologies like GPS, GPS with
pseudolites, Bluetooth, RFID, video tracking etc.. They find, that GPS does
not work indoors. In addition, they find the GPS with pseudolites too expensive
and power consuming.

Butler et al. [12] and Anderson [2] use GPS positioning of cows for virtual
fencing purposes, in order to dynamically control the areas where the cows can
move freely. This is particularly relevant, if the grassing area must change often
to avoid over grassing, or if the geographical location of a field makes it difficult
to install a physical fence.
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Agouridis et al. [1] examines GPS collar capabilities and limitations in re-
gards to tracking animal movement in grazed watersheds. They conclude, that
for 95th percentile in an open field, was inaccurate by 3.93m±0.86m, and when
a cow moves under a tree or so, and thereby loose line of sight towards the GPS
satellites, it reaches 12.31m±2.15m. They suggest discarding measurements, if
they seems ridiculous or physically impossible compared to the measurements
before and after. They exemplify, that if at time A and time C the animal was
within 5 m of a water tank, but was 30 m away at time B, the data point for
time B is probably inaccurate and could be filtered from the data set. However,
this approach will require a full trust in both the measurements A and C.

Oudshoorn et al. [58] tracks dairy cows via GPS simultaneous with manual
observations to analyze the defecation and urination frequency and spatial dis-
tribution in relation to time-limited grazing. They observe the cows manually
to time-stamp urination and defecation, and by combining these observations
with the GPS tracks they get the spatial distribution.

GPS based positioning has also been heavily used for monitoring wild life
animals like: migration of elephants in Africa [22] and the effect on zebras’
movements, when lions are present in their habitat [19]. Brooks et. al [10]
finds, that a zebra’s movement patterns are effected, and in particular the
grazing behavior, when a GPS receiver is mounted on the animal, though, the
two collars used in their experiment, are well within the norms of accepted collar
weight. The slightly heavier collar, weighing 0.6% of total body mass, reduced
the rate of travel by less than 50%, when foraging compared with the collar
that weighed 0.4% of total body mass. They find, that both weight and fit
of the collars are of significant importance. One might expect the same effect,
when I start mounting collars on dairy cows. However, the abnormal behavioral
changes will be in relation to the normal behavioral patterns of cows wearing
the collars at all times. That means, the normal behavior will be recorded from
the cow being in a healthy state and wearing the GPS collar.

However, when it comes to recognition of cow activities and behaviors, it
seems, that there are other sensor modalities in favor over GNSS based sensing.
In the following, I will give an overview of the state of the art in this field.

1.4.3 Recognizing Cow Activities

Previous research and years of experience gained by experts within the domain
of precision livestock farming conclude, that a cow’s health and welfare state
affects the animal’s behavior, and thereby also the activities performed. This
subject, is described in Section 2.1.

The problem of monitoring cow activities have been studied by others. In
the following, I describe the present research in the domain of cow activity recog-
nition. I summarize the described approaches and their corresponding results
in Table 1.1, in order to give an overview of the state of the art in cow activity
recognition. The table gives an overview of the technologies used, mounting
of equipment, ground truth observation method, activities being recognized,
evaluation performed real-time or offline and success rates.

Classification can be conducted either real-time or offline. By real-time,
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is meant activity classification based on measurements being either streamed
or emulated in real-time. In contrast, offline is when the processing of data
and the succeeding classification is unable to meet the real-time processing
requirements, e.g., due to scalability constraints, or a need for processing the
entire dataset with a predefined beginning and end. Offline processing is found
trivial compared to real-time processing, since systems typically can perform
offline classification, hence mentioning it as a special feature is omitted.

Numerous combinations of various sensor modalities providing different sen-
sor data has been investigated over the years. One sensor data variant is position
data, which may be provided from an infrastructure-less positioning system like
GPS. Another approach is to use a local sensor network, e.g., based on Zig-Bee,
Bluetooth or Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technologies. However,
maintaining such a system may require more effort due to constraints like the
need of a calibrated local infrastructure and a limited transmission range from
the sensor network to a node. In addition, sensor data may be either inertial
or directional data, e.g., in terms of accelerometer or heading measurements
provided by a 1, 2 or 3 dimensional accelerometer or compass respectively. An-
other, rather simple type of sensor data, is activity indexes indicating the level
of, e.g., inertial and/or directional activity since the previous sample. The char-
acteristics of the sensor modalities may influence the preferred mounting of the
given sensors on the animal; in the following, it varies between leg-mounted and
head-mounted. One way of evaluating the results, is to compare the estimated
activities to the activities actually being performed by the cow, i.e., compar-
ing a “guess” to the “truth”. Collecting the “truth” can be done by manually
observing the cow while taking notes on its activities. Another approach, is
to video record the cow, enabling the observer to reevaluate the observations
during the evaluation process. Furthermore, the evaluation of the results may
be based upon statistical measures rather than the “ground truth”.

In Section 2.1.2, I define four different levels of abstraction, when monitoring
cows. The four levels are: action, activity, behavior and health and welfare,
where action is the lowest level and health and welfare being the highest level
of abstraction. In the following, I describe the work of others, which relates to
my project, and by which I have been inspired in my own work. The order, of
which the related works are presented, is according to the level of abstraction
they strive to recognize.

Actions and Activities

I have not found any related work, that concentrate solely on recognizing actions
as isolated momentary events. However, actions are often being recognized in
combination with activities, e.g., as the transition taking place between two
activities, or the initiation or termination of an activity. An example of such a
work, is the work by Martiskainen et al. [48], which I describe below.

Classifying activity versus inactivity is a way to simplify activity recognition,
by turning it into a binary problem. In contrast, recognizing more specific
activities makes the activity recognition a multi-class problem. It is likely, that
the output of the multi-class classification is more informative, and therefore
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also more useful, than in the binary – that is, if the error rate is sufficiently
low, of course.

Activity versus inactivity. In the work by Schwager et al. [69], they mea-
sure cows’ moving speed via GPS. In addition, they measure head roll and
head tilt with a two-axes compass. They apply the measurements to a simple
K-means classification algorithm without a priory information. This leads to
a repeatable categorization of the animals’ behaviors into periods of activity
and inactivity. Given, that any change in the ratio between activity and inac-
tivity often indicate a health or welfare disorder, this in itself would be useful
information. They omit using any kind of observations as the “truth”. Instead,
they evaluate the classifications solely on visual analysis of the classified out-
puts. Hence, their results are not given as actual measures, e.g., in terms of the
classification rate. Therefore, it is listed as Not Available (N/A) in the table.

In the work of Turner et el. [74], they use GPS with five minute interval
positioning and geographic information system (GIS) to monitor cattle behavior
and pasture use. Via GIS they specify location fixes, e.g., inactive fixes like
lying and standing behavior are clustered and located near water or in favorite
resting places. They manage to correctly classify 94.8% (128/135) of active data
records, and 91.2% (1092/1196) inactive data records for an overall performance
of 91.7% (1220/1331) of records correctly classified. They use active versus
inactive classifications to estimate the amount of time of grazing for each animal.
However, they do not consider specific activities like walking in their work.

Nadimi et al. [55] use a local ZigBee based sensor network and a two-axes
compass to track and classify cow behavior. They too derive the moving speed,
head roll and head tilt, and by using a simple classification tree they succeed to
classify both activity and inactivity. The evaluation was based on GPS position
measurements and manual observations.

Specific activities. Using a neck-mounted three dimensional accelerometer
and Support Vector Machines, Martiskainen et al. [48] recognizes eight different
cow activities: standing (592/747 – 80%), lying (1223/1531 – 80%), ruminating
(547/728 – 75%), feeding (230/305 – 75%), normal walking3 (73/92 – 79%),
lame walking4 (67/101 – 65%), as well as the processes of lying down (0/1 –
0%) and standing up (2/3 – 71%). The latter two are the previously mentioned
examples of momentary actions.

Robert et al. [66] use a three dimensional leg mounted accelerometer to rec-
ognize the cow activities: lying (99.2%), standing (98.0%), and walking (67.8%).
The rather high classification rates where obtained using classification trees and
the evaluation was based on video recorded observations.

Ungar et al. [75] combine GPS position data with accelerometer data striv-
ing to classify cows as being: lying, standing, eatingSeeking, walking, drinking
and mineral intake (i.e., licking a salt stone). However, they found the represen-

3The cow walks straight forward with even gait.
4The cow walks straight forward with arched back and taking shortened steps with one or

more legs.
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tation of the latter two activities: drinking and mineral intake to be insignificant
and exclude them from further analysis. They collect data using neck-mounted
devices in connection with two different studies: (a) in the United States, where
GPS sample rate is twenty minutes per position, and the accelerometer sam-
pling rate is three minutes per acceleration indexes; and (b) in Israel, six cows
wearing the same type of sensors also neck-mounted but with a GPS sampling
of five minutes per position and an activity sampling rate of four minutes per
activity index. Manual observations were conducted during both experiments,
and notes on observed activities where taken with a resolution of one minute.
They use both regression and discrimination to classify cow activities, depend-
ing on whether the activity was measured on a continuous scale (US data) or
was divided into distinct classes (Israel data).

Behavior and Health

I have not found any related work, were neither behavior nor the state of health
or welfare is being recognized directly. However, in the following, I describe
some works by Jónsson et al. [37–40], where the recognition of activities have
been used to determine a cow’s health condition in terms of it being oestrus or
not.

In order to detect oestrus in dairy cows Jónsson et al. use: (a) neck mounted
commercial activity sensors [37] to detect activity versus inactivity; (b) leg
mounted commercial compass sensors [40] to detect standing versus not stand-
ing; (c) a combination of the two commercial sensors [39] to distinct between
lying and standing, and to measure activity versus inactivity; (d) low-cost com-
mercial sensors providing step count and leg tilt sensors using integrated ac-
celerometer technology [38] also to distinct lying from standing and to measure
activity level. In this work, they also consider the problem of real-time classifi-
cation. The evaluations were based on manual observations and success rate of
insemination leading to pregnancy. Since, they base their evaluation on the ac-
tual detection of oestrus rather than on recognizing specific activities, it would
be inappropriate to compare their results directly with activity classification
rates. Hence, their results in terms of recognizing activity levels and specific
activities are listed as N/A in the table.

CowDetect [14] is a commercial product. They use a local Ultra Wide Band
sensor network to position cows, and spots focus cows based on the position
information. CowDetect use statistics to recognize cow activities and behaviors
from position data. They are able to detect, whether a cow shows changes in
its behavioral activity level, which often is an indication of a health disorder
or welfare dissatisfaction. The UWB technology requires a costly infrastruc-
ture of a local sensor network, which makes maintenance and extensions rather
expensive, if for instance, the farmer wishes to move dry cows or heifers to a
secluded location, where no UWB infrastructure is available. They claim to
perform positioning with an accuracy of 10cm in 3D, however, they have not
documented this performance yet. Furthermore, one could wish for CowDetect
to document their rate of classifying focus cows correctly.
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An Overview of Cow Activity Recognition

As promised in the beginning of this subsection, I now list the state of the art in
Table 1.1. Hereby, I give an overview of, what others have accomplished so far,
and where my research contributes in this game of recognizing cow activities.

[69] [74] [55] [66] [37] [40] [39] [38] [75] [48]
Real-time∗ x
GPS x x x
Zig-Bee Network x
Activity Sensor x x
Accelerometer x x x x
Compass x x x x x
Leg-mounted x x x x
Neck-mounted x x x x x x x
Location Model∗∗ x
Manual Obs. x x x x x x x
Video Obs. x x
No ”Truth” x x
Active/Inactive % N/A 91.7 83.2 N/A N/A N/A

Lying % 99.2 N/A N/A N/A 61.0 80
Standing % 98.0 N/A N/A N/A 66.7 80
Walking % 67.8 78.3
Walking (Lame) % 65
Walking (Normal) % 79
EatingSeeking % 95.8 75
Drinking % †

Ruminating % 75
Oestrus Detection % 85.7 N/A 100 88.9

∗ Real-time Classification based on either streamed or real-time emulated data.
∗∗ Used for defining certain geospatial areas of special interest.
† Unable to predict due to low representation of activity in given data.

Table 1.1: An overview of state of the art in cow activity recognition.

In addition to the domain of recognition of cow activities, I have investigated
state of the art in recognizing human activities as well, which I describe in the
following.

1.4.4 Recognizing Human Activities

I have also studied the state of the art of recognizing human activities using
pattern recognition and machine learning and various sensor modalities. From
this, I have found, that both the research and the techniques used in this do-
main, are useful in my work with recognizing cow activities as well. Therefore,
I have found inspiration herein.

Organized Feature Specifications

Within the domain of various sports, athletes’ movement patterns have been
used to analyze their physical fitness and performance. Mohr et al. [52] clas-
sify activities like standing, walking, jogging, sprinting, etc., to analyze the
performance of high-standard soccer players. They match the individual ath-
letes’ classified performance with their development of fatigue during the game.
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Spencer et al. [70] does an analysis on elite field hockey players’ performance
during a game. They film the players during the game, and discretize the time-
motion information into movements and classify these movements into more or
less the same types of activities as above.

Zheng et al. [84, 85] recognizes different transportation modes like walking,
bicycling and driving from raw GPS data via machine learning. They extract
the information from raw GPS data through data mining, instead of a priori
information or on-time user inputs. They assemble the raw GPS position data
into segments, from which they extract features and applies them to different
machine learning algorithms before post-processing the estimated transporta-
tion modes in a probabilistic model. They find, a Decision Tree outperform-
ing other machine learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine, Bayesian
Net and Conditional Random Field, disregarding either of which segmentation
strategies was used: Uniform Duration Based, Change Point Based or Uniform
Length Based.

Chen et al. [13] monitor human gestures by filming a person. After having
filtered the images, they use hidden Markov models to recognize the movements,
and classify gestures with an error rate of 0-15% depending on which of the 20
different gestures is given. In addition, Ozer et al. [59] propose a framework for
real time (video based) gesture recognition. They monitor human gestures by
filming a person. After having filtered the images, they too use hidden Markov
models to recognize the movements, and finally they classify them into gestures.
However, they are not evaluating their results on the pattern matching part, as
their main focus is the framework development.

Using Sensors Integrated in Smart Phones

Reddy et al. [65] apply data from a GPS receiver and an accelerometer, both
integrated in a smart phone, to a Decision Tree followed by af Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) to determine people’s transportation modes; with an average
classification rate of 91.3% from the Decision Tree improved to 93.6% via HMM
they classify: standing still, walking, running, biking and motorized driving.

In another study by Zhang et al. [83], they too evaluate different stan-
dard machine learning algorithms and recognize the activities of sitting back
arch, sitting leaning right/left/forward, sitting normal/upright, standing up-
right/leaning forward, lying right side/on back/face down. Integrated accelerom-
eters in belt-worn smart phones are used for measuring body movements. They
also find, that all classifiers perform better when training and testing with data
from same subjects (95.07-98.98%), than when training with data from one
group of subjects and testing with another (57.66-70.29%).

Using the Weka Toolkit

Gu et al. [28] suggests a solution for merging activity recognition on what they
specify as simple (sequential) and complex (interleaved or concurrent) human
activities. They use inertial sensors to sense the user’s movements of left hand,
right hand and body; In addition to the inertial sensor data, they collect data
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on: the user’s proximity location like @kitchen or @living room; the surrounding
environment like humidity, temperature and light; and which objects the user
interacts with. The sensor data are classified by applying various score functions
and simply selecting the activity with the highest score, e.g., a specific activity
like cleaning the dining table would be selected if object@cleanser, object@plate,
object@wash cloth, and location@kitchen scores highest.

Luštrek et al. [47] recognizes human activities by applying various machine
learning techniques to measured body movements. The body movements are
measured via wireless tags – placed on the elbows, shoulders, ankles, knees and
hips – from which the locations of body parts are determined, thus enabling pos-
ture and movement reconstruction. The activities being recognized are falling,
the process of lying down, the process of sitting down, standing/walking, sitting
and lying. They test eight different machine learning algorithms provided by
the Weka toolkit [78] and find Support Vector Machine to be best performing
with a classification rate of 95.5%.

Ravi et al. [64] are also recognizing human activities by applying various
machine learning algorithms in their study. However, they use an accelerometer
mounted near the pelvic region to measure body movements. They recognize
the activities of standing, walking, running, climbing up stairs, climbing down
stairs, doing sit-ups, vacuuming and brushing teeth. They evaluate 18 different
classifiers provided by the Weka toolkit [78] on 4 different data combinations.
They obtained accuracies of 90.61-99.57% using Plurality Voting. However,
the approach was not applicable, when training and testing data came from
different subjects. Though, the accuracy reduced to 73% the Boosting Support
Vector Machine outperformed other classifiers, when the testing and training
data came from different subjects.

Specific Contexts at Specific Locations

Ye et al. [81] propose a framework for effectively retrieving individuals’ life
patterns, by mining raw GPS data without a priori information. By life pat-
tern, they mean combinations of significant places of individuals’ life style and
regularity and diverse properties of the combinations.

Patterson et al. [60] presents a method of learning a Bayesian model of a
traveler moving through an urban environment. They use both particle filters
and Expected Maximization (EM) on GPS position data to distinct between
the transportation modes: by bus, by car or by foot. Not surprisingly, they
find, that additional information like bus plans and bus stops has a positive
impact on the classification rate.

Though, the domain is different from recognizing cow activities, I have been
inspired by the works regarding recognition of human activities. In the follow-
ing, I will sum up on, how the states of the individual arts have inspired me in
my work.
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1.4.5 Challenges and Inspirations

By now, I have described the state of the art in relation to recognizing cow
activities and behaviors from satellite based positioning. Next, I will point out,
where in this thesis, I approach the challenges and inspirations, I have found in
the above.

I have been investigating the performance of GPS in indoors environments.
In Section 3.3, I describe my investigation on positioning of cows in a cowshed,
and my investigation on GPS-usage in various indoors environments.

Instead of only determining the level of activity, I recognize specific activi-
ties, and in Section 2.1 I explain, why I set out to recognize the five activities:
lying, standing, walking, eatingSeeking and drinking.

By recognizing five activities, I challenge Robert et al. [66] and Ungar et
al. [75], who recognizes only three and four of them respectively. However,
Martiskainen et al. [48] recognize six activities, as they introduce ruminating
and lame/normal walking and omits drinking. Hence, my challenge of their
work regards the success rates.

Jónsson et al. [37–40] transforms the knowledge obtained after recognizing
cow activities, into knowledge on a cow’s current health condition. From rec-
ognizing whether a cow is lying or standing and/or its level of activity, they
determine whether a cow is in oestrus or not. Providing this knowledge, would
be another step in the direction of supporting a domain expert in making deci-
sions on if and how to treat a cow.

In my first investigation, described in Section 5.1, I use low-cost GPS re-
ceivers to track cows outdoors on an open field. My investigation focus on find-
ing out, to what extend it is feasible to recognize cow activities, when tracking
them with low-cost GPS receivers.

I find it interesting, that various combinations of different sensor modali-
ties have been used in the described studies. However, none of them combine
position, accelerometer and compass data at the same time. In Section 5.2, I
describe my investigation of how, using different combinations of the three sen-
sor modalities: GPS, accelerometer and compass, impacts on the success rates,
when recognizing five cow activities in real-time. For this experiment, I use the
sensors integrated in a smart phone.

In Section 4.2 I describe, how I extract features from raw data in an orga-
nized fashion. Inspired by Mohr et al. [52], Spencer et al. [70] and Zheng et
al. [84, 85], I transform incoming data into movements, and assembles them in
segment, before I extract a broad variety of features.

In Section 2.1.4, I describe, how I adapt the idea of attaching specific con-
texts to specific locations via a concept, I call Area Of Interest (AOI). I also
discuss different solutions to this functionality in Section 3.2, e.g., by introduc-
ing additional technologies. However, as I explain in Section 6.1.3, I manage to
do it solely based on position data and a location model.

Furthermore, as described in Section 5.2, I have investigated, to what extend
the use of such AOIs impact on the success rate.

The broad variety of machine learning algorithms, inspired me to investigate
the impact of using various different algorithms, which I describe in Sections
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5.1 and 5.3. Furthermore, the common use of the Weka Toolkit lead me to test
it in my work.

So, throughout this thesis, there will be traces back to the ideas and findings
done by others, as I have described above. The next subject, that I will deal
with, is to find out, what exactly to look for in the data, in order to detect
focus cows. In Section 6.1, I will reflect on, how I have managed to meet the
challenges and gain from the inspirations mentioned above.



Chapter 2

Analysis of Cow Behaviors and Activities

Due to intense competition in the domain of precision livestock farming, the
farmers need assistance from either qualified extra man power or modern tech-
nology to overview and attend the herd, in order to effectively find focus cows
that for some reason needs special attention or relief care. It requires full at-
tention to do so, in order to prevent false positives or, what may be even worse,
overlooking a true positive causing an animal to suffer.

In this chapter, I describe how I have approached the topic of defining
what specific behavioral patterns to look for in the position data. This work
is based upon my findings from an analysis of the available research regarding
normal versus abnormal cow behavior. The behavioral abnormalities that are
being both detectable from position data and of special interest in my work is
represented in this chapter. Finally, I define five different types of cow activities
based on the behaviors of interest. The main goal of my project is to classify
a cow’s immediate behavior into one of these five different activities with the
best success rate possible.

2.1 Defining Cow Behaviors from Cow Activities

2.1.1 Physiological Studies

A report by Munksgaard et al. [54] describes some typical changes in cow be-
havior, which may indicate certain health or welfare disorders. They describe
the typical behavior of a healthy and well being cow on pasture. Over a period
of 24 hours, a normal cow on pasture typically spends: 10−14 hours on lay-
ing down resting, 7−8 hours on ruminating, walking 2−5 km, and spread over
4−5 periods spending 6−9 hours grassing at a pace of approximately 2 m/min.
Of course, these values may vary depending on the nutrition in the grass, the
weather conditions, current stage in lactation period etc.. For instance, Schlecht
et al. [68] found, that cows tend to rest less as the weather turns cold and dry.

In addition, Dobson et al. [15] has investigated why it has become more dif-
ficult to make cows pregnant via artificial insemination. They found a decrease
over the past 30−50 years in the percentage of cows in oestrus standing-to-be-
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mounted1 from 80% to 50%. Moreover, during the same period of time, the
duration of standing-to-be-mounted from 15 hours to 5 hour. Consequently, it
has become harder for farmers to notice a cow in oestrus. In addition, they
found that it takes 40 days extra to get a cow suffering from lameness in-calf,
and 18 days extra for a cow suffering from mastitis2.

Lukas et al. [46] investigates dry matter and water intake as indicators
of changes in cows’ health or oestrus status. They find water intake to be
decreasing in cases of fever, hoof injuries or oestrus. In addition, they find
water intake to be strongly correlated with dry matter intake. Moreover, they
conclude that water intake can serve as an effective indirect measure of dry
matter intake changes in groups of cows. Research done by Gonzalez et al. [27]
shows, that feed intake depends on a cow’s health condition. Huzzey et al. [35]
found a correlation between the time spent at the feeding area and the actual
feed intake. In addition, Ito et el. [36] found, that abnormal lying behavior
correlates with lameness amongst cows.

Krohn et al. [54, p. 25−51] describes, that the degree of good social behavior
of cows in heat decreases, i.e., it tends to disturb the other cows mounting them,
obstructing their passage by standing to be mounted and resting the jaw on the
back of other cows. In addition, the cow in heat eats less, slower, in shorter
periods and less time in total. Moreover, it becomes restless, and most of the
time spent on resting is standing instead of lying. Furthermore, a cow in heat
walks longer distances per interval as well in total. In contrast, after heat it
walks less and rests normally.

Munksgaard et al. [54, p. 53−74] and Ingvartsen et al. [54, p. 75−105] de-
scribes how a cow suffering from hoof or leg disorders tends to walk slower and
over shorter distances. In addition, it may limp, lift legs and/or toddle. Dobson
et al. [15] also show a decrease in total distance walked per day. Besides, though
resting more as found by Blackie et al. [5] the animal seems restless, e.g., by
frequently shifting between lying and standing.

In addition, Munksgaard et al. [54, p. 53−74] describe how a stressed cow
becomes restless and show changes in the social behavior in terms of being more
or less approaching, evasive and aggressive. Moreover, stress can make a cow
either walk faster or slower, and more or less per interval as well as in total.

Futhermore, Ingvartsen et al. [54, p. 75−105] and Gonzalez et al. [27] found
that a cow suffering from indigestion tends to walk unsteady, at a slower pace,
over shorter distances per interval and in total. The body temperature rises
and the cow spends more time resting both lying and standing. In addition, it
eats less and slower. They also found that the latter symptoms shows if udder
disorders occur, e.g., mastitis. Of course, it will affect the milking as well, i.e.,
the cow will be kicking during milking causing the milking to be interrupted,
and in addition, if the cowshed has an automated milking robot, the cow will
not visit the robot as frequent as usual.

Should a cow be exaggerated from milking to much, e.g., in dairies with

1A cow placing itself with the behind in front of another cow is standing-to-be-mounted,
and indicates it being in oestrus.

2Mastitis: an inflammation in the udder.
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AMS, Sørensen et al. [54, p. 75−105] has found that the symptoms would be
less time spent on resting and ruminating both laying and standing. In contrast,
the cow will spend more time eating, and the quantity eaten will increase. In
addition, Pryce et al. [62] and Butler [11] show that a milk exaggerated cow is
less fertile.

In a study by Bouissou et al. [9], they describe the social behavior of cows,
including how hierarchic orders reside in herds of dairy cows. Lowest in such a
hierarchy are the so called loser cows as defined by Thomsen et al. [73]. The
definition evaluates the individual cow’s score of the clinical signs lameness,
body condition, hock lesions, general condition and more. A cow is classified as
a loser cow if its total score is below a critical limit. In addition to being weak,
they are often being dominated by the other cows, especially the ones residing
highest in the hierarchy. They found that being a loser cow has significant
negative consequences for both the farmer and the cow in terms of lower milk
production, higher mortality, worse and more frequent morbidity and extra
workload for the farmer. Furthermore, Krohn et al. [54, p. 137−162] found
loser cows to eat both less and slower than average, which is supported in the
findings by Galindo et al. [24], who also find looser cows to be lying more. In
addition, in a dairy with an AMS, a loser cow often pays the AMS a visit during
nighttime, where no one else attends it, i.e., a loser cow tends to avoid social
interaction. Bode et al. [8] argue that the social movements amongst group-
living animals (like cows) indicate the hierarchical dynamics within such groups,
and that that the position of individuals within a social network and the social
network structure of populations could have important fitness implications for
individual animals.

2.1.2 Abstractions in Cow Monitoring

There are different levels of abstraction when observing and evaluating a cow’s
health and welfare state. Based on the above mentioned works of others, I define
four levels of abstraction: action, activity, behavior and health and welfare. The
four levels of abstraction are illustrated in Figure 2.1 in an attempt to visualize
their mutual hierarchical order.

The figure illustrates the four abstraction levels starting with the lowest
level in the inner circle and turning to higher levels as it moves towards the
outer circle.

Action is the lowest level of abstraction. An action is momentary like chew,
kick, head roll, etc.. It may also be a transition from one activity to another
e.g., when a cow raises from lying to standing, or when is starts to walk or
stops.

Activity is the second lowest level of abstraction. It is an activity when a cow
for instance is standing, walking, drinking, etc.. An activity is not momentary
however, it is of a limited period of time.
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Figure 2.1: Monitoring cows can be done at different levels of abstraction.

Behavior is the second highest level of abstraction. A cow’s behavior could
for instance be acting restless, being socially evasive or approaching, eating or
drinking more/less, etc..

Health and Welfare is the highest level of abstraction. At this level, a cow
may be defined as sick if for instance it suffers from an inflammation or an
injury, or it may be defined as being in heat, or as being a looser cow.

2.1.3 Indicators, Symptoms and Disorders

In order, for a technological solution to detect these health and welfare disorders,
perhaps even in a sub-clinical stage, a clear definition of indicators to look for
is needed. Therefore, the symptoms corresponding to the above mentioned
disorders are listed in Table 2.1.

The list of relevant behavioral indicators in Table 2.1 serves as a gross list
where no technological constraints are taken into consideration. However, as
described in the following Section 2.1.4, there are some constraints when using
satellite based positioning on cows. Therefore, in the following Section 2.1.4, I
consider the ability of recognizing each of the health and welfare disorders by
detecting the corresponding symptoms listed in the table using a neck-mounted
GPS receiver and an accelerometer. Consequently, the list in Table 2.1 serves as
a gross list. This gross list will be narrowed further down to contain only those
indicators and activities, that are considered both relevant and detectable using
the given sensors. The specific reasons for narrowing down the list is given in
Section 2.1.5, and the resulting net list is presented in Table 2.2.
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State of health
and welfare Symptoms

Heat -walking more, faster and longer distances
-resting less and mainly standing
-frequently shifting activity
-stands to be mounted
-mounting
-resting jaw on back of another cow
-eating slower, shorter periods, less time and quantity
-drinking less

Hoof or leg -walking less, slower, shorter distances, limps, lifts leg, toddling
disorders -frequently shifting between lying and standing

-resting more
-drinking less

Stress -walking faster/slower, and more/less per interval and in total
-restless
-approaching more/less
-evasive more/less
-aggressive more/less

Indigestion -walking slower, unsteady, shorter distances per interval and in total
-body temperature increases
-resting more both lying and standing
-eating less and slower

Udder injuries -eating less and slower
-milking interruptions due to kicking and fewer visits in AMS

Exaggeration -resting less both lying and standing
from milking -ruminating less both lying and standing

-eating more and longer durations
-fertility declines

Loser cow -milking during nighttime and lower production
-mortality increase
-morbidity worsens and becomes more frequent
-eating less and slower
-social avoidance

Table 2.1: Gross list of relevant indicators of behavioral abnormalities and
health or welfare disorders.

2.1.4 Constraints when Monitoring Cows with Satellite Based
Positioning

Using neck-mounted GPS receivers as in this project and optionally with inertial
sensors integrated, makes it possible to monitor a cows walking pattern to
some extend. However, to what degree steadiness and lurching can be detected
depends on the position accuracy and precision. Therefore, walking will be
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one of the activities I will be looking for in the data. However, lurching and
steadiness will not.

Raft [63] has found the time spend at the feeding table and the actual
feed intake to correlate. Monitoring cows in a cowshed would make it fairly
simple via position measurements, given sufficient accuracy and precision, or
an alternative technology like RFID, to make a distinction between presence
at the feeding table and standing in proximity of the feeding table. However,
monitoring cows on pasture which spend all their time on grass, i.e., on the
eating table, makes it harder to determine when a cow is eating. However, by
combining accelerometer data with position data it becomes possible to detect
this activity to some extend. Therefore, also eating will take place in the net
list of activities to look for.

Furthermore, when detecting if a cow is resting either by lying or standing
when being in a cowshed, information on whether the cow is located within
or in the very proximity of a both or resting area, would be of great help. As
explained in Section 3.2, there are several of such locations of special interest
when monitoring cow behavior in a cowshed, each of which I call an area of
interest (AOI). Figure 3.1(a) shows a sketch with examples of AOIs at the
Danish Cattle Research Centre (DCRC). However, being on pasture makes it a
bit more difficult to detect either of those, since the cow is present in the resting
section at all times, i.e., the entire field. Though, no interior sets the boundaries
of such AOIs, there seems to be some areas with non-fenced boundaries, where
the cows tends to perform specific activities. Obviously, the cows only drink
when being located at a drinking vessel or other water supplies. Moreover, in
the last outdoors experiment described in Paper A, there seems to be an area
which the cows tends to visit when lying down resting. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates
the locations of such AOIs and their individual propagation. Therefore, both
drinking and resting are among the activities, I strive to recognize. However,
since the latter activity may be performed either standing or lying, I will look
for both of these two activities separately, instead of just determining if the cow
is in a state of resting.

However, monitoring cows on pasture, like in the outdoors experiments de-
scribed in Section 3.4, disables detection of cows being milked, as the milking
takes place indoors. Moreover, the experiment of monitoring cows in an indoor
environment of a modern cowshed as described in Section 3.3.1 showed, that
satellite based positioning produce position estimates of insufficient accuracy
and precision for performing activity recognition on the data. However, DCRC,
where the experiments of monitoring cows in an indoors modern dairy as ex-
plained in Section 3.3.1, use AMS. Thereby, it would have been possible to
monitor the cows’ individual patterns of visiting the robot by proximity posi-
tioning, e.g., by using RFID. As a consequence of this constraint, the milking
activity is being filtered out, and will not be investigated further.

In addition, based on the experience and lessons learned during the outdoors
experiments, I found it hard to perform a detailed monitoring of cow activities
of more than one individual at a time. I found, that observing many individuals
at a time in order to obtain quantitative data, leads to a trade off in the data
quality. Since, the data quality is been of high importance in order to infer
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detailed activity recognition from the data, the focus was on only one cow at a
time. Consequently, the dataset are insufficient for thoroughly looking into the
social behavior amongst individuals in a herd. Though, there where occasional
social interaction between the monitored cow and other herd members, the
occurrences seemed rather sporadic and did not lead to any findings in terms of
the cow’s social behavior. Therefore, and though it is a very interesting research
topic, it will not be investigated any further in this work.

Based on these constraints a new list of more specific activities to look for
in the measured data is presented in Table 2.2. The condensed list illustrates
the activities, I strive to recognize from the position data and data from other
sensor modalities if available.

Activities of interest Additional and useful information

Walking distance/day
distance/rest
speed
accelerations

Eating and seeking time
seeking interval

speed
duration

Drinking time
interval
speed
duration

Lying time
interval
duration

Standing time
interval
duration

Table 2.2: A narrowed down list of relevant activities being detectable using
neck-mounted GPS and accelerometer sensors.

2.1.5 Specific Cow Activities of Interest

As described in the previous section, there are many different behavioral changes,
that may be used to point out a possible focus cow candidate. Typically, the
normal behavior of cows in a herd diverges from one animal to another. How-
ever, by detailing the behavior into lower levels of cow activities like: walking,
lying, standing, drinking and eating seeking, the cows’ way of performing these
becomes close to similar. From the distribution, duration, combination, fre-
quency, etc. of these detailed activities performed by any normal behaving
cow, it is possible to define its normal behavior.
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I strive to recognize such immediate cow activities, to assist a domain expert
in the work of detecting behavioral abnormalities amongst cows. In order to
meet the cross-animal physiological variations, the many different behaviors
are divided into common activities of a lower level of abstraction, which all
may serve as abnormal behavior indicators, e.g. jumping, toddling, lying and
eating. However, mainly using GPS receivers cause some limitations in terms
of the position information provided. Often, the information is limited to: time
of measurement, latitude, longitude, elevation, and speed. In addition, the
sample rate is often limited to a maximum of 1 sample per second. Therefore,
not all behavioral indicators are detectable from the provided position data, i.e.,
the activity has to affect the movement taking place from one measurement to
another. This excludes indicators like toddling and jumping, and leaves a subset
of activities detectable when using position data. Of course, using various sensor
modalities in combination with GPS, as described in Paper A, is likely to open
up new possibilities for detection of other activities like mounting and toddling.
From this subset I define the five activities to look for in this project:

Walking defines the activity of the cow walking towards a goal, e.g., from
A to B without stopping or simply tagging along other cows. Should the cow
stop for any reason, it is no longer considered to be walking. This often takes
place when the cow moves from one field to the consecutive one, or when the
cow moves to the drinking vessel.

Eating/seeking defines when a cow shows eating behavior, i.e., it either
eats or seeks for grass, and possibly the cow stops from time to time chewing.
The eating/seeking activity is the hardest to recognize, since the cow either is
walking around seeking for grass or standing still eating, and therefore tends to
be confused with the other activities.

Standing defines when a cow stands still for a period of time without showing
neither eating nor seeking behavior. It may be hard to distinct this activity
from lying. However, a standing cow tends to be moving just a little more than
one lying down, causing the measured position to move in contrast to a cow
lying still.

Lying defines when a cow lies down. When the cow lifts its head and looks
around this activity may easily be confused with standing or eating/seeking.

Drinking defines when a cow is drinking. In order to drink, it has to be
present at a drinking vessel and standing still. However, a cow spending time
standing or lying in the proximity of a drinking vessel could very easily be con-
fused with a drinking one.

Training a classifier to recognize these activities is an important step in the
process of spotting possible focus cows. Being able to classify these five activities
with high success rates enables domain experts like veterinarians or farmers to
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piece together a rough map of each cow’s behavior. By analyzing the behavioral
information, they are able to point out individual cows behaving abnormally,
which makes them focus cows. Subsequently, the domain experts are able to
determine, which cows to pay extra attention to during their routinely rounds.
Furthermore, they are likely to have a rough idea of the cow’s current state of
health and welfare prior to the examination and therefore, already knows what
to look for when checking up on the animal.

Moreover, learning another model, working at a higher abstraction level,
about the health and welfare disorders listed in Table 2.1 and their correspond-
ing symptoms, would enable it to suggest or at least indicate, why the cow shows
the given symptoms. Such a trained classifier can feed a herd management sys-
tem providing decision support to farmers and veterinarians with useful and
possibly crucial information .

2.2 Summary

I have studied, state of the art in evaluation of a cow’s behavior as an indica-
tor of the current health and welfare state of the animal. From this study, I
have managed to get an understanding of how the behavior of a healthy and
well being cow diverges from a cow with health disorders or welfare dissatis-
faction. Based on this knowledge, I have defined some abnormal cow behavior
indicators to look for. I have argued, why I find it relevant to introduce the
concept of Area Of Interest (AOI), and illustrated the distribution of such in
an indoors environment at a modern dairy farm and outdoors in a regular dan-
ish pasture field. Unfortunately, I found the GPS positioning of dairy cows in
the indoor environment to be useless for activity recognition. Therefore, I have
been focusing on recognizing cow activities on cows on pasture fields in outdoors
environments. However, the number of AOI’s are limited to the proximity of a
drinking vessels and perhaps also some preferred resting areas, where the cows
tends to go to lay down.





Chapter 3

Acquisition of Cow Movement Data

This Chapter describes the prerequisites for the performance and evaluation of
automatic recognition of cow activities as described in this thesis. There are at
least two preliminary necessities: (1) ground truth observations on what the cow
is actually doing, accompanied by (2) data from one or more sensors measuring
the cow’s movements. How these prerequisites are obtained, is described in
the following. Furthermore, this chapter introduce the concept of an “Area
of Interest”, which refers to additional contextual information on the current
location. For instance, if the cow is located in the proximity of a certain subject,
it may influence the probability of the cow either doing or not doing a specific
activity. In this thesis, the proximity of such a subject is referred to as an “Area
of Interest”, and is described in details in the following.

3.1 Ground Truth Observations

The cows were being observed during the outdoors experiments, while wearing
different sensor modalities. These observations serve as ground truth in the
succeeding analysis. The quality and trustworthiness of these observations is
very important and has great impact on the result of the activity recognition.

In a study by Winckler et al. [79], the acquisition of useful and trustworthy
observations is shown not to be straight forward. By comparing observations
on lameness performed by three observers independently monitoring the same
147 dairy cows, they found agreement for 63−74% of the observations. In
addition, O’Callaghan et al. [56] found only 37% agreement of two individual
observers, and one observer was consistent in re-scoring cows for only 56% of
the observations.

In the observations described in this thesis, the observants were to look for
five activities. The definition of and reasons for selecting these activities was
given in Chapter 2. The five activities are:

• lying

• standing

• walking

29
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• drinking

• eating and seeking

Observations can be done both as manual observations and as video record-
ings, as explained in the following.

3.1.1 Manual Ground Truth Observations

Observants doing manual observations must be able to decide a cow activity
both (1) rapidly in order to get the correct time stamp and (2) consistently to
note the same observed activity every time the cow performs it.

With a resolution of 1 minute on observations the synchronization of
observation notes is relatively easy to do by hand. In addition, doing the obser-
vation notes by hand means, that the observant becomes more mobile and can
move along with the animals under observation, as they move around. Note,
that tagging along the animals may interfere with their normal behavior. How-
ever, this project focus on recognizing the immediate cow activities. Therefore,
it has no influence on the succeeding activity recognition, if a cow is distracted
by the observer and walks more than normal. An obvious downside to having
a resolution of 1 minute is the risk of having succeeding cow activities with the
same time stamp.

With a resolution of 1 second on observations it becomes harder to
do the synchronized observation notes by hand. A laptop running a dedicated
cow-observation application, helped the observants to synchronize their notes
by freeing them from taking notice of the time stamps. However, there is a
limitation to this approach, as the laptop will be in the need of power, depending
on its consumption and battery capacity. Furthermore, it may not be as easy
to carry around as the completely manual approach, which makes the approach
less mobile. The seated observant is depicted with the laptop in Figure 3.7(b).

3.1.2 Video Based Ground Truth Observations

Observants doing video based observations must be focused on filming the cow
at all times and keeping track of time for later synchronization. Later, when
going through the video doing manual off-site observations, the observant has
more time to decide exactly when and which cow activity is performed at a
given time.

3.2 Area of Interest

As I explained in Section sec:constraints-when-monitoring-cows-with-satellite-
based-positioning, there are certain activities, which are likely to be performed
at specific locations or within certain areas. For instance, a cow may only be
drinking, when in the proximity of a water trough. There are numerous ways
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to introduce this concept by, e.g., one could define: specific areas of interest,
as I suggests; specific gates, where the cow will have to pass in order to enter
a specific area or location; simply just being within the proximity of a loca-
tion. Likewise, there are numerous ways of implementing and deploying such
a concept. For instance, by introducing an additional technology like: RFID,
Bluetooth, InfraRed, etc.. The subject has been heavily researched over the
years, and based on a study by Hightower et al. [32], they provide an overview
on this subject. Though, introducing an additional technology seems straight-
forward, I wish to use the position data provided by the infrastuctureless GPS
in combination with a location model. I introduce the concept of areas of in-
terest (AOI), as geometrically defined polygons surrounding an area, where a
certain activity is either likely or unlikely to occur.

A location model is introduced to annotate such geometrical areas with
contextual information. For instance, the use of position data enables the def-
inition of geometrical areas as locations where certain activities are likely to
occur, e.g., a cow is likely to be drinking in the proximity of a water trough.

The effect of using AOIs and to what extend it can be used depends on
the given domain and the surrounding environment. This project has focus on
the domain of dairy farming. The dairy cows investigated are either indoors
in a stable environment, which affords an extensive use of AOIs as illustrated
in Figure 3.1(a), or outdoors in an open field, where the use of AOIs is more
limited as illustrated in Figure 3.1(b).

As explained in Section 3.3, I conclude not to use indoors GPS based posi-
tioning for activity recognition in this project, hence the AOIs in the modern
cowshed at DCRC has never been used. However, they are presented here
simply to exemplify prospect of extensive use.

On the open field, where the second outdoors experiment (described in
Section 3.4.2) took place, the number of AOIs are rather limited compared to the
indoors cowshed. As illustrated, only two AOIs are defined: one surrounding the
water trough, where the cow is likely to be drinking when present; and another
where the cows tended to be laying during the experiment. Being present in the
former AOI does not guarantee, that the cow is actually drinking. Nor is there
any guarantee, that the cow never will lay down outside the preferred resting
area. The location model has a geometric model of the field, and on specific
geometric areas, that is defined to be of special interest, AOIs. The location
model holds information on within which geometric area the corresponding
position resides, and provides the name of the given area, e.g., “Field/Drinking
Area” if the cow resides within the area defined as such or simply “Field” if not
being inside an area of interest.

In Section 5.2, I describe an investigation, were I test the effect of using the
concept of AOIs in combination with different combinations of various sensor
modalities. In the investigation, I measure the effect on the classification rates.
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(a) An example of AOI definitions at DCRC

(b) AOIs defined at the field from the second outdoor experiment

Figure 3.1: Examples of areas of interest (AOIs) indoors in a modern cowshed
(upper) and outdoors on a pasture field (lower).
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3.3 Investigations of GPS Usage Indoors

Investigation of GPS usage in various indoors environments, reveals that many
challenges are facing in the acquisition of reliable position data for activity
recognition.

The following investigations of GPS performance inside a modern stable
environment are performed in a cowshed at DCRC. The investigations show,
that state of the art in satellite based positioning lacks the ability to provide
position data with sufficient accuracy for succeeding cow activity recognition.

3.3.1 Tracking Cows Inside a Cowshed

In one experiment, two dairy cows moving around in a modern cowshed in a
stable environment at DCRC were rigged with rocketized AgTrax GPS collars
from BlueSky Telemetry [6], as depicted in Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b). Each
collar has an integrated low-end GPS receiver from u-blox1.

(a) The cowshed. (b) The cows with collars.

Figure 3.2: The cowshed at DCRC and the two cows wearing the AgTrax
collars.

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) illustrates the position measurements from the two
cows. The figures reveal errors of up to 69 meters for one cow and 46 meters
for the other. In addition, due to a drift in the estimated positions, the cows
never seemed to rest during the 72 hours duration of the experiment according
to the GPS tracks.

Though, a visual analysis is not exact, it gives a rough idea on whether
using low-end equipment in a harsh environment like a dairy farm seems like a
feasible solution or not − for this purpose it is not.

3.3.2 Investigating GPS Usage in Various Indoors Environments

This section provides a summary of the findings of a thorough measurement
campaign exploring the performance of GPS positioning in various environ-
ments using a high-end u-blox receiver2. The work is described in details in

1By low-end is meant a 4th generation receiver from u-blox (Tim 4P).
2By high-end is meant a 5th generation receiver from u-blox (EVK-5H ).
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(a) 69m error on cow183’s track (b) 46m error on cow184’s track

Figure 3.3: GPS position measurements of the two cows used for visual analysis
of position errors in a dairy farm.

Paper C. Please note, that the paper refers to a warehouse which is similar to
the dairy at DCRC in structure, interior and size. Therefore, when describing
the characteristics of GPS reception inside the warehouse in the following, it
corresponds to a modern cowshed.

This investigation of the characteristics of GPS availability in various en-
vironments, covers GPS performance measures. The focus of this project is
on positioning availability and accuracy. The campaign focused on static mea-
surements at a number of locations in eight different buildings, all varying in
structure, building material and interior.

The u-blox receiver was “hot started” after initializing the programs for
logging GPS data at 1 Hz. Note, that hot start refers to an initialization
using A-GPS data. If the hot start of the u-blox receiver was successful, i.e.,
if it within 10 minutes produced a position fix, the u-blox receivers’ NMEA
formatted data was logged subsequently for 5 minutes; then we repeated as
above, but this time cold starting the receivers without A-GPS. In case the hot
start of the u-blox was not successful, we produced a successful hot start at a
nearby location and walked back to the measurement location. If the receiver
was able to keep track of the satellites and still produced position fixes upon
arrival, we logged the receivers’ data for 5 minutes.

Availability The GPS availability at the middle floor of a three-story shop-
ping mall and the warehouse is illustrated in Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) respec-
tively. The figures show for each in-building measurement location whether and
by which means we were able to acquire GPS fixes. As illustrated by the figure
legend, we categorize availability performance into 4 categories: (i) both hot
start and cold start (indicated by a green circle) were successful; (ii) a hot start
but no cold start (indicated by a blue square) was successful; (iii) neither hot or
cold starts were successful, but tracking was, that is acquiring a GPS position
at a location with high GPS availability and moving to the measurement loca-
tion where GPS upon arrival continued to produce position fixes (indicated by
a purple triangle); (iv) and finally blocked where no GPS position fixes could
be established (indicated by a red cross).

The figures clearly illustrates, the difference in GPS availability inside the
two buildings. The GPS availability varies inside the shopping mall, where at
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(a) Shopping mall of size 242m x 150m.

(b) Warehouse of size 82m x 38m.

Figure 3.4: Overview of the GPS availability inside a shopping mall (upper)
and a warehouse (lower) similar to the dairy at DCRC.

some places only tracking is possible while others are blocked. Contrastingly,
the GPS availability seems more promising for the 82 m x 38 m warehouse as
it is a relatively open environment, with just cloth curtains between roof and
lowered outer walls, and four 50cm wide skylights along the roof. Consequently,
it allows for proper GPS fixes. However, further analysis shows that reception
was difficult and SNR low (29-32) for signals which had to penetrate interior el-
ements of the warehouse—whereas signals entering close to or through skylights
were received much stronger (39-42). As explained in the paper, we found that
a main factor impacting to which extent and quality one can get GPS fixes at
specific in-building locations are the surrounding building structures and ele-
ments. When penetrating a material, the decreasing signal-to-noise-ratio of a
GPS signal depends on the characteristics of the specific material. Furthermore,
the material characteristics impact the reflection of the GPS signals.

Accuracy The high end receiver’s GPS position fixes are compared with man-
ually surveyed ground truth positions to calculate position accuracies.
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Similar to the performances measures of availability, also accuracy is im-
paired by signal attenuation. This is mainly due to the following two reasons:
First, signal attenuation may lead to fewer satellites being tracked and therefore
to less favorable satellite constellation geometries denoted as dilution of preci-
sion (DOP)3. Second, low signal-to-noise-ratio of received signals may result in
less precise tracking of the signal, and therefore in less accurate measurements
of the distance to the satellite.

In an outdoor setting, a linear dependency of DOP value and positioning
inaccuracy should be observable, and so it is also, to a large extent, in our
measurements. Deviations from this linear dependency are mostly constituted
by the second main reason for GPS inaccuracy indoors: multipath phenomena.
Due to the characteristics of the steel bar interior and the heavy use of technol-
ogy and robots in any modern warehouse one may expect very poor position
accuracy and precision due to both reflections and fading. In addition, a cow is
an effective attenuator for the satellite signals. I have participated in another
empirical analysis and characterization of GNSS indoor multipath conditions,
which is described in Blunck et al. [7].

The measurements in the warehouse showed an average 2D error of 8.8
m and the average HDOP of 1.7 was considerably higher than most of the
other buildings investigated, suggesting that the large window and skylight
areas allow easy access for GPS signals, but only from certain parts of the sky,
leading to poor geometry.

3.3.3 Conclusion on GPS Usage Indoors

Indoors GPS tracking of cows for activity recognition is not feasible, with the
rocketized techniques available today. The systematic investigation of GPS
usage in various environments indicates, that the positioning of cows would
be improved, if the GPS receiver in the collars were replaced by a high end
receiver. However, an average error of 8.8 m would still be insufficient for
activity recognition.

As a comfort, the vendors are constantly improving their receivers by making
them smaller, more accurate and less power consuming. Furthermore, as Galileo
becomes operational in 2015, more satellites will appear and lead to better
geometry and more signals available. Therefore, the current lack of sufficient
equipment for GPS tracking cows in indoors environments is expected to be an
intermediate state and the future is looking very promising.

3.4 Collecting Data at Outdoors Experiments

In contrast to the indoor environment, an outdoor environment directly under
an open sky is the optimal conditions for getting GPS positions. And as ex-
pected, collection of GPS position data outdoors was more successful. Two dif-
ferent dataset were collected during two different experiments. The two dataset

3The DOP value is a measure of how good the current satellite geometry is (low DOP value
means good geometry).
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and how the observations where done in the two experiments are described in
the following.

3.4.1 Experimenting with Low-cost GPS Receivers on Cows

In one experiment, we observed 14 dairy cows over a period of five days from
8.00 am to 5.00 pm taking notes on whatever activity the individual cow was
performing at any given time. The cows had an i-gotU GT-600 − which is a
low-cost GPS receiver from [51] with a SiRF Star III chipset − mounted on
their collar. The receivers were installed inside a shielding plastic housing as
depicted in Figure 3.5(a). The plastic housing, containing one GPS receiver
each, where mounted on the cow collars as illustrated in Figure 3.5(b).

(a) Receiver and housing (b) Mounted receiver

Figure 3.5: The low-cost GPS receiver and the plastic housing (left-side), and
a receiver mounted on a cow collar (right-side).

The receivers were setup to log position measurements at 1 Hz. Each mea-
surement contains date, time, speed and a WGS 84 position4 with latitude,
longitude and elevation.

An issue with the low-cost GPS receiver used for this experiment is that
they stop calculating new GPS positions to save power after remaining still for
an unspecified period of time. This functionality is unmanageable, when using
the GPS receiver’s scheduling mechanism to turn the receivers off from 5.00 pm
to 8.00 am. Once the mobile device has turned off the GPS receiver, it takes
some unspecified amount of time for the mobile device to wake up again, turn
the GPS receiver back on and calculate the first GPS position. In addition, the
first position estimates are typically inaccurate. Consequently, it becomes hard
(if not impossible) to detect any transition from such a non moving activity.
However, one could argue that it is reasonable to limit the power consumption,
as it is a major challenge when positioning mobile devices via GNSS. Therefore,
Paper D proposes EnTracked – a system that, based on the estimation and
prediction of system conditions and mobility, schedules position updates to both
minimize energy consumption and optimize robustness. One can only expect

4WGS 84 is the reference coordinate system used by GPS.
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better characteristics of satellite based positioning in the future as the existing
positioning technologies mature and new promising GNSSs like Galileo [23]
becomes operational.

The 14 cows were arbitrarily picked out from a herd of 28 dairy cows, i.e.,
they were selected with no regards to their expected behavior during the ex-
periment. The reason for using 14 cows instead of the entire herd is based in
the practical challenge of observing all animals while being spread out, as illus-
trated in Figure 3.6(a). The ground truth observations where manual with a
resolution of 1 minute, which makes it possible for the observant to move around
amongst the animals while taking notes by hand as illustrated in Figure 3.6(b).

(a) Monitored cows on grass (b) Manual observations

Figure 3.6: The grassing cows being monitored (left-side), and an observer at
a static observation point (right-side).

A benefit of doing manual observations is that we were able to monitor
fourteen cows moving around freely over two consecutive fields. Given fourteen
animals also means that physiological variation is represented in the data which
will decrease along with the number of animals. However, the manual method
also limits our dataset because we had to select particular tracks from it which
may cause the activity recognizing model to be trained and tested with less
noisy data. Moreover, we treated each of the selected sequences of position
data as atomic dataset.

Another method – which we did not use in this experiment – for capturing
ground truth is to use video recording to document ground truth. Especially,
this would remove uncertainty in situations where the manual observation di-
verges from the position data, e.g., if a cow is observed to be lying down while
the position data reveals that the cow is actually moving around. However,
video recording both limits the number of animals that can be monitored and
the size of the field to keep the animals in view. Therefore given the same hu-
man effort the video-based method can produce data for fewer animals thereby
decreasing the physiological variation.

The herd residing in a commercial farm spends the nights in a tie stall and
is put on grass every day from 8.00 am to 5.00 pm. A commercial farm with tie
stall was picked as target for the experiment due to the existing collars worn
by the cows and the convenience of having the animals tied while mounting the
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GPS receivers. Except from mounting the GPS receivers on the existing collars
and the ground truth observations, there were no changes in the cows daily
routines. The experiment took place while the cows were on grass, as depicted
in Figure 3.6(a), a sunny week in June with scattered clouds and temperatures
around 20◦ Celsius and no wind.

3.4.2 Experimenting with Smart Phone Sensors on Cow

In a second experiment, we observed a single dairy cow over two cloudy days in
May from 8.30 am to 11.00 pm with temperatures around 14◦ Celsius and light
winds. The cow was part of a commercial dairy herd with 80 Jersey cows. The
herd was bedded in deep litter with day access to a grass field. The cow was
picked by the owner according to its calm temperament and nature. The cow
was being video recorded and manually observed with a resolution of 1 second
to supplement the recordings in case of doubt, when going through the video
afterwards.

To avoid interrupting the recordings with battery changes, the camera was
plugged during the observations. Therefore, the observation site was selected
from two criteria: 1) a good view on the field with only a few blind spots
according to the terrain and 2) our maximum distance to electricity.

(a) Monitored cow in the back centre. (b) Video recordings and supplementing man-
ual observations using a laptop.

Figure 3.7: The monitored cow with the equipped collar (left-side), and the
observers with the video camera (right-side).

Being static, the observants often face a challenge, when monitoring a spe-
cific cow the hole time as it moves around amongst the herd. Especially, at
times of clotting as illustrated in Figure 3.7(a) or when observing the cow from
a distance as illustrated in Figure 3.7(b).

Subsequently, new observation notes were taken off-site based on watching
the video recordings. The on-site notes were used for synchronization, and for
sanity checking in case of doubt.

The GPS receiver was a Qualcomm MSM7201A gpsOne chip integrated in
a HTC Desire smart phone running Android version 2.2. The accuracy of the
position measurements provided by the GPS receiver was enhanced via A-GPS,
which for one thing enables corrections caused by atmospheric disturbances. In
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addition, the smart phone has both an accelerometer and a compass integrated.
All three sensor modalities provide measurements to the dataset. A dedicated
application running on the phone performed the collection of data. The phone
was installed inside a shielding plastic housing as depicted in Figure 3.8(a) and
mounted on the cows’ collars as illustrated in Figure 3.8(b).

(a) Phone and housing (b) Mounted on collar

Figure 3.8: The smart phone running the measurement collection application
and the plastic housing (left-side), and the phone mounted on a cow collar
(right-side).

The GPS receiver logged GPS measurements at 1 Hz, and each measurement
contains time stamp, speed and a WGS 84 position5 with latitude, longitude
and elevation. The accelerometer logged measurements at 35 Hz, and each
measurement contains time stamp, X, Y and Z. Likewise, the compass logged
measurements at 35 Hz and each measurement contains time stamp, pitch, roll
and azimuth. Since the latter measure is absolute to magnetic north, it has to
be modified into being a relative measure representing the deviation since last
measurement.

3.5 Conclusions on using Satellite Based Positioning
of Cows

Using a GNSS to position cows for activity recognition has several advantages.
However, it also gives raise to some challenges, that are to be met.

Being a global positioning technology with an integrated infrastructure is
one of the forces of GNSS based positioning. For instance, enabling the farmer
to move the cows around freely, without additional maintenance or extension
of a local sensor network, is useful. Furthermore, since GPS is a widely used
technology, it constantly becomes more affordable. In addition, the competition
between vendors has a positive impact on the receivers’ characteristics, as all
vendors strive to improve them.

5WGS 84 is the reference coordinate system used by GPS.
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However, for the time being, the technology constrains cows to be located
outdoors with an open sky above. Otherwise, the technology cannot perform
positioning with sufficient accuracy for activity recognition. In the relatively
near future, when Galileo becomes operational in year 2015, it is expected to
have a positive impact on the performance of GNSS based positioning outdoors
as well as indoors. Roughly, since most receivers are able to receive signals
from both Galileo and GPS satellites, it will double the number of satellites.
It is expected to provide a higher number of visual satellites and consequently
higher accuracies due to better geometries. Furthermore, better acquisition is
expected − especially at cold starts − due to the characteristics of the Galileo
signal.

One downside of using GNSS based positioning for cow activity recognition
is the power consumption. Though, the effort of vendors continuously striving
at lowering the power consumption has paid off already, there are still more
to wish for, before GNSS based positioning scales well to a herd of say 500
animals. In addition to vendors lowering the power consumption of the receiver
itself, I have been involved in the development of EnTracked [42]. EnTracked
contributes with a software based solution for energy-efficient robust position
tracking for mobile devices. Long term monitoring with a minimum of mainte-
nance like changing batteries is exactly what would be needed in order to fully
help the farmer.

3.6 Summary

I have explained the differences between observing ground truth manually versus
video recording it followed by manually observing ground truth off-site when
going through the video. The two different techniques are used in Sections 5.1
and 5.2 respectively, and from the experiences cained therein, I find the latter
approach to be the most successful one.

In addition, I have introduced the concept of areas of interest (AOI)s, which
are areas associated with contextual information. For instance, when a cow
is located in the proximity of a water trough, it is located inside the drinking
area. The functionality of associating specific areas with contextual information
would be most powerful in an indoor environment, as a modern cowshed has
numerous areas, where only one activity is likely to take place. I describe the
use AOIs in Section 5.2, where I investigate how the use of AOIs impact on the
classification rate.

Moreover, I have explained the challenges facing, when using satellite based
positioning in an indoor environment. Since these challenges still have not been
met, indoors GPS usage has a negative impact on the position accuracy. That
is why, all data used for cow activity recognition in this this project, has been
collected outdoors on open fields.

The data collection took place during two different experiments: firstly,
low-cost GPS receivers were neck-mounted on 14 cows in the first experiment,
and manual ground truth observations were made; secondly, a smart phone
integrating a GPS receiver, an accelerometer and a compass was neck-mounted
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on 1 cow, and video based ground truth recordings were made, followed by
manual observations off-site. The investigation, where I use the first dataset, is
described in Sections 5.1. The investigations, where I use the second dataset,
is described in both Sections 5.2 and 5.3.



Chapter 4

Software Architecture Based on Positioning

Middleware

In this Chapter, I introduce components for a toolbox for pervasive position-
ing. As part of my research during this project, I have participated in the
development of some of these components provided by this toolbox, which we
have named PerPos. The purpose of PerPos, is to serve as middleware for posi-
tioning and location-based applications. As described in the following, PerPos
provides its functionality as cloud services.

Furthermore, I describe the architecture of a component for activity recog-
nition, which I have developed during this project. I describe its functionality
and how it integrates with the PerPos toolbox as a cloud service.

4.1 PerPos: a Toolbox for Pervasive Positioning

The PerPos toolbox provides functionality for pervasive positioning and location-
based applications.

Applying the visions of pervasive computing to a variety of domains requires
positioning with pervasive coverage (i.e., indoor and outdoor), and indepen-
dence from local infrastructures (such as used for WiFi or UWB positioning).
Furthermore, it requires location-based services that provide generic handling
of, e.g., location models (typically road and building models), navigation sup-
port, logging support, and support for recognition of movement patterns. Ex-
amples of such domains are fire fighting, search and rescue, health care, and
animal monitoring [3, 69]. In general, many domains require pervasive com-
puting that benefits from pervasive positioning technologies and location based
services [44].

The term Pervasive Positioning is used to cover the rich variety of posi-
tioning technologies and methods available or currently being developed for
obtaining reliable positioning data for any object or person anywhere, anytime.
These positioning technologies fall in three main categories: GNSS, radio based
positioning systems, and inertial tracking systems—all of which (and their com-
binations) are supported within the PerPos system. The choice of sensors in
use depends on the specific application, as these technologies provide different
qualities under different conditions.

43
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PERPOS Cloud Service Platform
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Figure 4.1: PerPos Platform provides cloud services accessible for applications
on various mobile devices.

When developing position based applications, different positioning technolo-
gies and devices such as the ones mentioned above should be supported and,
ideally, combined. At the position sensing level, there is a need for creating
common access to heterogeneous hardware. At the application level, common
abstract data structures should provide uniform access to position data regard-
less of the source.

4.1.1 PerPos Providing Cloud Services

This Section briefly describes the work presented in Paper E, which gives a
detailed description of PerPos as a platform providing cloud services for per-
vasive positioning. To our knowledge there is no provider of a comprehensive
set of cloud services for positioning and location-based services. Thus, we have
set out to develop a platform for pervasive positioning (PerPos) cloud services.
A central motivation for designing the services as cloud services instead of as
a traditional application framework for development of custom applications to
run locally with the user is that it allows for adding new features as well as
for improving algorithms and methods without requiring re-compilation and
re-distribution of new binaries to the users.

A sketch of the platform services is given in Figure 4.1. The figure illustrates
that the cloud based architecture allows services and applications to run on
different types of hardware, i.e. special purpose hardware as well as resource-
limited standard mobile phones.

In particular, PerPos offers the following services described in detail below:
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Figure 4.2: Visual overlay of horizontal accuracy from green (high accuracy)
over red (medium accuracy) to black (low accuracy).

Awareness of Positioning Quality for estimating, communicating and dealing
with the inherent position uncertainties; Sensor Fusion for making position
technologies supplement each other; Building Models for adding context to and
gaining certainty about positions; Navigation Primitives for supporting naviga-
tion in complex environments; Power Efficient Tracking for supporting tracking
and positioning on resource limited devices; Activity Recognition for recognizing
behavioral patterns from position and motion data.

Awareness of Position Quality

GPS positioning is available today using state-of-the-art receivers with high
accuracy in most outdoor areas and with lower accuracy in some indoor areas
as described in Paper C. The study also concludes that indoor GPS positioning
coverage and accuracy mainly depend on the local environment e.g., the building
materials and number of walls surrounding the user—with some fluctuations
due to the movement of people, satellites and atmospheric variations. However,
in practice it is difficult to judge the ambient environment’s effect on the GPS
signals.

To address these problems, we have built as a PerPos cloud service PosQ, a
system for efficient and unsupervised fingerprinting of GPS positioning quality.
The system enables people and applications to judge with low effort the GPS
positioning quality in an area both now and how it develops over time. The
system works by fingerprinting the positioning quality by estimating it on par-
ticipating GPS-enabled devices and collecting these estimates. An example of
a visual overlay is shown in Figure 4.2 for a cultural museum site. To evaluate
the system we have tested PosQ in a shopping mall, a cultural history museum
and a botanic museum. The evaluation provided evidence that the collected
quality maps are accurate, that they remain valid over time and that they also
capture the quality differences between GPS receivers.

Sensor Fusion

There is no single technology that provides highly accurate and precise perva-
sive positioning in every environment. GNSS systems are the most promising
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in regard to coverage, but there are a number of environments that hinders
GNSS performance such as urban canyons, heavy foliage, indoor environments
and under water. PerPos provides particle filter based sensor fusion that fuses
inertial sensor data, GNSS and a priori knowledge of building structures to im-
prove accuracy and coverage of the individual positioning technologies. Sensors
located with the tracked subject feed the data into a cloud service which em-
ploys a particle filter to improve on the position estimate and feeds the estimate
back to the user and other interested parties.

Building Models

As pervasive positioning requires proper positioning and since position data is
more valuable if given in relation to surroundings like building structures such
as floors and rooms, we have integrated a building model service into PerPos.
This service is also referred to as the location model in this thesis. In the
context of activity recognition I use it to define the areas of interest (AOIs) as
described in Section 3.2.

Navigation Primitives

We implemented a navigation service for navigation in indoor environments
based on route finding functionality. Like other navigation implementations
[67,71] a number of functions are offered, that can answer typical navigational
questions such as “What is the shortest route from A to B?”. We support
visualizing the answer, as exemplified in Figure 4.3.

Route tracking functionality is also offered by the service. It allows a series
of positions to be reported as advances on a chosen route, even though the
sensed positions in reality are not placed exactly on the route. This kind of
functionality is also seen in car navigation systems.

Power Efficient Tracking

Battery capacity is a scarce resource on mobile devices because the capacity of
batteries is not increasing in the same pace as new power demanding features
are added. Many use cases for applications within pervasive positioning (in-
cluding tracking cows) require long battery life and therefore it is a problem if
positioning and communication significantly shortens the battery’s lifetime. It
is, however, not a simple task to build low power consuming applications be-
cause of the heavy use of many power consuming features of mobile devices such
as the screen to display maps, the radio to receive and send data, or a built-in
GPS receiver for positioning. Therefore, to minimize the power consumption,
an application has to take great care in how it uses a devices’ features, especially
if the application is to run continuously.

For supporting tracking and positioning on resource limited devices, we have
built a PerPos cloud service named EnTracked, which is described in details
in Paper D). The system minimizes positioning and communication costs on
mobile devices for tracking targets using GPS. The system requires a service
running on the mobile devices that then can be instructed to deliver position
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of a shortest indoor route.

updates within a certain accuracy limit to whatever authorized applications or
service which is interested in the information.

The system uses a power minimization algorithm implemented using dy-
namic programming to predict when a GPS position is needed. The algorithm
takes four types of information into account: First, an error model to model
positioning accuracy. Second, the delays associated with powering on and off
features, which lowers the chance of exceeding accuracy limits. Third, a profiled
power model to ensure that the system will correctly minimize the consump-
tion on a given device. Fourth, motion sensing using accelerometer readings
since it allows to sense standstill in which case the GPS can be switched off
and position updates are not necessary. As the accelerometer consumes about
a sixth of the GPS’s power and since communication is avoided, this provides
significant power savings.

Evaluations of the system tracking a pedestrian target walking in a resi-
dential area resulted in power savings of 62.3% with an accuracy limit of 100
meters and 69.7% with an accuracy limit of 200 meters compared to periodic
reporting. A longer deployment over several hours showed even larger savings
of 85.7% compared to periodic reporting with an accuracy limit of 100 meters
which is an improvement over previous work such as Farrell et al. [18].

Activity Recognition

A PerPos cloud service for recognizing behavioral patterns from position data is
under development. The activity recognition system, described in Section 4.2,
is provided by PerPos as a cloud service and is a huge step towards a behavior
recognizing cloud service.
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4.2 Establishing an Architecture for Activity Recog-
nition

During this project, I have developed a system for activity recognition using
standard machine learning algorithms on position data and optionally also data
from other sensor modalities. Since I, throughout the project, has been inspired
by the domain of activity recognition upon cows, I have named the system:
“CowBAR: Cow Behavior and Activity Recognition”. CowBAR provides func-
tionality for processing incoming measurements and transforming them into
activity estimates, by calculating a number of features given as input to a
standard machine learning algorithm. The system builds on the design and
functionality described in Papers A and B. CowBAR has been used intensely
in the systematic investigations of cow activity recognition as described in the
following.

CowBAR is developed as an integrated module in PerPos and is thereby
extending the PerPos toolbox. Similar to PerPos, CowBAR is designed to be
easily deployed as cloud services through PerPos. Moreover, the additional func-
tionality of PerPos enables flexible switching between different sensor modalities
and the adding of geometric areas of interest.
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Figure 4.4: Diagram showing incoming sensor data being transformed into mea-
surements by PerPos; successively CowBAR transforms them into movements,
segments and activities before they are passed on back to PerPos for use by
internal modules (e.g., a viewer), or external applications (e.g., a herd manage-
ment system).

The overall diagram in Figure 4.2 illustrates CowBAR residing in PerPos,
taking advantage of the flexibility and functionality provided therein. For in-
stance, PerPos handles the coupling of various external sensor modalities (1),
parses the raw sensor data and transforms it into corresponding measurements
(2). CowBAR handles these incoming measurements, e.g., GPS measurements,
accelerometer measurements, compass measurements, etc. These measurements
are transformed into a broad variety of features, i.e., statistical calculations
like average, standard deviation, etc. of parameters like speed, acceleration,
heading, etc.. Based on these features, CowBAR estimates cow activities via
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standard machine learning algorithms. The resulting activity estimate is passed
on back to PerPos, which then dispatches the activity output to external ap-
plications and/or to internal modules, e.g., the internal viewer.

4.2.1 Feature Specification

CowBAR process incoming measurements in order to calculate features to serve
as input to the classifier. Naturally, the nature of the sensor data vary from
one sensor modality to another, hence the various data formats are treated
differently. In addition, the features are computed using varying processing
algorithms, depending on the sensor modality and the provided information.
The following is a brief overview of the elements illustrated as parts of CowBAR
in Figure 4.2, and the bracketed numbers refer to this figure.

Designing CowBAR with three succeeding analyzers each with different data
structures as output is to some extent inspired by the work done by Zheng et
al. [85]. They recognize commuters’ different transportation modes like walk-
ing, bicycling and driving from raw GPS data. They assemble a number of
measurements in segments. Each of these segments are constituted by a start-
ing point, where the current mode of transportation is initiated, and an ending
point where the transportation mode changes. They extract numerous features,
e.g., heading change rate from the GPS data within each segment, and process
these features via machine learning, before, filtering the classifications using a
probabilistic post-processing model.

Movement Analyzer

Based on the incoming measurements, CowBAR defines the relative spatial
movement taking place between the last two incoming position measurements.
I do this transformation in order to turn the raw measurement information, e.g.,
a static position, into information regarding the action taking place between two
such measurements, i.e., the movement from one position to another (3).

When dealing with labeled data, a movement is labeled with the same
ground truth information as the measurement defining the origin of the move-
ment. It is assumed that the ground truth observation is true at least till the
time of the destination measurement.

Based on the two position measurements I define a vector representation,
with information on euclidean distance between positions, the relative heading
in relation to the previous movement, speed, acceleration, etc.. Other sen-
sor data like accelerometer data and compass data, are not being processed
for information extraction in regards to the specific movement. Instead, the
measurements are attached to the movement which they interleave. Whether
or not, data are being individually processed and transformed into movement
specific information or simply piggybacked the movement for later analysis, de-
pends on the nature of the sensor modality. However, some sensor data may
require some modification before being useful as foundation for computing input
features. For instance, the part of the compass measurement called azimuth,
concerns the absolute heading according to magnetic north. As this measure
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is absolute, it is modified before use, so that it only represents the deviation
in heading from last measurement. Furthermore, the movement analyzer use
a location model to define, if a movement takes place inside of an area of in-
terest (4). The location model has a geometric model of the location being
monitored. Moreover, it holds information on specific geometric areas, that is
defined to be of special interest. During the processing of a measurement, Cow-
BAR asks the location model, within which geometric area the corresponding
position resides, and the location model answers with a name of the given area,
e.g., “Field/Drinking Area” if the cow resides within the area defined as such
or simply “Field” if not being inside an area of interest. This information is
attached to the movement as well, and is later on used by the segment ana-
lyzer to determine, which area the cow has visited within a segment. All these
information regarding a movement, are represented as a movement (5).

Besides providing information like: speed, acceleration, relative heading,
distance traveled, etc., a discrete representation of the movement is categorized
as being either: left turn, right turn, forward, u turn, or non moving. This
approach is inspired by the domain of various sports, where athletes’ movement
patterns have been used to analyze their physical fitness and performance. Mohr
et al. [52] used such a discrete representation when classifying activities into
standing, walking, jogging, sprinting etc. to analyze the performance of high-
standard soccer players. Also Spencer et al. [70] analyze elite field hockey
players’ performance during a game by filming the players during the game and
discretize the time-motion information into movements for classification into
more or less the same discrete representations as above. A condensation of the
information contained by a movement is listed in Table 4.1.

Parameter Description Example

movement type a discrete representation left,
of the latest type of right,
movement performed forward,

u turn,
non moving

angle angle relative to the [deg] and [rad]
previous movement

magnitude distance traveled between [m]
the two measurements

speed estimated speed [m/s]

heading relative heading [deg]

acceleration based on estimated speed [m/s2]
of the last two measurements

Table 4.1: A condensed list of information regarding each individual movement.
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Segment Analyzer

On its own, a single movement represents sparse information on the currently
performed activity. For instance, some of the generated features represents
measures of the change in acceleration of each adjacent pair of movements in
a segment, and the same goes for heading, changes in type of movement, etc..
In addition, depending on the given data and domain, analyzing movements
in singular may cause the activity recognition to be more sensitive to noise
in terms of a single outlying measurement. However, analyzing an ensemble
of succeeding movements, adds more information and may reduce the effect of
outliers. Therefore, once a movement is defined, the segment analyzer assembles
the movements in a list (6). The segment analyzer use segmentation strategies
to determine, when a list of movements is fully assembled. Once a list is fully
assembled, all data are represented as a segment (7).

The main purpose of the segment analyzer is to extract features from move-
ments and pass the feature information on as segments. The segment analyzer
assembles incoming movements, and extracts a broad variety of features from
this assembly, once a segment has been assembled.

With inspiration from research done by Zheng et al. [85], I extract a broad
variety of features from the movement data, e.g. HeadingChangesDegreesFor-
wardRate, which represents the rate of heading changes in degrees for all move-
ments in the segment moving straight forward.

The segment analyzer computes a broad variety of different features which
are represented in the corresponding segment as attributes. The computation
consists of statistical calculations like standard deviation, variance, minimum,
maximum, mean, median, etc. on the many information withheld by the move-
ments taking part of the segment assembly. As many of these features tend to
be variants of each other, they are grouped for clarity and listed in Table 4.2.

Parameter Feature

movement type Distribution (% of forward, left, right, etc.)
Change rate between moving and non moving
Change rate between any type of movement

heading Changes accumulated (forward, left, etc.)
Change rate (forward, left, etc.)
Changes max (forward, left, etc.)

speed Max, min and mean

acceleration Max and min
Mean and accumulated (both positive and negative)
Changes between positive and negative

distance Accumulated for 2D and 3D (moving and non moving)
Max for 2D and 3D (moving and non moving)

time Accumulated (moving and non moving)

Table 4.2: A list of features extracted for each segment.

When dealing with labeled data, the segment is labeled with the ground
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truth observation represented the most by the movements in the assembly. A
pitfall to this approach is that a segment may carry movements with different
ground truth observations diverging from one another, but only one will label
the segment, while the remaining are discarded. One way of mitigating this
issue, could be to represent the distribution i.e., have the rate of each possible
activity’s occurrence represented in dedicated numeric features.

Activity Analyzer

The activity analyzer handles the machine learning processing of the incoming
segments (8). The features withheld by a segment are used as input to a stan-
dard machine learning algorithm. I approach the activity recognition problem
from a software perspective and leave the classification to a machine learning
toolkit − in this case the Weka toolkit [78] as justified in the following. The
characteristics of the resulting classification is represented as an activity (9).
These activities are either passed on to internal PerPos functionality, e.g., the
viewer (10) as exemplified in the following, or to external applications (11), e.g.,
a herd management system.

The Weka toolkit is used as the provider of standard machine learning al-
gorithms for several reasons: firstly, initially, I had some experience with the
toolkit from previous work, where I had used the programmatic access to in-
tegrate with my own code, as well as the graphical user interface for rapid
investigations of e.g., correlations between data and observations; secondly, is
a comprehensive toolkit for machine learning and data mining; thirdly, I find
it well documented by Witten et al. [80], Hall et al. [29] and on the Inter-
net; fourthly, it has been used in numerous studies requiring machine learning
techniques in various domains since the first stable release of the toolkit was
released in year 2000 as described by Hall et al. [29]. Examples of such uses are
studies by: Gu et al. [28], Ravi et al. [64] and Luštrek et al. [47] recognizing
human activities; Zheng et al. [85] and Reddy et al. [65] recognizing commuters
transportation modes; and Yoneweza et al. [82] recognizing cat activities.

The internal viewer, provided by PerPos has been used for visual eval-
uations during this investigation as well as for demo purposes. The demo is
illustrated in Figure 4.5. The left sides of both figures shows a photo (screen-
dump from Google Earth) of the pasture, where the cow resides and the position
track of the cow is continuously updated with red dots on the photo. Using the
location model, I define some areas of interest visualized by black lines. The
defined areas are: the entire field, where the cow can move freely; a relatively
small area surrounding the water trough, where the cow can go to drink; and a
larger area which during the experiment seemed as a preferred place for lying
down. The lower right sides present the video of the cow playing in sync with
the position tracks being updated. The estimated activity is depicted by the
activity icon in the top rights of the figures. Whether or not, the estimated
activity equals the observed activity is indicated by the color of the frames, so
that correct classification is indicated by using green frames as illustrated in
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Figure 4.5(a), and incorrect ones are indicated by red frames as illustrated in
Figure 4.5(b).

(a) Correct classification is indicated by the green frame.

(b) Incorrect classification is indicated by the red frame.

Figure 4.5: An example of my use of the viewer functionality provided by
PerPos. The figures illustrate a running interface, with the cow’s position mea-
surements illustrated by red dots on the fields to the left. The bottom right
pictures show the video based ground truth. The upper right icons illustrate
the estimated activity. The green/red frame illustrates, whether the classifier
is estimating right or wrong.
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4.2.2 Calibration

CowBAR is flexible by design. This flexibility makes it usable in various do-
mains and with a variety of sensor modalities. Depending on the given domain
and combination of sensor modalities, it may be necessary to calibrate CowBAR
accordingly. Therefore, the design of each of the three analyzers in CowBAR
provides this ability to adapt through calibration.

Movement

Segment

[measurementsAB,
measurementsinterleaving,

movement type, 
velocity, relative 

heading...]
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Figure 4.6: A look inside CowBAR: the three analyzers, the three corresponding
data structures to the right, and blue dashed boxes illustrating the calibrators.

To illustrate the calibrators, Figure 4.6 depicts a look inside CowBAR; the
calibrators are illustrated with blue dashed boxes. The figure exploits what
goes on inside each of the three analyzers: at the bottom, the movement an-
alyzer process the incoming measurements, in accordance with its calibrators
it determines the movement taking place between two adjacent GPS measure-
ments, assembles interleaving measurement from other sensors and represents
it in a movement data structure; at the center, the segment analyzer groups the
movements into segments according to its segmentation strategy, all the move-
ment information are processed and as a result a broad variety of features are
extracted and represented in a segment data structure; at the top, the activity
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priornonmoving = 0.5
priormoving = 1.0− priornonmoving

accuracyGPS = 0.4

uncertainty =

{
1.0 if distancemovementt < accuracyGPS(accuracyGPS

distance

)2
else

for each movement in listhistory :
{

likelihoodnonmoving =


0.10 if minSpeed ≤ vmovement

(0.60× uncertainty)2 else if uncertainty < 1.0

0.60 else

likelihoodmoving = 1.0− likelihoodnonmoving

pnonmoving =
priornonmoving×likelihoodnonmoving

(priornonmoving×likelihoodnonmoving)+(priormoving×likelihoodmoving)

priornonmoving = pnonmoving

priormoving = 1.0− priornonmoving

}
isMoving = priornonmoving < 0.5

Figure 4.7: Pseudo code for the Näıve Bayes filter determining motion for a
single movement instance.

analyzer use the segments as input to the given machine learning algorithm and
represents the classified activity in an activity data structure.

Calibrating the Movement Analyzer

The movement analyzer can be calibrated via one or more of three input pa-
rameters. Whether a cow is moving or not is determined using a Näıve Bayes
filter, as illustrated with pseudo code in Figure 4.7. Each of the three in-
put parameters have different influence on the movement analyzer: minimum
speed defines the threshold between non moving and moving; heading threshold
defines – if found to be moving – the threshold for whether the current move-
ment type is forward, left, right or u-turn; and History length is the number
of old movements taken into account in the Näıve Bayes filter when deciding
whether the current movement type is moving or non moving. The selection
of the likelihoodnonmoving constants 0.1 and 0.6 in the pseudo code is based on
experience from previous lab work with detection of bicyclist and pedestrian
movements.

Selection of the input parameter values was based on intuition and experi-
ences from observing cow behavior. Hence, the minimum speed was set to 0.3
m/s as cows walking towards a certain goal tends to move at that pace or faster,
history length was set to 4 by pure intuition and so was heading threshold set
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to 40 degrees.

Calibrating the Segment Analyzer

The segment analyzer is calibrated via the segmentation strategy. The segmen-
tation strategy defines the foundation of the feature extraction. The strategy is
easily replaced with e.g., a customized one, matching the requirements caused
by the given sensor modality combination, the current domain, the ambient
environment, the specific characteristics of the classifier in use, etc.. A segmen-
tation strategy could for instance ensure a fixed number of movements in each
segment. Additional strategies may be applied at a time to supplement one
another, and their effect on the data is accumulated according to the order of
infusion.

Calibrating the Activity Analyzer

As explained earlier, I use the standard machine learning toolkit provided by
the Weka toolkit [78]. Furthermore, I use the algorithms in their default config-
urations and omit tuning and optimizing the algorithms. The machine learning
algorithm parameter can be any classifier provided by the toolkit. Moreover, it
easily adapts to customized algorithms or algorithms provided by other toolk-
its. CowBAR is specifically designed to provide this flexibility, since the optimal
machine learning algorithm may vary depending on the given situation. There
may be many reasons for such variations, for instance: different domains, the
sensor modalities being used, the trade off between the timely requirements of
processing versus the classification success rate, etc..

The number and variety of classifiers provided by the Weka toolkit
are many. Therefore, I will not describe each classifier tested throughout this
project. I will, however, introduce the characteristics of the classifiers specifi-
cally mentioned in this thesis (for further descriptions of the entire ensemble of
classifiers provided by Weka, please refer to [78,80]):

J48 is a decision tree that classifies instances based on the predictive model.
By default, the tree is pruning1. This classifier is used in Sections 5.1 and 5.3.

Random Tree is also a decision tree, however, it is unpruned. The tree
selects the best split criterion from one out of k random features at each node,
i.e., a random tree is completely random, if k = number of attributes. By
default, k = log2(number of attributes) + 1. This classifier is used in Section
5.3.

1Pruning is a technique for reducing the size of decision trees by removing leafs with little
power on the success rate. Pruning reduces the risk of overfitting, lowers the classifier’s
complexity and removes effects possibly caused by noisy or erroneous data
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Random Forest is an ensemble of unpruned decision trees. The forest selects
k random features at each node and then selects the best split criterion from
one of them, i.e., a random forest is a normal tree, if k = number of attributes.
By default, k = log2(number of attributes) + 1. A random forest can handle
many input features, as there is in this case. Furthermore, it can handle large
sets of training data. However, not pruning the decision trees may cause a risk
of overfitting the forest. This classifier is used in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

Classification Via Regression is a type of decision tree with linear regres-
sion functions at the leaves. The linear regression functions are applied to
classification problems by employing a standard method of transforming a clas-
sification problem into a problem of function approximation. One regression
model is built for each class value. See [21] for further details on classification
via regression. This classifier is used in Sections 5.1 and 5.3.

RandomCommittee creates a committee of random classifiers. All base-
classifiers are randomized by building them using a different random seed. By
default, the base-classifier is a random tree. The individual predictions are
averaged and forms the predicted output. This classifier is used in Section 5.3.

END is a meta classifier for handling multi-class dataset by creating a com-
mittee of random 2-class classifiers and building them into an Ensemble of
Nested Dichotomies (END). Nested dichotomies is an approach for handling
multi-class classification problems with a hierarchy of two-class classifiers [29].
Please, refer to [16, 20] for further details on the END classifier. This classifier
is used in Sections 5.1 and 5.3.

SMO is short for Sequential Minimal Optimization, which is a special im-
plementation of a Support Vector Machine (SVM). See [30, 41, 61] for specifics
regarding the SMO implementation. A standard SVM is a non-probabilistic bi-
nary linear classifier. However, since I am working with 5 different cow activities
(non-binary), the multi-class problems are solved using pairwise classification
(1-vs-1). By default, the SMO use a PolyKernel as a kernel function. This
classifier is used in Sections 5.1 and 5.3.

IB1 is an instance based learner with a neighborhood of one – also known as
Nearest Neighbour (NN). It uses a simple distance measure to find the training
instance closest to the given test instance, and predicts the same class as this
training instance. If the distances from the test instance to multiple instances
are equally small, the first one found is used. This classifier is used in Section
5.3.

IBk is also an instance based learner – also known as K Nearest Neighbours
(KNN). However, the neighborhood is of fixed size k, and it sets the number of
neighbors to use, i.e., it uses the k neighbours to whom the distances from the
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test instance are smallest. IBk is equivalent to IB1 for k = 1. This classifier is
used in Section 5.3.

4.3 Summary

In this Chapter, I have introduced PerPos, which is a toolbox for pervasive po-
sitioning. Furthermore, I have described, how PerPos provides a broad variety
of functionality as clod services: awareness of positioning quality, sensor fusion,
building models, navigation primitives, power efficient tracking and activity
recognition.

Furthermore, I have introduced CowBAR, which is an architecture for ac-
tivity recognition. In addition to describing the architecture in details, I also
described, how measurements from various sensor modalities are transformed
into movements; how these movements are assembled in segments; how seg-
ments are being processed and numerous features are extracted; how these
features are applied to standard machine learning algorithms; and finally how
the classifications ends up as activities.

Throughout Chapter 5, I will describe practical uses of this software archi-
tecture for activity recognition, applied on cow activity recognition. Moreover,
it is being used as an integrated component of PerPos.



Chapter 5

Methods for Recognizing Cow Activities

In this chapter, I present some work that is published, some is submitted and
other is in the process of maturing for submission. Common for it all is that it
regards cow activity recognition using CowBAR and PerPos. All work is based
on data from real experiments performed on cows as described in Sections 3.4.1
and 3.4.2.

In the following, I distinct between classification conducted either real-time
or offline. By real-time, I mean activity classification based on measurements
being either streamed or emulated in real-time. When I do real-time classifica-
tion in the following, it is to get an idea of how the system would perform in
a real world situation. In contrast, offline can, e.g., be, when the processing of
data and the succeeding classification is unable to meet the real-time processing
requirements, e.g., due to scalability constraints, or a need for processing the
entire dataset with a predefined beginning and end. When performing offline
classification in the following, I benefit from combining all data used in the
individual setup into one set of data, and then let Weka stratify the data for
cross validations, which I do tenfold. This means, that data are separated into
ten blocks of equal size, since tenfold cross validation requires ten data blocks
– nine for training and one for testing for each fold. Furthermore, stratifying
the data means that each block has an equal amount of data representing each
of the five activities.

5.1 Recognizing Cow Activities in Low-cost GPS Po-
sition Data

The main part of this section is also described in Paper B, and the data used
in this work is collected in the experiment described in Subsection 3.4.1.

At this stage, my focus is on recognizing the four activities: lying, standing,
walking and eatingSeeking offline. The activity of a cow drinking is omitted
in this work, due to a lack of position data with trustworthy ground truth
observations of a cow drinking. Therefore, I use sequences of data where cows
are doing only one of the four activities throughout the entire data sequence.
The sequences were handpicked from the full dataset. Any sequence selection
is based upon a manual ground truth observation of high quality stating that

59
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the cow is performing one of the four activities of interest. The sequences
are selected in a manner so that they together represent all 14 cows doing
all 4 activities for a period of at least 4 minutes. That way, I get a dataset
where each cow performs each activity at least once and for a minimum of
four minutes with corresponding trustworthy ground truth observations. The
sequences sums up to a total of 16 hours of unbalanced data, where the walking
activity represented by 50 minutes of data is the one activity with the least
data available, followed by lying with 136 minutes, standing with 165 minutes
and finally eatingSeeking with 613 minutes.

Due to the data sequences selection strategy there may be both time and
distance gaps between two sequences. To prevent these gaps from influencing
on the results, the sequences are treated as atomic dataset instead of one as-
sembled dataset with adjacent sequences, i.e., the last measurement from the
previous sequence is discarded when loading a new sequence. A drawback of
this approach is that the transition between two activities is neglected. In this
work it is considered a trade off in order to work with less noisy data. However, I
have approached this issue in later work, where I manage to recognize adjacent
activities including the transitions, as explained in Section 5.2. The activity
recognition is performed offline. Thereby, each data sequence is combined into
one set, which Weka then stratifies and cross validates tenfold.

5.1.1 Results

Setting the configuration parameters initially was based on intuition and ex-
periences from observing cow behavior. Consequently, the input parameters
where set as follows: minimum speed was set to 0.3 m/s, history length was
set to 4, heading threshold was set to 40 degrees, segmentation strategy was set
to segment every 160 seconds and finally an END random classifier committee
was selected as machine learning algorithm. The background for selecting these
features is explained in Section 2.1. By using this parameter configuration I
obtain a success rate of 86.2%, and the result was evaluated against various
combinations of different input parameter values as listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Parameter min max step

movement analyzer:
minimum speed [m/s] 0.1 0.5 0.1
heading threshold [deg] 10 50 10
history length (measurements) 1 10 1

segment analyzer:
segmentation strategy:
- timespan in seconds 30 180 10

Table 5.1: The parameters used for calibrating the movement analyzer and the
segment analyzer leading to 4000 permutations.

The individual classification rates of one thousand iterations of each com-
bination evaluated using an END random classifier committee reaches from
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71.8% to 86.5%. The END classifier is used with its default configuration, i.e.,
10 committee members and is evaluated using tenfold stratified cross validation.
In addition, I tested several machine learning algorithms also provided by the
Weka Toolkit [78], and in Table 5.2 I present the results of the best performing
ones having set the input parameters as stated above. I found END to be best
performing in terms of average success rates. In addition, the table shows the
mean time of processing one instance after running the one thousand iterations
of 361 instances on a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T8300 (2.40GHz,2.40GHz)
with 3.00 GB RAM, on a 32 bit Windows 7 Enterprise operating system.

Machine learning algorithm avg success rate % milliseconds/instance

- END 86.2 5.5
- SMO (SVM) 85.7 10.3
- Classification Via Regression 85.7 13.8
- Random Forest 85.5 1.8
- J48 85.4 1.0

Table 5.2: The best performing algorithms in the offline evaluation using low-
cost GPS positioning.

By evaluating the results of the END based classifications, with only one of
the four input parameters varying at a time, I found, that selection of any of
the tested values for minimum speed, heading threshold and history length has
very little impact on the success rate for the given data.

In contrast, the results of testing the segmentation strategy shows a raising
tendency of the classification rates as the segment size increases, as depicted in
Figure 5.1. However, the graphs seems to stagnate after reaching the selected
strategy, where the timespan between the timestamps of the first and the last
measurement is 160 seconds. The same characteristics tends to match all the
algorithms listed in Table 5.2.

For some features, an inspection of their characteristics leads to an explana-
tion of the mutual difference in success between the four activities. For instance,
Figure 5.2 depicts the distribution of the heading change rate in degrees while
the cow is moving forward. The figure indicates that the walking activity dis-
sociates itself from the other activities, which may explain the success rate of
100%. Moreover, the figure shows the same tendency for approximately 2/3
of the cases of performing the eating seeking activity. However, for the 30%
fractile it tends to hide behind the lying distribution graph. In addition and
similar for all feature distributions, it looks like this feature is of no help in
the distinction between lying and standing activities as they collide for almost
all values of the heading change rate in degrees while moving forward. Con-
sequently, for these two activities I am unable to match the results by Robert
et al. [66], who obtains 99.2% and 98.0% respectively, using a three dimen-
sional accelerometer. It indicates, that I might improve the success rates by
fusing measurements from other types of sensors like an accelerometer with the
low-cost GPS receiver. However, one can only expect even better classification
rates from satellite based position data in the future, as the existing positioning
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Figure 5.1: Offline classification rates with variable fixed segment sizes. Clas-
sification of walking and eatingSeeking improves as the segment size increases.
It is, probably, due to the absence of transitions between adjacent activities.

technologies mature and new promising GNSSs like Galileo [23] becomes oper-
ational. In addition to the expected improvement of the position accuracy, the
search for features making the distributions diverge is an ongoing challenge.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the feature: heading change rate in degrees while
moving forward. It illustrates, why eatingSeeking and walking are relatively
easy to recognize.
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The number of false classifications exposed in the confusion matrix in Table
5.3 verifies, that both the definitions of the activities of lying and standing are
similar, and that the definition of the eating seeking activity cause for it to be
confused with the for two activities, due to the many and long periods of time
where the cow is standing still chewing and grassing.

classified as: lying standing walking eatingSeeking

observation:
lying 76.5% (39/51) 13.7% (7/51) 0.0% 9.8% (5/51)

standing 3.2% (2/62) 75.8% (47/62) 0.0% 21.0% (13/62)

walking 0.0% 0.0% 100% (19/19) 0.0%

eatingSeeking 3.0% (7/230) 6.5% (15/230) 0.4% (1/230) 90.0% (207/230)

Table 5.3: Confusion matrix of the offline cross validation using low-cost GPS
positioning.

Table 5.4 sums the number both false positives and false negatives and lists
the success rates. In the domain of precision livestock farming the number of
both false positives and false negatives are severe, as they may lead to animals
to suffer unattended. Moreover, the combination of false positives and negatives
is important, as an eating and seeking cow classified as a lying cow, will appear
as if the feed intake is decreased and the resting activity is increased, which
may indicate the cow as being in need of extra attention, i.e., a focus cow.

false negatives false positives success

lying 23.5% (12/51) 2.9% (9/311) 76.5% (39/51)
standing 24.2% (15/62) 7.3% (22/300) 75.8% (47/62)
walking 0.0% 0.3% (1/343) 100% (19/19)
eating seeking 10.0% (23/230) 13.6% (18/132) 90.0% (207/230)

Table 5.4: Summed false negatives and false positives of the offline cross vali-
dation using low-cost GPS positioning.

The severity of false positives and false negatives may vary from one domain
to another. For pointing out focus cows, it is of high importance to avoid such
false classifications as they may lead an animal to suffer from either bad health
or welfare conditions without anyone noticing it. As a consequence, it leads to
lower production as described by Ettema et al. [17] and Østergaard et al. [57]
and often an increase of medical expenses. We found, that except for a few
values the standing distribution tends to collide with the lying distribution for
all feature distributions. In addition, for the 30% fractile of the eating seeking
distribution it collides with both lying and standing distributions. Therefore
in a future work we will be searching for features that diverge for the three
activities in an attempt to decrease the number of false classifications.
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Summary

I found, that calibration of the movement analyzer has very little impact when
working on the given dataset. For instance, the tested values and combinations
of both history length, minimum speed and heading threshold has very little
influence on the classification rate. However, the segmentation strategy shows
a tendency of an increasing success rate as the segment size increases. Using
a segment size of 160 seconds, I have obtained an weighted average classifi-
cation rate of 86.2% using an END random classifier committee on low-cost
GPS position data. The investigation is based on data sequences without any
representations of transitions between either activities. It is therefore likely,
that replacing the dataset with one holding such transitions, might cause some
deviations from the above findings.

5.2 Recognizing Cow Activities in Combined Sensor
Modality Data

The main part of this section is also described in Paper A. The data used in
this work is collected in the experiment described in Subsection 3.4.2. It gives a
total of approximately 5 hours of data in two dataset of equal size – dataset-A
and dataset-B.

At this stage, my focus includes recognition of a cow drinking. It brings me
up to a total of the five activities pointed out as being of high interest in Section
2.1.5. Furthermore, my objectives are to: (1) recognize the five cow activities
in real-time; and (2), to investigate how the use of various combinations of
different sensor modalities affect the classification rates.

I use twofold cross validation using each dataset twice – once in each fold
either for training or testing. By classifying both dataset in real-time, I also
recognize transitions when a cow shifts from one activity to another. However,
I do not explicitly recognize the transitions as single actions. Instead, esti-
mated activity simply just matches the ground truth observations, when a cow
shifts from one activity to another. Thereby, the recognition of transitions is
performed implicitly.

In order to investigate the effect of combining various sensor modalities, I
have analyzed different sensor combinations of GPS, accelerometer and com-
pass, with and without the use of AOIs via the location model provided by
PerPos. Introduction of an accelerometer is expected to have a positive im-
pact on the distinction between moving and non moving, since GPS position
measurements are known to be drifting when not moving in contrast to ac-
celerometer readings. Furthermore, the compass is expected to help in the
determination of relative heading when detecting if a turn takes place. In ad-
dition, I expect both sensors to improve the recognition of certain movements
like ripping grass. Moreover, I expect that AOIs will improve the classification
rates defining where certain activities are likely to occur and where not. In this
investigations, I wish to try out my expectations to see, if I am right.

With this in mind, I have performed the following investigation with one
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algorithm only, in order to limit the number of variables. I chose an algorithm
based on the work described in the previous section. Segment sizes of 2 seconds
are the smallest segments used in this work, i.e., we may be processing up to
one instance per animal every 2 seconds, when using the smallest segment size.
Hence, the algorithm should be able to process one instance approximately
every 1.8 ms. This lead us to chose a random forest classifier, mainly because
of its timely performance, i.e., 1.8 ms/instance, and secondarily for its relatively
high classification rate, i.e., 85.5%. The Random Forest classifier is an ensemble
of unpruned decision trees, which can handle many input features, as we have
in our system. Furthermore, it can handle large sets of training data. However,
not pruning the decision trees may cause a risk of overfitting the forest.

Due to the nature of the Weka-models, I cannot explicitly control the struc-
ture of the machine learning models as their given structure relies on the data
structure. Consequently, varying the use of different sensors and location model
has a side effect as it also varies the number of features in use i.e., the number
of data changes and thereby the data structure is altered. Though, I use a
customized fixed data structure to limit this side effect, it will off course be
different, when using different number of data members (features). These fea-
ture variations influence the structure of the random forest classifier and its
decision trees directly, which again affects the classification rates depending on
the the given sensor combination. Therefore, I do the cross-graph comparison
of the results cautiously, by evaluating the results relative to one another, e.g.,
by looking for tendencies in the graphs rather than considering an individual
classification rate as fully comparable results.

5.2.1 Results

Given the same explanations and results as described in the previous section,
I configure the movement analyzer the same way in this work. Therefore, the
parameters where set as follows: minimum speed was set to 0.3 m/s, history
length was set to 4, heading threshold was set to 40 degrees and the segmentation
strategy creates segments of fixed sizes. I evaluate different fixed segment sizes
in this work, and therefore, the segments sizes are varied from 2 seconds to 120
seconds. The calibration input parameters are listed in Table 5.5.

I evaluate the impact of using different sensor modality combinations with
different segment sizes. The average classification rates of classifying the walk-
ing, eatingSeeking, standing and lying activities using a fixed segment size of
5 seconds with different sensor modality and location model combinations are
listed in Table 5.6. The table lists the classification rates of both partial evalu-
ations of the twofold cross validation, i.e., training with dataset-A and testing
with dataset-B and vice versa, and their weighted average.

The results in the table indicates, that using GPS alone results in a low
classification rate, and introducing the location model improves it slightly. A
higher classification rate is obtained when using the compass or the accelerom-
eter alone. However, it has a positive impact on the classification rate as more
sensors are combined and the location model is included. Moreover, when com-
paring these results with the results of the offline evaluation listed in Table 5.2
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Parameter min max step

movement analyzer:
minimum speed [m/s] 0.3 0.3 -
heading threshold [deg] 40 40 -
history length (measurements) 4 4 -

segment analyzer:
segmentation strategy:
- timespan in seconds 2 8 2

5 120 5

Table 5.5: The input parameters used for calibrating the movement analyzer
and the segment analyzer leading to 96 calibrations to evaluate against 8 dif-
ferent sensor modality combinations. This gives a total of 768 permutations.

GPS x x x x x x
Location Model x x
Accelerometer x x x x
Compass x x x x

Train A, test B (%) 59.6 62.6 87.3 88.2 89.4 89.2 89.3 92.5
Train B, test A (%) 64.6 66.5 81.0 81.5 83.9 81.2 85.6 87.8
Weighted avg. (%) 62.5 65.0 84.5 85.2 87.0 85.5 87.9 90.6

Table 5.6: Real-time classification rates using a fixed segment size of 5 seconds
with various combinations of different sensor modalities and location model.
The best results comes from using a combination of all three sensor modalities
and the location model.

it shows, that the random forest classifier is unable to match the same classifica-
tion rate of 85.5%. However, the introduction of transitions between activities,
in addition to no longer handpicking data sequences of at least 4 minutes of
duration, where the cows performed only one activity, are obvious reasons for
the decreased classification rate.

Comparing the partial results of the twofold cross validation shows a differ-
ence between the two dataset. Using GPS as the only sensor results in a higher
classification rate when training with dataset-A and testing with dataset-B.
However, by combining a GPS with an accelerometer and/or a compass the
opposite occurs.

These classification rates produced by the varying combinations are visual-
ized in Figure 5.2.1. Common for all graphs is the tendency of the success of
classifying the walking activity is most stable with a fixed segment size less than
50 seconds. One reason for this may be, that many walking sequences are rather
short, and as the segment size increases, many of these walking sequences are
blended with other activities which makes the data noise instead of useful infor-
mation. Consequently, as the number of walking instances decrease, correct or
incorrect classification has great impact on the classification rate. Likewise, the
eatingSeeking classification tends to decrease as segment size increases. Often,
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both of these activities occur in short durations and with several transitions
to and from other activities, which inevitably makes the classification fragile
towards using segment sizes larger than their relative short durations.

Using GPS with or without the Location Model

The use of a location model becomes most effective when there are specific
activities that is likely to take place at dedicated areas, e.g., drinking when
in the proximity of a water trough. However, due to a limited amount of data
representing a drinking cow, I am unable to provide both training and evaluation
data for real-time activity recognition, where the cow visits the water trough
to drink. Therefore, the drinking activity is not represented in the graphs.
Consequently, the location model has only little influence on the illustrated
success rates in general. Nevertheless, comparing Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b)
reveals a slight improvement in recognizing standing for segments of up to 20
seconds of length. Moreover, an outlier of recognizing lying with segments less
than 4 seconds is removed by using the location model, because the cow is not
present in the area defined as a preferred resting area. Furthermore, the two
figures illustrate that recognizing both lying and walking is reasonable using
GPS as the only sensor as long as the segment size is kept below 50 seconds.
However, as segment size increases, so does the success rate of recognizing
standing. Using a low segment size cause for many standing sequences to be
falsely classified as either lying or eatingSeeking. To show this, Table 5.7 holds
a confusion matrix of the results from using GPS position data only with a
segment size of 5 seconds.

classified as: lying standing walking eatingSeeking

observation:
lying 92.5% (811/877) 1.3% (11/877) 0.0% 6.3% (55/877)

standing 43.7% (302/691) 8.2% (57/691) 1.0% (7/691) 47.0% (325/691)

walking 0.0% 1.5% (6/391) 90.5% (354/391) 7.9% (31/391)

eatingSeeking 21.2% (291/1370) 13.7% (188/1370) 2.3% (31/1370) 62.8% (860/1370)

Table 5.7: Confusion matrix of the real-time classification using GPS only and
a segment size of 5 seconds. Notice, that the false negatives regarding standing,
are almost evenly distributed between lying and eatingSeeking.

It comes as no surprise, that lying and standing may be confused with one
another when using GPS position data only, since they both are non moving
activities. However, though, eatingSeeking is an activity with a combination of
moving and non moving, one could expect there to be more movement, than
in the activity of standing. an additional reason for standing to be confused
with eatingSeeking may be the drift, which a non-moving GPS receiver tends to
introduce in the estimated position. Going over the confusion matrices of the
different segment sizes reveals that the false negatives regarding the standing
activity are classified as eatingSeeking in almost all of the occasions. When a
position estimate of a cow standing still is drifting, it may be confused with
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a cow moving slowly around either eating or seeking for grass. The effect of
such a drift in the position estimate may be diluted, as the number of position
measurements taken into account increases. Likewise, when classifying the eat-
ingSeeking activity the segment size has a negative impact on the classification
rate. From the confusion matrices it shows, that most of the false negatives are
classified as standing, and the ratio of false negatives classified as standing in-
creases as the segment size increases. So, increasing the size of the segment has
the positive effect of diluting the drift in the estimated position, while at the
same time it may introduce noise by removing useful information from the posi-
tion. Another interesting observation is, that the classification of eatingSeeking
and walking

Using Accelerometer or Compass Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d) illustrates
only little difference, whether using an accelerometer or a compass as the only
sensor. The two sensors tend to provide the best classification rates at shorter
segment sizes. Due to the relatively long duration of the lying sequences and
the relative few transition to and from this activity, it makes an exception as
it tends to decrease slightly as segments becomes shorter than 20-25 seconds.
Increasing the segment size dilutes the noise that may occur in the sensor data,
when for instance the cow momentarily moves its head, e.g., to lick itself, look
around, wipe away flies, etc., while lying down. The opposite goes for the
walking and the eatingSeeking activities, where the classification rates tends to
decrease as the segment size increases. This may be a consequence of diluting
useful information when calculating the statistical measures on larger segments.
The reason for this to impact on these two activities in particular is, that they
both are represented by wiggling the head up/down/sideways in contrast to the
two remaining activities: lying and standing, where the head is held still most
of the time. By looking at either Figures 5.3(c) and 5.3(d), it becomes clear,
that the use of either of these two sensor modalities, improves the classification
of standing, in contrast to the use of GPS position data alone.

Combining GPS with either Accelerometer or Compass The effect of
combining GPS with either an accelerometer as depicted in Figure 5.3(e), or a
compass as depicted in Figure 5.3(f) is more or less the same. By comparing to
the former graphs it seems, that GPS cause for the relatively high recognition of
walking, while both accelerometer and compass has positive impact on the clas-
sification of both standing and eatingSeeking. This matches my expectations of
the two sensors improving the classification of both these activities. However,
combining the GPS with a compass causes only a slightly better improvement
in the recognition of eatingSeeking compared to a combination of GPS with
an accelerometer. And the expectation of a combination with an accelerome-
ter seems not to be better than the compass-combination. Nevertheless, either
combinations have improves the classification rates significantly.

Combining GPS, Accelerometer and Compass with or without Lo-
cation Model Though, the gain may be small, combining all three sensor
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modalities makes yet an improvement towards the classification rate as illus-
trated in Figure 5.3(g). In addition, the location model improves the success
rate even further as depicted in Figure 5.3(h). This latter improvement should
be considered in spite of the omitting of the drinking activity, which would
indeed take place inside an area of interest.

As a result of combining the three sensor modalities and extending the
system with a location model, I find a suitable fixed segment size for the given
dataset to be around 5 seconds. This corresponds well with a study by Robert
et al. [66]. They mounted accelerometers providing measurements at 100 Hz
on cows to classify lying, standing and walking activities. The accelerometers
are leg-mounted. In this study, they find agreement with video recordings with
accuracies of 99.2%, 98.0% and 67.8% respectively. They too investigate the
use of different data segment lengths and find that classification agreement was
higher in the 3 seconds (98.1%) and 5 seconds (97.7%) intervals compared to
the 10 second (85.4%) interval. They conclude, that classification accuracy is
affected by the specific behavior monitored and the reporting interval.
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(a) GPS
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(b) GPS and location model
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(c) Accelerometer
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(d) Compass
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(e) GPS and accelerometer
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(f) GPS and compass
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(g) GPS, accelerometer and compass
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(h) GPS, accelerometer, compass and loca-
tion model

Figure 5.3: Classification rates from each of the 8 different combinations of the
three sensor modalities and the location model. Notice, the results improving
as the segment size decreases and the number of sensor modalities combined
with the location model increases, i.e., the best result is at the left side of the
bottom right figure.
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Detecting Transitions

As explained earlier, I define a transition as the action taking place, when a
cow changes from one activity to another. Though, a transition begins by the
time a cow stops to perform one activity, and ends as soon as the cows starts
performing the next activity, I consider them to be momentarily with no timely
extent. Explicit detection of such transitions could indicate, when to recognize
a new activity and thereby possibly lead to an improvement of classification
rates. However, the classifier must not detect too many false transitions either,
as it will have a decreasing effect on the success rate. Furthermore, a too loose
transition detection may lead to a restless cow being overlooked (false negative)
because of missed transitions, or a too tight detection of transitions may lead
to a normal cow being pointed out as being restless (false positive) because of
jitter.

Choosing a suitable segmentation strategy is crucial, as it has great impact
on the transition detection, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.1. The figures illustrate
classification of the first 12 minutes of data using all three sensor modalities and
the location model. The data length is limited to 12 minutes for readability, as
the transitions begins to overlap on the visual representations when squeezing
more data into the graphs. A thorough analysis of the entire dataset confirms
the trend described and illustrated in the following. During the first 12 min-
utes, the cow performed three different activities: walking, eatingSeeking and
standing. However, neither lying nor drinking are represented. The left-side
graphs represent the first of the two folded cross validations, and the right-side
graphs represents the second fold. The upper graphs represent a segment size
of 30 seconds, 5 seconds segments are represented in the middle graphs and 2
seconds segments are represented in the bottom. The observed activities are
represented in blue color, and the corresponding estimated activities are repre-
sented in red color. Furthermore, when the blue line jumps from one activity
to another, it indicates a transition. When the classifier successfully detects
such a transition immediately, it will cause for both the blue the red lines to
simultaneously stop at the previous activity and start at the new activity, i.e.,
many successful transition detections gives a similar pattern of both the blue
and the red lines. However, a red line, though correctly following the blue line,
suddenly being abrupted and continued at a wrong activity, might be caused by
a too jittering transition detection, e.g., caused by too short segments. Conse-
quently, this will lead to many false transition detections and decreasing success
rates. On the other hand, too large segments may lead to segments overlapping
several transitions. Inevitably, this will cause for them to be neglected, i.e.,
the transition detection becomes loose. Visually, the red line will be following
behind or in worst case not at all follow the blue line, as it changes from one
activity to another.

Using a segment size of 30 seconds leads to many blue lines unaccompanied
by a red line as illustrated in Figure 5.4(a). Especially, when the blue lines
are rather short, i.e., the activities are of short durations. This reveals that
many observed transitions are left undetected. Moreover, activities of longer
duration is often being overlooked to begin with, as clearly illustrated by the
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(f) Fixed segment size of 2 seconds (fold 2)

Figure 5.4: Plots of the estimated activities (red) versus the observed ground
truth (blue) illustrating the classifiers agility towards detecting transitions from
one activity to another. The more the two colors correlate the better accuracy.
The more correlation at the end of a line the better transition detection.

blue lines not being accompanied by a red line of the walking activity of both
Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.4(b). Both figures visualize that using a segment
size of 30 seconds cause a loose transition detection.

In contrast, as segments gets smaller in size, the transition detection be-
comes more agile as illustrated in Figures 5.4(c) and 5.4(d). The blue and red
lines become more similar, which signals higher classification rates. This may
lead to the temptation of using even shorter segments, to improve accuracy
further. However, obtaining a higher classification rate may come at the cost
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of false transition detections, as there may be detected even more transitions
than actually occurs, leading to a more jittering transition detection. An indi-
cation of this is illustrated at the last eatingSeeking sequence of Figure 5.4(e),
as well as in the last standing sequence in the same figure. In both occasions,
a non-occurring transition is falsely detected, causing the red line to leave the
blue line. In addition, it shows in the first one of the long walking sequences
in Figure 5.4(f), where the red line leaves the blue one momentarily. Though,
the false detection of an activity may only be for a very short time, it still is
a false transition being detected, and since numerous transitions may indicate
restlessness, it would be preferable to avoid the false ones. Applying a filter,
e.g., a graphical model like a Bayesian Network or a Hidden Markov Model,
might solve this issue, and it will be a subject for future work to investigate.

This complements the assumption that a fixed segment size of 5 seconds is
useful for the given dataset and when using a random forest classifier.
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(a) Training with dataset-A, evaluating with
dataset-B
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(b) Training with dataset-B, evaluating with
dataset-A
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(c) Accumulated results

Figure 5.5: The two per-fold (upper) and the accumulated (lower) classifica-
tion results obtained by the twofold cross validation using GPS, accelerometer,
compass and location model in combination. Notice, the difference between
the two upper graphs, indicating some difference in the two dataset, and the
accumulated result indicating the activity recognition being rather robust.

To illustrate the difference between the two dataset Figures 5.5(a) (fold 1)
and 5.5(b) (fold 2) represent the classification rate obtained from each of the
two folds in the cross validation. For both folds, the figures show a relative
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stable success rate for classifying lying for all segment sizes, though it is lower
for the second fold for all segment sizes. However, the successes of classifying
etingSeeking are either best or equally good in the second fold for all segment
sizes. The best rates of classifying walking are obtained from the second fold
for segment sizes lower than 50 seconds. As described earlier, we suspect the
relative short duration of the walking sequences to cause the unstable success
measures as segments becomes larger than 50 seconds. Despite the individual
differences in classification rates between the two folds, there is an interesting
tendency in all curves, which indicates the robustness of our system. Comparing
each set of corresponding success curves in the two graphs indicates the same
trend for each activity, only with varying offsets and variations. Finally, Figure
5.5(c) presents the success rates obtained from the twofold cross validation. Not
surprisingly, the curves matches the same trends.

Comparing Results to Earlier Work

There are many possible explanations of the diverging findings in this study,
where I find a suitable segment size to be around 5 seconds, compared to the
findings in the previous section, where we found a fixed segment size of 160
seconds to be suitable for recognizing cow activities:

Firstly, I monitor one cow only instead of fourteen. It prevents the observers
from overlooking activity transitions. Naturally, having data from more than
just one cow would enable me to evaluate individual differences in cross-animal
behavior. However, I specifically chose qualitative data over quantitative.

Secondly, the resolution of the manual observations is 1 second. In the earlier
study it was 1 minute. Consequently, many observations had the same time
stamp, and was therefore blended together. Furthermore, I have introduced
video recordings along with the manual observations. Thereby, I am able to use
every entry in both of the dataset, since I have trustworthy manual observations
and video recordings of the cow activities. Previously, I had to discard data
which we did not fully trust, and only make use of sub sequences, of fully
trustworthy data, i.e., data which was subsequent to a manual observation,
and where the position data did not show any obvious false observation like an
observation stating a cow to be lying down, while the position data reveals the
cow to be walking. This lead to splitting the data into sub sequences. Each sub
sequence representing a single activity and handled one at the time in isolation
from the other data sequences. Therefore, my focus in the earlier work was
on recognizing activities, without transitions between activities. In addition,
being able to use the dataset from one end to another enables me to recognize
transitions between activities, in contrast to previously.

Thirdly, the GPS receiver used in this work provides more accurate position
data due to A-GPS. Furthermore, additional sensor data in terms of accelerom-
eter and compass measurements is available. The sampling frequency is the
same as previous for the GPS receiver, i.e., 1 Hz. However, both the accelerom-
eter and compass data has a sampling frequency of 35 Hz, which enables the
model to guess what goes on between two position measurements. Previously,
I used only position data and the data was collected using a low-cost GPS re-
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ceivers with a 1 second sample rate. I used low-cost GPS receivers to minimize
the cost of mounting receivers on every cow when scaling to an entire herd.
However, I found it to be a trade-off with noisy data.

Fourthly, I now have introduced geometric areas of interest via a location
model. This enables the specification of certain areas, where certain activities
are likely to occur, i.e., an area, where the cows tends to prefer to rest or a
drinking area, where the water trough is located. Some areas are more strongly
attached to a certain activity than others, e.g., a cow cannot be drinking unless
it is within the proximity of a water trough. However, there is a pitfall to this
approach, since a cow being present within such an area, may not be performing
the most obvious activity, e.g., it may simply be standing in the proximity of
the water trough.

Investigating Other Machine Learning Algorithms

In this work, I omit to evaluate other classifiers, even though, I am aware
of the relevance of such an investigation. However, my focus was mainly to
investigate the effect of using different sensor modalities in various combinations
to find a suitable combination for cow activity recognition rather than obtaining
the highest possible classification rate. Though, it was based on a completely
different dataset, I chose a random forest classifier due to the findings in an
earlier study, which indicated random forest to be well performing in terms of
success rate and processing time. Furthermore, introducing graphical models
like Bayesian Network or Hidden Markov Models is assumed to help on the
problem of jittering, when calibrating the segment analyzer for optimal agile
transition detection; as it would indicate a restless cow behavior with many
false detections of transitions between activities.

Summary

I found, that combining GPS with accelerometer and compass measurements
has a positive impact on the classification rates. Furthermore, introducing AOIs
also improves the success rates. I have obtained a weighted average classification
rate of 90.6 % doing real-time recognition of cow activities. I have found, there
being a lower limit to the size of a segment, since to small segments tends to
cause jitter. Therefore, I suggest, introduction of a graphical model to lower
the jittering effect based on the probabilities of shifting between individual
activities. At least, when running the activity recognition in real-time, such a
model is likely to improve the classification rate.

5.3 Calibration towards Optimized Cow Activity
Recognition

This section describes the current state of a work in progress. It is maturing for
publication and will be submitted in the near future. I use the same dataset in
this work as in the previous work, which is collected in the experiment described
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in Subsection 3.4.2. It gives a total of approximately 5 hours of data in two
equally large set of data.

The following is a followup on the work described in 5.2, where I: investi-
gated the effect of combining different sensor modalities; calibrated the segment
size only and omitted to calibrate the movement analyzer; evaluated one spe-
cific classifier only, i.e., random forest, and omitted to evaluate the performance
of other algorithms. Throughout this investigation, I use the combination of
both GPS, accelerometer, compass and location model as I found it to have a
positive impact on the classification rates.

Therefore, at this stage, I wish to extend my previous investigations of,
how calibration of CowBAR effects the performance of the cow activity recog-
nition. The extension includes an evaluation of multiple configurations of: the
movement analyzer, with calibration of minimum speed, heading threshold and
history length; the segment analyzer with calibration of the segment size using a
fixed size segment strategy; and the activity analyzer, where calibration is done
by varying the machine learning algorithm. Furthermore, I wish to evaluate my
approach and previous findings described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 against this
in-depth investigation of calibration of CowBAR.

My focus is still on recognizing lying, standing, walking, eatingSeeking and
drinking, which I declared to be of high interest in Section 2.1.5. However,
I now wish to find out, if there are any algorithms provided by Weka, that
outperforms the random forest, as used in the previous section. Therefore, the
activity recognition is performed offline. Thereby, I benefit from combining
dataset-A and dataset-B into one set, which is stratified by Weka and tenfold
cross validated.

5.3.1 Results

To calibrate the movement analyzer and the segment analyzer with sufficiently
high granularity, in order for the results to serve as an evaluation of my previous
work, I end up with the different calibration values listed in Table 5.8. The listed
values permutes to 4000 different ways of doing the segmentation and movement
detection.

Parameter min max step

movement analyzer:
minimum speed [m/s] 0.1 1.0 0.1
heading threshold [deg] 5 50 5
history length (measurements) 2 6 1

segment analyzer:
segmentation strategy:
- timespan in seconds 2 8 2

5 60 5

Table 5.8: The input parameters used for calibrating the movement analyzer
and the segment analyzer leading to 4000 permutations.
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Each of these permutations, is processed in a tenfold cross validation by
each classifier under evaluation. Since Weka randomizes the data prior to the
cross validation, the results of running the cross validation repeatedly using the
same classifier and the same calibration vary approximately ± 1%. Therefore, I
repeat the cross validation five times leading to five individual results. Of these
results, I use only the mean as the resulting classification rate, i.e., it takes 20
thousand cross validations to evaluate the performance of each classifier on all
calibrations. Moreover, the approximately 5 hours of data is transformed into
roughly 120–9000 instances, i.e., entries of feature ensembles, depending on the
given segment size.

5.3.2 Calibrating the Segment Analyzer

The following describes the effect of calibrating the segment analyzer, i.e., by
varying the size, which the fixed size segmentation strategy uses. The effects are
measured in the classification rates. The graph in Figure 5.6 shows the results
of the calibration for the END classifier, which did best1 in the investigation.
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Figure 5.6: Results of using an END classifier, which – together with the clas-
sification via regression classifier – did best in the test with variable segment
size. The results from all permutations of the movement analyzer calibrations
lies between the minimum and maximum curves. The distance between the
two curves is quite narrow for small segments and it widens as the segment size
increases. This indicates, that the impact of calibrating the movement analyzer
is of little consequence for small segment sizes, whereas, it gets more significant
as the segment size increases. Notice, the value scale is from 75% to 100%.

1Actually, both of the classifiers: END and Classification Via Regression did equally well,
and the performance of the two classifiers: Random Committee and SMO was very close as
well, with only 0.2% and 0.7% lower classification rates respectively. However, for readability,
I will refer to the END classifier as the one performing best.
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The graph shows the minimum, median and maximum classification rates at
the given segment sizes. The red curve illustrates the median result. Which spe-
cific calibration of the movement analyzer is causing the best classification rate
is not in focus here. Therefore, any result caused by calibrating the movement
analyser lies within the green minimum and blue maximum curves. The graph
do tell something about the calibration of the movement analyzer, though. It
seems, that the classification rate variance increases along with the segment size
being increased. This indicates, that the calibration has greater effect, when
working with greater segment sizes.

One explanation for this could be, that the accelerometer and compass mea-
surements are piggybacked on a movement, without undergoing any processing
before being transformed into features by the segment analyzer. From Section
5.2 it is known, that the classification rates improves significantly, when com-
bining GPS measurements with accelerometer and/or compass measurements.
It means, that the movement specific information being extracted by the move-
ment analyzer, which is based on GPS measurements only, will be prevented
from gaining from neither the accelerometer nor compass measurements. I
would like to investigate, the effects of making use of these measurements in
the movement analyzer to determine the movement taking place between two
position measurements.

Table 5.9 represents the confusion matrix of the best result using the END
classifier, i.e., a minimum speed of 0.8 m/s, a history length of 2 measurements,
a heading threshold of 5 degrees and a segment size of 2 measurements. The
table shows, that the success rate of drinking is relatively low, however, I would
expect it to raise, if it was better represented in the dataset.

classified as: lying standing walking eatingSeeking drinking

observation:
lying 98.6% (1300/1318) 1.1%(15/1318) 0.0% 0.2% (3/1318) 0.0%

standing 1.3% (13/980) 90.4% (886/980) 1.7% (17/980) 6.4% (63/980) 0.1% (1/980)

walking 0.0% 5.1% (33/646) 91% (588/646) 3.6% (23/646) 0.3% (2/646)

eatingSeeking 0.0% (1/2057) 2.9% (59/2057) 1.4% (29/2057) 95.7% (1968/2057) 0.0%

drinking 0.0% 3.7% (1/27) 3.7% (1/27) 7.4% (2/27) 85.2% (23/27)

Table 5.9: Confusion matrix of the best result with the END classifier.

So, there is a tendency of an increasing classification rate variance as the
segment size gets bigger. As illustrated in Figure 5.3.2, depicting the results
of another eight algorithms, it seems to be a common tendency, despite the
individual nature of the given classifiers. The graphs reveals a common ten-
dency, where each algorithm performs best at low segment sizes and vice versa.
Furthermore, the difference between minimum and maximum is smallest at
segments being little in size, whereas, the distance increases along with the
segment size. This indicates, that when recognizing cow activities on the given
data, calibration of the movement analyzer has only little impact when segments
are small, and that the impact increases along with the size of the segments.
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(a) SMO
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(b) Classification Via Regression
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(c) Random Committee
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(d) Random Tree
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(e) Random Forest
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(f) J48
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(g) IB1
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Figure 5.7: Per-classifier graphs with variable segment size. The results from all
permutations of the movement analyzer calibrations lies between the minimum
and maximum curves. The distance between the two curves is quite narrow
for small segments and it widens as the segment size increases. This tendency
is widespread on all graphs, hence, the impact of calibrating the movement
analyzer is of little consequence for small segment sizes, whereas, it gets more
significant as the segment size increases.
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Another way of evaluating the results visually is via a Receiver Operat-
ing Characteristic (ROC) space graph2, which compares the true positive rate
against the false positive rate. Figure 5.8 illustrates a ROC space graph for the
END classifier. The ratios between the true positive rate and the false positive
rate are represented by colored dots – one for each of the five activities and for
all 4000 results. Using ROC space graphs, one can visually detect if, for in-
stance, one activity with a high classification rate is having many false positives
which will cause for other activities not to be classified, i.e., a false negative.
For instance, given the relatively high classification rate of the weighted average
as found in this work, one could expect classification of all activities to perform
equally well. However, there is no guarantee for this to be true3.

walking lying drinking eatingSeeking standing average Random Guess
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Figure 5.8: Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) graph when using an
END classifier, which did best in the test. The graph illustrates the true pos-
itive rate against the false positive rate. The true/false positive rates from
all permutations of calibrating both the movement analyzer and the segment
analyzer are plotted with per-activity colored dots. The more dots located in
the upper left corner the better classification rates, e.g., 100% accuracy would
cause all dots to be plotted in (0, 1). The expected outcome of using a random
guess classifier on a five-class problem like this, is illustrated by the dashed line.

2Reading a ROC space graph: the more points located close to the upper left corner the
better. It indicates, that the number of true positives is high, in contrast to the number of
false positives, which is low. Besides being a false positive for one class, it will figure as a false
negative for another class. The dotted line indicates the expected outcome of using a random
guess algorithm to classify five activities on balanced data.

3Imagine an example, where an average success rate of 95% is obtained when classifying
five activities using balanced data. Suppose, the classification of four out of five activities
reaches 99.9%, it would mean that classifying the last activity will reach a success rate of
75,4%. This would show on a ROC graph, as relatively high false positive rates for the four
activities with high classification rates, i.e., dots located at the top but more to the right.
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It is interesting, how the drinking activity, represented by green dots, has a
relatively low true positive rate, but also a low false positive rate. This means,
that not many estimates are on drinking. I see two possible reasons for this:
firstly, the representation of this activity in the given dataset is relatively sparse,
i.e., the classifier has not been trained that much in favor of drinking; and
secondly, the use of AOIs ensures, that no one estimates are on drinking, unless
it being close to the water trough. The latter reason, should only be encountered
for the low rate of false positives, since, not being present at the water trough
prevents a false positive. It will require more data with the drinking activity
well represented, to investigate this issue further.

Figure 5.3.2 illustrates a ROC space graph for another eight classifiers, which
is some of the classifiers taking place in the investigation. Common for each
graph is, that, besides the weighted average (yellow), both standing (magenta)
and eatingSeeking (cyan) are the ones being farthest away from the left side
of the graph, i.e., they are the two activities encountered for the most false
positives. Counter intuitively, the rate of true positives is not that high neither
of the two activities. For instance, one could speculate, that for an activity A,
many false positive estimates on A to be out of a total of many estimates on A.
Intuitively, that would cause for many true positives along with the many false
positives. However, as the graphs illustrates, that is not the case for these two
activities.

By studying all ROC space graphs at the same time, the commonalities
in the nature of the individual classifiers becomes clear. For instance, the
SMO classifier, illustrated in Figure 5.9(a), is the only Support Vector Machine
represented here, and its ROC pattern looks like none of the others. In contrast,
the two committee classifiers END and random committee, both of which the
base classifier is random tree, and the other tree based classifiers: classification
via regression, random tree, random forest and J48, represented in Figures 5.8,
5.9(c), 5.9(b), 5.9(d), 5.9(e) and 5.9(f) respectively, share more or less the same
distribution of dots. Likewise, the two nearest neighbour based classifiers: IB1
and IBk, represented in Figures 5.9(g) and 5.9(h) respectively, are similar to
each other, but looks nothing like the others.
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(a) SMO
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(b) Classification Via Regression
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(c) Random Committee
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(d) Random Tree
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(e) Random Forest
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(f) J48
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(g) IB1
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(h) IBk

Figure 5.9: Per-classifier Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) space
graphs illustrating the true positives rate against the false positive rate. The
true/false positive rates from all permutations of calibrating both the move-
ment analyzer and the segment analyzer are plotted with per-activity colored
dots. The more dots located in the upper left corner the better classification
rates, e.g., 100% accuracy would cause all dots to be plotted in (0.0, 1.0). The
expected outcome of using a random guess classifier on a five-class problem like
this, is illustrated by the dashed line.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, I have presented the results of my investigations of cow activity
recognition from position data. The three investigations vary in research focus,
sensor technology, ground truth observation method as well as findings.

In the first investigation, I classify cow activities into: lying, standing, eat-
ingSeeking and walking with accuracies of 76.5%, 75.8%, 90.0% and 100% re-
spectively, which gives a weighted average of 86.2% using an END random
classifier committee with a segment size of 160 seconds. I used low-cost GPS
receivers and manual ground truth observation on 14 cows. Based on this
investigation, I conclude, that it is difficult to get trustworthy ground truth
observations, when monitoring 14 cows manually. Furthermore, I found, that
the low-cost GPS receivers are unable to provide position data with sufficient
accuracy for activity recognition. Consequently, I handpicked data sequences,
labeled with trustworthy ground truth observations.

In the second investigation, I manage to perform real-time classification of
the cow activities: lying, standing, eatingSeeking and walking, and obtain ac-
curacies of 97.8%, 85.2%, 93.7% and 84% respectively, which gives a weighted
average success rate of 90.6% using a random forest classifier with a segment
size of 5 seconds. I combine position data from a GPS receiver with inertial
data from an accelerometer and orientation data from a compass. I find, that
the use of the three sensor modalities in combination affect the success rates
positively. Moreover, I use a location model to add geospatial information in
terms of defining certain areas that are of special interest. Only 1 cow was mon-
itored, and video recordings guaranteed trustworthy ground truth observations.
The investigation concerned finding the best combination of sensor modalities
and/or a location model. I found, that the highest success rate was obtained
when combining them all. Furthermore, I found, that the classification rate
decreases as the segment size increases – in contrast to the findings in the first
investigation.

In the third investigation, I calibrate CowBAR to recognize the five ac-
tivities: lying, standing, eatingSeeking and walking, and obtain accuracies of
98.6%, 90.4%, 91%, 95.7% and 85.2% respectively, which gives a weighted av-
erage success rate of 94.8% using an END classifier and a segment size of 2
seconds. I used a location model in combination with GPS, accelerometer and
compass measurements, and video based ground truth observations. Further-
more, I found that the calibration of the movement analyzer has only little
impact on the success rate when segments are small in size, whereas it gets
more influence, as the segment size increases.





Chapter 6

Evaluation

In this chapter, I will evaluate my results against the related work regarding cow
activity recognition, as I described it in Section 1.4.3. Moreover, I will introduce
my plans for future works, which is based on the findings and experiences gained
during this project.

6.1 Comparison to Related Work

In the following, I will go through the results, that I have achieved during this
project. Furthermore, I will compare my results with the work of others, in
order to position my work in the domain of cow activity recognition. As I go
through these comparisons, it may be of value to the reader, to attend Table
6.1 every once in a while.

6.1.1 Making Ground Truth Observations

In order to do a fair comparison of cross-work results, I will describe my ap-
proach on evaluating my own results. First of all, I use real life data collected
with various sensor modalities mounted on real life cows. The cows where being
observed the whole time, during the data collections. These observations where
done either manually or both manually and video based as I describe in Section
3.1. In this section, I also discuss the challenges arising, when doing ground
truth observations. I base this discussion on related work and my own expe-
riences gained during this project. From the investigations described in this
thesis, I find the video based approach to be the most reliable one. I use the
ground truth observations for both training and evaluation. Each measurement
in the data is associated with the ground truth observation holding a matching
or earlier time stamp than the measurement.

Both Robert et al. [66] and Martiskainen et al. [48] are using video based
ground truth observations as well. All others, listed in the table, are using
manual observations. One risk of using manual observations as the only ground
truth is, that it increases the risk of missing an observation. Furthermore, it
can be hard to decide by the observer on-site, what was actually observed, in
case of doubt. This may very well influence on the resulting classification rates
in either positive or negative direction.

85
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Section Section Section

[69] [74] [55] [66] [37] [40] [39] [38] [75] [48] 5.1 5.2 5.3
Real-time∗ x x
GPS x x x x x
GPS (Low-Cost) x
Zig-Bee Network x
Activity Sensor x x
Accelerometer x x x x x x
Compass x x x x x x x
Leg-mounted x x x x
Neck-mounted x x x x x x x x x x
Location Model∗∗ x x x
Manual Obs. x x x x x x x x x x
Video Obs. x x x x
No ”Truth” x x
Active/Inactive % N/A 91.7 83.2 N/A N/A N/A

Lying % 99.2 N/A N/A N/A 61.0 80 76.5 97.8 98.6
Standing % 98.0 N/A N/A N/A 66.7 80 75.8 85.2 90.4
Walking % 67.8 78.3 100 84 95.7
Walking (Lame) % 65
Walking (Normal) % 79
EatingSeeking % 95.8 75 90.0 93.7 91
Drinking % † 72.2‡ 85.2
Ruminating % 75
Oestrus Detection % 85.7 N/A 100 88.9

∗ Real-time Classification based on either streamed or real-time emulated data.
∗∗ Used for defining certain geospatial areas of special interest.
† Unable to predict due to low representation of activity in given data.
‡ Same as †. Result is obtained using stratified tenfold cross validation.

Table 6.1: Comparison of my research results against state of the art in cow
activity recognition.

6.1.2 Inferring Cow Behaviors from Activities

Jónsson et al. manage to detect oestrus based on recognition of activity levels
and lying/standing activities. Likewise, it was my intention to recognize cow
behaviors, followed by a succeeding definition of the individual cows’ health and
welfare states. However, and most unfortunately, I did not manage to address
these highly relevant challenges in the given time of my project.

However, I would like to take the classification of activities a step further,
into the domain of behavior recognition in the attempt to, not only help the
farmer to spot focus cows, but also help the farmer to decide, what to do with
a given focus cow, in the event one gets pointed out. First step, would be
to recognize behavior based on the already existing activity estimates. Second
step, would be to recognize health and welfare disorders based on the behavioral
estimates.

To exemplify the usefulness of my activity recognition, I will refer to the list
of relevant indicators of behavioral abnormalities and health or welfare disorders
in Table 2.1 presented in Section 2.1.2. From this list, I will pinpoint some
health and welfare disorders, which would be detectable via the five activities.
For instance, a cow in heat tends to: (1) walk more, faster and further; (2)
frequently, shift activity; (3) eat slower, in shorter periods and less time in
total; (4) rest less; (5) stand more; (6) drink less. Whereas, another example
could be a cow with hoof or leg disorders, which tends to: (1) walk less, slower
and shorter distances; (2) rest more; (3) frequently shifts between lying and
standing; (4) drink less. My approach will be, to build a probabilistic model
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for each health and welfare disorder, I wish to detect. Each of these models is
to have states representing each of the corresponding symptoms.

One reason for me not to achieve this originally partial goal of recognizing
behaviors, is that I have been focusing on improving my activity recognitions.
My motivation for this prioritization, is that the recognized activities will be
the foundation of the succeeding behavior recognition, i.e., it is likely, that
if the accuracy of the activities is poor, so is the accuracy of the behavioral
recognitions. As I describe in the following, I have succeeded in obtaining good
classification rates. Furthermore, as I describe as a part of my future work,
I still foresee some improvements of the activity recognition, which I will be
chasing.

6.1.3 Cow Activity Recognition with High Classification Rates

During this project, I have managed to obtain high classification rates on recog-
nizing the five activities: lying, standing, walking, eatingSeeking and drinking.

In my investigation on, which combination of different sensor modalities
cause the highest success rate, I found, that the combination of GPS, accelerom-
eter and compass sensors gives the best results. This is quite interesting, since
none of the above, have tried this sensor combination in their investigations.
Furthermore, I found, that introducing the concept of AOIs improves the classi-
fication rate even further. Moreover, I manage to gain from the AOIs solely by
using position data, instead of introducing additional gate or proximity based
technologies like RFID, Bluetooth, etc..

By looking at the table it shows, that I am the only one that recognizes the
drinking activity. Since no one else classifies this activity, it is quite difficult to
compare my success rate of 85.2% in doing so.

However, I am not alone on recognizing eatingSeking, nor have I obtained
the highest classification rate, since Ungar et al. [75] reaches 95.8% against
my 91%. There can be many explanations for this: firstly, they use manual
ground truth observations, which I argued may be untrustworthy at times;
secondly, especially, when defining the ground truth about the eatingSeeking
activity, it can be very difficult to define, e.g., if the cow is eating or if it is
standing and chewing; thirdly, since they ignore the drinking activity due to
poor representation in the dataset, they deal with a 4-class problem in contrast
to my 5-class problem.

I seem to outdo my competitors, in the classification of walking. However,
it is not possible to compare my work against the work of Martiskainen et
al. [48], since they distinct between normal and lame walking. Unfortunately,
I do not possess a dataset, which represents a lame cow, so I am unable to
do this distinction, and thereby make the results comparable. Even though, I
would like to, since I find the distinction highly relevant, when looking for focus
cows. Whether, it would make my success rate drop to the level of theirs, is
hard to tell, however, given their relatively low results in average, and despite
their problem being a 6-class one, I do believe, that I would be able to compete
with them.

When recognizing standing, I outdo my competitors, except from Robert
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et al. [66], who manage to obtain a success rate of 98% against my 90.4%.
However, though, I must say it is a high success rate, they are only dealing
with a 3-class problem, and having one of the classes (walking) to be correctly
classified only 2/3 of the time, it just might be, that their classifier is a bit eager
to guess on one or both of the other classes.

More or less, the same goes for recognizing lying, however, this time my
result on 98.6% is very close at matching the 99.2% obtained by Robert et
al. [66] on their 3-class problem.

In addition, I find it interesting, that Martiskainen et al. [48] makes a dis-
tinction between “normal” and “lame” walking. I would like to investigate the
feasibility of introducing this distinction in my work. However, since none of
the cows in my experiments showed signs of lameness, I have not been able to
do so. I would expect though, that the introduction of GPS position data will
be beneficial in terms of limiting both the false negatives being falsely classified
as “standing” and the false positives, that should have been classified as “stand-
ing”, which is 10 out of 101 in both cases. Additionally, I find it interesting,
that they are able to recognize when a cow is ruminating considering the given
accelerometer sensor in use. As part of my future work, I would like introduce
recognition of these activities, with a combination of GPS position data and
accelerometer data and collection of data from both lame and normal cows.

6.1.4 Flexible Methods and Software Architecture for Activity
Recognition

I have not found any related work, that provides a software architecture for
activity recognition. Nor have I found any, who provides flexible methods for
activity recognition, which makes the functionality highly adaptable for other
domains and uses. I have used the methods and the software architecture in
my investigations, where I have classified cow activities in different settings,
for different purposes and with varying scope and focus. This has given me
an easy way to approach the investigations in a systematic way, without being
concerned about inflexibility, scalability, etc.

6.2 Towards New Experiments

Based on my findings, described throughout this thesis, and the questions that
still remains unanswered, I have several ideas on how to take my research to
the next level. This section describes, what and how, I would like to approach
these topics in my future work.

6.2.1 Recognizing Cow Activities with Varying Characteristics

As a part of my future work, I would like to do cross-animal evaluation by train-
ing with data from one group of cows and testing with data from another. As
described by Ravi et al. [64] and Zhang et al. [83], the accuracy tends to reduce,
when training and testing data come from different subjects. However, based
on my own experience and the work of Winckler et al. [79] and O’Callaghan
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et al. [56], I find it unfeasible, for one observer to do trustworthy ground truth
observations on more than one cow at a time. In addition to that, I find, that
video based ground truth observations gives trustworthy labels. Therefore, only
one cow should be in focus per camera at a time.

Moreover, I have been working on data from healthy cows only. I would
like to extend my investigations with introduction of data from cows showing
behavioral abnormalities due to lameness, heat, hierarchical disputes, etc.. For
instance, I would like to distinct between lame and normal walking, as done by
Martiskainen et al. [48], since such a distinction would be useful, when inferring
animal behavior from the classified activities.

Another way of testing the robustness of the activity recognition, is to per-
form experiments at different locations, where the cows are forced/free to move
around in different ways, depending on the surrounding environment. Also,
extending my experiments to encounter herds with automatic milking systems,
where the cows can attend the milking robot, just as they please, instead of
being forced in at specific times.

6.2.2 From Cow Activities to Cow Behaviors

In addition to the continuing work on improving the success rate and the ro-
bustness of the activity recognition, I would like to look for new activities like
ripping grass, social contact, nursing oneself or others etc.. By extracting more
information from the accelerometer and compass data, e.g., via Fourier Trans-
formation, introduction of cross animal data, I expect that classification of
specific actions (which I earlier defined as being momentary) to be feasible.

In order to obtain a finer granularity in the recognized activities, it may be
necessary to recognize actions beyond transitions like, the processes of: laying
down, raising, starting to walk, stopping, etc.. These transitions are already
being recognized implicitly, when classifying the transition from one activity to
another. Additional actions could for instance be chew and kick. The former
action could indicate ruminating if lying down or standing, and eating if not,
and the latter action might indicate an irritation e.g., in case of udder disorders.
I would like to make this subject a part of my future work since, the more specific
the behavioral information gets, the less time is needed for the domain experts
to examine the animals manually.

6.2.3 Improving the Cow Activity Recognition

I would like to investigate the effect of filtering the activity outputs from the
classifier using a graphical model like Bayesian Network and Hidden Markov
Model. I expect, it could filter out some of the jitter-effects that may occur,
when making the segment size too small in the attempt to improve the tran-
sition detection agility. Jitter may lead to a cow being detected restless due
to many false detections of transitions between activities. I believe, there are
ways to improve the obtained classification rates. Of course, having obtained
a weighted average classification rate of close to 95% on a five-class problem,
there is only an error rate of approximately 5% to improve upon. Therefore,
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I expect it to require a rather huge effort to make just a slight improvement.
However, I am convinced, that it will be worth the effort, and I will strive to
make the classification rates higher and the activity recognition more robust.
For instance, I would like to post-process the classified output of the machine
learning algorithms, by introducing a probabilistic model, e.g., a Bayesian Net-
work or a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). By defining a model of how cow
activities are likely to occur, e.g., a cow lying is likely to be standing before
walking or eatingSeeking, and it is very unlikely for it to be drinking right after
lying down, etc.. I expect, via such probabilistic modelling to be able to over-
rule at least some of the false classifications caused by jitter. Reddy et al. [65]
manage to improve their classified output from 91.3% to 93.6% using probilistic
post-processing. They decrease the error from 8.7% to 6.4%, which gives an
improvement of approximately:

8.7− 6.4

8.7
= 0.26 ≈ 25%

In the event, I could expect the same 25% improvement by introducing a
probabilistic model for post-processing, my error rate – now being close to 5% –
would decrease to approximately 3.75%, which would increase my classification
rate to just above 96%. At least, I believe, it is worth the try. Moreover, Zheng
et al. [84, 85] are taking the same approach of post-processing the classified
output – though, they abstain from providing a per-step classification rate to
compare against.

Furthermore, I wish to investigate the effects of using other machine learning
algorithms, than the ones provided by Weka [78]. For instance, Reddy et al. [65]
use the General Hidden Markov Model Library [31] in combination with the
Weka toolkit. In addition, Zhang et al. [83] use Rapid Miner [49]. I would like
to investigate the effect of using these other tools in CowBAR.

In addition, I would like to investigate, to what extend it affects the clas-
sification rate, if the movement analyzer takes advantage of the information
stored within the accelerometer and compass measurements, rather than just
piggybacking the measurements for later use in the feature extracting segment
analyzer. For instance, I would like to investigate the effect of introducing
Fourier Transformation to extract information on the frequencies contained by
the accelerometer and compass data interleaving the position measurements.

Moreover, the extraction of each feature is based on statistical calculations
performed on the information contained in one segment. There may be addi-
tional ways of extracting features, which may have a positive impact on the
classification rate – Forier Transformation being one of the possibles. Addi-
tionally, I would like to experiment with other segmentation strategies, e.g.,
by electing the current strategies to use depending on the currently estimated
activity or which area of interest the cow is presently located in.

Introduction of additional sensor modalities, is a subject, I would like to
investigate as well. For instance, it would be interesting to introduce a technol-
ogy, that is able to position cows indoors in a cowshed, like CowDetect [14] does
it with UWB. Another technology, I would like to introduce is RFID, which is
already being heavily used in modern dairies, to identify the animals, e.g., at
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automatic milking systems, separation gates, eating tables, etc..

6.3 Summary

I see many both interesting and promising future works ahead.
I have gone through my achieved results, and compared them to the related

work of others. Except from recognizing behavior and health and welfare disor-
ders, I do well in the game, as my results either outdoes or matches the results
of my competitors, or there is a reasonable explanation to it.

I would like to use my activity recognition, though, to infer knowledge on
cow behavior, and health and welfare disorders. I would do this by, refining
the activity recognition by dividing the activities to look, e.g., by making a
distinction between walking and lame walking, and by adding new ones like
chew and kicking.

I would like to spread out on a wider dataset, with many different charac-
teristics, like different animals, herds, environments, ages, health and welfare
conditions, etc..

I will also be introducing probabilistic models, in the attempt to improve
the activity recognition. Moreover, I will be using probabilistic models in the
attempt to recognize behaviors and health and welfare disorders, based on my
activity recognition.

Next, I will conclude my work and my thesis.





Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this Chapter, I conclude my thesis, my project and my results.

I have studied the state of the art in cow behavioral research to establish a
founding knowledge on which and how cow activities and behaviors correlates
with the animal’s state of health and welfare. Based on this study, I have defined
five activities, which I find useful to recognize, in order to determine a cow’s
state of health and welfare. The five activities are: lying, standing, walking,
eatingSeeking and drinking. I am able to classify these five activities robustly
with high success rates – both in an offline setup as well as in real-time with
continuously streamed data. In real-time, I am able to classify the five activities
with success rates of: 97.8%, 85.2%, 84%, 93.7% and 72.2%, respectively, with
a weighted average of 90.6%. Moreover, when doing the classification offline,
I am able to classify the five activities with success rates of: 98.6%, 90.4%,
95.7%, 91% and 85.2%, respectively, with a weighted average of 94.8%.

Robust and reliable recognition of the five activities with high success rates,
provides domain experts with knowledge on how, when, where, how often, how
long, etc., a cow has performed any of the five activities. Based on this knowl-
edge, a domain expert, e.g., a farmer, is able to evaluate, whether a cow is a
focus cow – in need of extra care and attention – or not. For instance, it is
known, that a cow in heat tends to: walk more, faster and further; frequently
shift activity; eat slower, in shorter periods and less time in total; rest less;
stand more; drink less. Whereas, another example could be a cow with hoof
or leg disorders, which tends to: walk less, slower and shorter distances; rest
more; frequently shifts between lying and standing; drink less. Provided with
information on each animal’s activity performance, the farmer is able to deter-
mine, which animals to pay attention to and which not.

I have developed three new and flexible methods for optimizing cow activity
recognition using different sensor modalities and standard machine learning al-
gorithms. The flexibility employs the easy calibration of each method, which
enables swift adaption to other domains and uses. The first method, extracts
discrete measures that define a movement taking place between two adjacent
position measurements. The method can fit other domains by adjusting the
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thresholds of the discrete measure calculation. The second method, assembles
an ensemble of movements in a segment. A segmentation strategy defines, when
a segment is complete and fully assembled. Numerous features are being cal-
culated and extracted from the segment, upon its completion. Segmentation
strategies can be either adjusted or replaced with customized ones to match
other domains and uses. The third method, recognizes activities from the fea-
tures provided in the segments. The method provides, easy calibration, evalu-
ation and ad hoc replacement of machine learning algorithms, which makes it
highly adaptable to other domains and uses.

Furthermore, I have developed a software architecture for activity recognition,
which integrates the above mentioned methods and provides their functional-
ity as cloud services. In addition, the software architecture both utilizes and
extends a platform providing cloud services for pervasive positioning. A plat-
form, which I have participated in the development of. Moreover, the platform
provides a method for limitation of power consumption when tracking mobile
devices, which I too, have participated in developing. The flexibility of the
above mentioned methods and the software architecture for activity recogni-
tion, has enabled me to do numerous evaluations of my classification results in
an easy way. Thereby, I have been able to evaluate the robustness of my classi-
fications, in terms of using different: sensor modalities in various combinations;
data from different experiments; calibrations of how to extract discrete mea-
sures of movements; segmentation strategies for when to extract features from
segments; and finally, using numerous different machine learning algorithms, in
order to find the one/ones performing best in the before listed settings.

I have investigated, how the use of various combinations of different sensor
modalities impacts on the classification rates. By evaluating all permutations
of combining GPS, accelerometer and compass, I have found, that using all
three sensors in combination gives the highest success rate. During this investi-
gation, I also found, that introducing the concept of area of interest (AOI), had
a positive impact on the classification rates. Furthermore, I have investigated,
to what extend it is feasible to perform cow activity recognition from position
data measured with a low-cost GPS receiver. I did find it feasible, however, the
investigation was based on handpicked sequences of data with no representation
of transitions between activities, which makes it hard to compare with real-time
classifications. Moreover, I have participated in an investigation of indoor use
of GPS in various environments. I wanted to find out, if it is feasible to use
GPS for cow activity recognition in an indoor environment similar to a cow-
shed. Though, GPS provided high availability, the inaccuracy of the estimated
positions prevents recognition of cow activities with sufficient success rate.

Based on my knowledge and experience – gained from this project and doc-
umented by this thesis – I evaluate my hypothesis to be true. Therefore, I con-
clude, that given position data of sufficient quality, it is possible to recognize
cow activities by using standard machine learning algorithms on a combination
of position, accelerometer and compass data from tracked objects.
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Summary of Papers

In Part II, I enclose the scientific papers that base the foundation of this thesis.
Of these papers, 1 is submitted and 4 are published. In the following, I will
introduce these papers briefly.

Paper A (submitted) describes an investigation of, which combination of dif-
ferent sensor modalities cause for the best results, when recognizing cow activ-
ities. The cow activity recognition use machine learning on data from different
combinations of various sensor modalities. The sensors are GPS, accelerometer
and compass, all of which are integrated in a smart phone.

Paper B describes an investigation of, to what extent, it is feasible to rec-
ognize cow activities from low-cost GPS based position data. The cow activity
recognition use various standard machine learning algorithms on low-cost GPS
based position data, to find the best performing algorithm on the given position
data.

Paper C describes an investigation of GPS performance, when used in various
indoor environments. The investigation includes, a systematic measurements
campaign in eight different buildings varying in size, structure, material, inte-
rior, etc.. Among these eight buildings is a warehouse, which is similar to a
modern dairy both in size, material and interior.

Paper D describes a solution for energy-efficient and robust position tracking
for mobile devices. The solution enables centralized adjustment of the energy
consumption on the mobile device, based on the given requirements to posi-
tion accuracy, customized minimum position update, minimum time between
battery recharges, etc..

Paper E describes the PerPos platform as a platform providing its function-
ality for pervasive positioning through cloud services. The paper also describes,
some of the components providing the functionality. One of these components,
provides the activity recognition used and described in this thesis.
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Paper A

Real-time Cow Activity Recognition using

Position and Inertial Sensor Modalities

T. Godsk, and M. B. Kjærgaard. Real-time Cow Activity Recognition using Po-
sition and Inertial Sensor Modalities. Submitted in August 2011 for Computers
and Electronics in Agriculture.

Real-time Cow Activity Recognition using Position and Inertial Sen-
sor Modalities By combining GPS positioning with both accelerometer and
compass sensing to monitor a cow, we manage to classify five cow activities in
real-time: walking, lying, standing, eatingSeeking and drinking with a weighted
average success rate of 90.6%. The paper describes an investigation of, which
combination of different sensor modalities cause for the best results, when rec-
ognizing cow activities. The cow activity recognition use machine learning on
data from different combinations of various sensor modalities. The sensors are
GPS, accelerometer and compass, all of which are integrated in a smart phone.
This paper is submitted as a journal paper for Computers and Electronics in
Agriculture in August 2011.
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Abstract

In precision livestock farming, spotting cows in need of extra attention due to

health or welfare issues are essential, since the time a farmer can devote to each

animal is decreasing due to growing herd sizes and increasing efficiency demands.

Often, the symptoms of health and welfare state changes, affects the behavior

of the individual animal, e.g., changes in time spend on activities like standing,

lying, eating, drinking or walking. We strive to recognize these activities by

monitoring cows via neck-mounted sensors and infer activities from the sensor

data by applying a standard machine learning algorithm. Moreover, we look for

a cost-effective sensor combination in terms of obtaining both high and robust

classification rates using easy-accessible sensors and keeping data processing at

a minimum. In this investigation, we evaluate to what extend the use of three

different sensor modalities: GPS, accelerometer and compass affects the success

rate of classifying the five activities. The investigation concerns the effect of

using each sensor alone and in various combinations, and how to extract optimal

features from the raw sensor data to serve as input to the classifier. In addition,

we introduce features that depend on a location model that geometrically define

areas where specific activities are likely to occur, e.g., drinking in the proximity

of a water trough. We find, that an optimal combination of sensor modalities

enables real-time recognition of the cow activities with an average success rate

Email addresses: tbg@cs.au.dk (Torben Godsk), mikkelbk@cs.au.dk (Mikkel Baun
Kjærgaard)

Preprint submitted to Elsevier August 11, 2011



of up to 90.6%.

Keywords: activity recognition, standard machine learning algorithms,

positioning, inertial sensing, cow behavior

1. Introduction

1.1. Relationship to Current State of Knowledge

The problem of monitoring cow activities have been studied by others. In

the following, we describe the present research in the domain of cow activity

recognition. We summarize the described approaches and their corresponding

results in Table 1 in order to give an overview of the state of the art. The

table considers, if the approaches work real-time, their technology and mounting

requirements, how they have been evaluated and with what success rate as

explained below.

Classification can be conducted either real-time or offline. By real-time we

mean activity classification based on measurements being either streamed or

emulated in real-time. In contrast, offline is when the processing of data and the

succeeding classification is unable to meet the real-time processing requirements,

e.g., due to scalability constraints, or a need for processing the entire dataset

with a predefined beginning and end. We find offline processing trivial, hence we

omit mentioning it as a special feature here, since systems typically can perform

offline classification.

Numerous combinations of various sensor modalities providing different sen-

sor data has been investigated over the years. One sensor data variant is posi-

tion data, which may be provided from an infrastructure-less positioning system

like a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), e.g., the Global Positioning

System (GPS). Another approach is to use a local sensor network, e.g., based

on Zig-Bee, Bluetooth or Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) technologies.

However, maintaining such a system may require more effort due to constraints

like the need of a calibrated local infrastructure and a limited transmission range
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from the sensor network to a node. In addition, sensor data may be either iner-

tial or directional data, e.g., in terms of accelerometer or heading measurements

provided by a 1, 2 or 3 dimensional accelerometer or compass respectively. An-

other, rather simple type of sensor data is activity indexes indicating the level

of, e.g., inertial and directional, activity since the previous sample. The char-

acteristics of the sensor modalities may influence the preferred mounting of the

given sensors on the animal; in the following, it varies between leg-mounted and

head-mounted.

We introduce a location model used to annotate geometrical areas with con-

textual information. For instance, the use of position data enables the definition

of geometrical areas as locations where certain activities are likely to occur, e.g.,

a cow is likely to be drinking in the proximity of a water trough.

One way of evaluating the results is to compare the estimated activities to

the activities actually being performed by the cow, i.e., comparing a “guess” to

the “truth”. Collecting the “truth” can be done by manually observing the cow

while taking notes on its activities. Another approach, is to video record the

cow, enabling the observer to reevaluate the observations during the evaluation

process. Furthermore, the evaluation of the results may be based upon statistical

measures rather than the “ground truth”.

In the work by Schwager et al. [12], they measure cows’ moving speed via

GPS. In addition they measure head roll and head tilt with a two-axes com-

pass. They apply the measurements to a simple K-means classification algo-

rithm without a priory information. This leads to a repeatable categorization

of the animals’ behaviors into periods of activity and inactivity. Given that any

change in the ratio between activity and inactivity often indicate a health or

welfare disorder, this in itself would be useful information. They omit using any

kind of observations as the “truth”. Instead, they evaluate the classifications

solely on visual analysis of the classified outputs. Hence, their results are not

given as actual measures, e.g., in terms of the classification rate. Therefore, it

is listed as Not Available (N/A) in the table.

Nadimi et al. [9] use a local ZigBee based sensor network and a two-axes
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compass to track and classify cow behavior. They too derive the moving speed,

head roll and head tilt, and by using a simple classification tree they succeed to

classify both activity and inactivity. The evaluation was based on GPS position

measurements and manual observations.

Robert et al. [11] use a three dimensional leg mounted accelerometer to rec-

ognize the cow activities: lying (99.2%), standing (98.0%), and walking (67.8%).

The rather high classification rates where obtained using classification trees and

the evaluation was based on video recorded observations.

In order to detect oestrus in dairy cows Jónssons et al. use: (a) neck

mounted commercial activity sensors [3] to detect activity versus inactivity; (b)

leg mounted commercial compass sensors [6] to detect standing versus not stand-

ing; (c) a combination of the two commercial sensors [5] to distinct between lying

and standing, and to measure activity versus inactivity; (d) low-cost commercial

sensors providing step count and leg tilt sensors using integrated accelerome-

ter technology [4] also to distinct lying from standing and to measure activity

level. In this work they also consider the problem of real-time classification.

The evaluations were based on manual observations and success rate of insem-

ination leading to pregnancy. Since, they base their evaluation on the actual

detection of oestrus rather than on recognizing specific activities, it would be

inappropriate to compare their results directly with activity classification rates.

Hence, their results are listed as N/A in the table.

Ungar et al. [13] combine GPS position data with accelerometer data striving

to classify cows as being: lying, standing, eatingSeeking, walking, drinking and

mineral intake (i.e., licking a salt stone). However, they found the representation

of the latter two activities: drinking and mineral intake to be insignificant and

exclude them from further analysis. They collect data using neck-mounted

devices in connection two different studies: (a) in the United States, where GPS

sample rate is twenty minutes per position, and the accelerometer sampling rate

is three minutes per acceleration indexes; and (b) in Israel, six cows wearing the

same type of sensors also neck-mounted but with a GPS sampling of five minutes

per position and an activity sampling rate of four minutes per activity index.
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Manual observations were conducted during both experiments, and notes on

observed activities where taken with a resolution of one minute. They use both

regression and discrimination to classify cow activities, depending on whether

the activity was measured on a continuous scale (US data) or was divided into

distinct classes (Israel data).

In [2] we use neck mounted low-cost GPS receivers to monitor 14 cows on

pasture. From position data we classify cow activities into: lying, standing,

eatingSeeking and walking with accuracies of 76.5%, 75.8%, 90.0% and 100%

respectively. The evaluation is based on manual observations with a resolution

of one minute. Due to uncertainty in the manual observations, we carefully

handpicked sequences of data with corresponding trustworthy observations. The

data sequences are picked so that each represent only one activity at a time,

i.e., no transitions from one activity to another inside of a data sequence.

In this approach, we investigate how combining different sensor modalities

affects the success rates of classifying cow activities. Moreover, we evaluate

our approach of calculating features based on the sensor data. Unlike the ap-

proaches of the current research in this domain, we combine position data from

a GPS receiver with inertial data from an accelerometer and orientation data

from a compass. We find, that the use of the three sensor modalities in combi-

nation affect the success rates positively. Moreover, we use a location model to

add geospatial information in terms of defining certain areas that are of special

interest. By using standard machine learning techniques we are able to perform

real-time classification of the cow activities: lying, standing, eatingSeeking and

walking. We use both manual observations complemented by video recordings,

hence we are able to verify the observations in case of doubts. In addition, the

more trustworthy observations also has an improved resolution of one second.

This enables real-time cow activity classification on continuous data which also

represents transitions between activities. However, due to an uneven represen-

tation of the drinking activity in the dataset used for training and the one used

for evaluation, we are unable to perform real-time evaluation of it. Instead, the

results regarding the drinking activity given in this work are based on stratified
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cross validation. Lukas et al. [8] describes the drinking activity’s importance

when evaluating a cow’s health and welfare, hence we choose not to omit the

activity.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. The Experiment

The data was collected with a neck-mounted HTC Desire smart phone with

a Qualcomm MSM7201A gpsOne receiver. In addition to the GPS position

data, we used the inertial sensors integrated in the phone, providing orientation

and acceleration measurements. The smart phone was running Android version

2.2. The reason for using the sensors from a smart phone in this experiment is

that it is readily accessible, and easy to configure the sensors programmatic as

we please. However, using smart phone in an operational system scaling to large

herds is definitely not an option. Instead, making dedicated nodes integrating

sensors similar to the ones in the phone, would be fairly easy to overcome. In

addition, making such dedicated sensor nodes would give an opportunity to

consider lowering the power consumption, e.g., by introducing energy efficient

software solutions to tracking mobile devices [7].

In this experiment only a single cow was used, however it was first of all

chosen from an expectation of normal behavior. Furthermore, it was chosen

because of its relative dark color making it relatively easy to distinct from the

rest of the herd. The cow was part of a commercial dairy herd with 80 Jersey

cow. The herd was bedded in deep litter with day access to grass field. The

cow was picked by the owner according to calm temperament and exterior. The

receivers were mounted on the cow in house and the herd where send to the

field immediately after mounting. The receivers where removed immediately

after the experiment. The observation site where picked on two reasons: 1) a

good view on the field with only a few blind spots according to the terrain and

2) our maximum distance to electricity.
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The experiment took place over a two cloudy days in May from 8.30 am to

12.00 pm with temperatures between 10◦ to 15◦ Celsius and light winds.

Manually observing one specific cow as it moves around amongst the herd as

illustrated in Figure 1(a), and often from a distance as depicted in Figure 1(b)

requires full concentration − especially at times of clotting. Moreover, in a study

by Winckler et al. [15] comparing manual observations on lameness1 performed

by three observers independently monitoring the same 147 dairy cows, they

found agreement for 63−74% of the observations. In addition, O’Callaghan et al.

[10] found only 37% agreement of two individual observers, and one observer was

consistent in re-scoring cows for only 56% of the observations. To overcome this

issue, we performed manual observations on one cow only and simultaneously

video recorded the cow. Thereby, we managed to get trustworthy observations,

with a video to verify the observations in case of doubt during the succeeding

analysis.

From this experiment, we obtained two dataset of approximately 3.5 hours

each with corresponding “truth” observations, where the cow frequently changed

from one activity to another. This makes the dataset both trustworthy and

useful, and enables us to do continuous activity recognition on data containing

transitions between activities.

2.2. Cow Activity Recognition

To address the challenge of recognizing the activities of cows, we have de-

veloped a system named: “CowBAR: Cow Behavior and Activity Recogni-

tion”. CowBAR provides functionality for processing incoming measurements

and transforming them into estimates, by calculating a number of features given

as input to a standard machine learning algorithm. The system builds on the

design and functionality previously described in [2]. We used CowBAR in this

systematic investigation of how activity classification rates are affected, when

1Lameness: a term referring to any number of conditions where a cow fails to travel in a

regular and sound manner.
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using different sensor modalities, a location model for defining geometric areas

of interest, and different segmentation strategies.

CowBAR is developed as a an integrated module in a platform for pervasive

positioning (PerPos) previously described in [1]. The platform is designed to

provide its functionality as cloud services for pervasive positioning. Likewise,

CowBAR is designed to be easily deployed as cloud services using PerPos. The

additional functionality of PerPos enables flexible switching between different

sensor modalities and the adding of geometric areas of interest.

The overall diagram in Figure 2 illustrates that CowBAR resides in PerPos,

taking advantage of the flexibility and functionality provided therein. For in-

stance, PerPos handles the coupling of the variety of external sensor modalities

(1), parses the raw sensor data and transforms it into corresponding measure-

ments (2). CowBAR handles these incoming measurements, e.g., GPS mea-

surements, accelerometer measurements, compass measurements, etc. , and

transforms the incoming measurements into a broad variety of features, i.e.,

statistical calculations like average, standard deviation, etc. of parameters like

speed, acceleration, heading, etc.. Based on these features, CowBAR estimates

cow activities via standard machine learning algorithms. The resulting activity

estimate is passed on back to PerPos, which takes care of the succeeding usage

of the activity output, e.g., passing it on to external applications and/or to the

internal viewer.

2.2.1. Feature Design

CowBAR process incoming measurements in order to calculate features to

serve as input to the classifier. Naturally, the nature of the sensor data vary

from one sensor modality to another, hence we treat the various data formats

differently. In addition, we compute the features using varying processing al-

gorithms, depending on the sensor modality and the provided information. We

give a brief overview of the elements illustrated as parts of CowBAR in Figure

2. However, for a more thorough description of each element, please see [2].

Based on the incoming measurements CowBAR defines the relative spatial
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movement taking place between the last two incoming position measurements.

We do this transformation in order to turn the raw measurement information,

e.g., a static position, into information regarding the action taking place be-

tween two such measurements, i.e., the movement from one position to another.

The movement analyzer, deducts the specific movement taking place between

two static measures related to given time stamps and possibly given positions

(3). Based on two position measurements we define a vector representations,

with information on euclidean distance between positions, the relative heading

in relation to the previous movement, speed, acceleration, etc.. Other sen-

sor data like accelerometer data and compass data, are not being processed

for information extraction in regards to the specific movement. Instead, since

they come at a rate of 35 Hz, the measurements are attached to the movement

which they interleave. Whether or not, data are being individually processed

and transformed into movement specific information or simply piggybacked the

movement for later analysis, depends on the nature of the sensor modality.

However, some sensor data may require some modification before being useful

as foundation for computing input features. For instance, the part of the com-

pass measurement called azimuth, concerns the direction according to magnetic

north. As this measure is absolute, it is modified before use, so that it only

represents the deviation in heading from last measurement, instead of using the

absolute heading. Furthermore, the movement analyzer use the location model

to define, if a movement takes place inside of an area of interest (4). The loca-

tion model has a geometric model of the location being monitored. Moreover,

it holds information on specific geometric areas, that is defined to be of special

interest. During the processing of a measurement, CowBAR asks the location

model, within which geometric area the corresponding position resides, and the

location model answers with a name of the given area, e.g., “Field/Drinking

Area” if the cow resides within the area defined as such or simply “Field” if not

being inside an area of interest. This information is attached to the movement

as well, and is later on used by the segment analyzer to determine, which area

the cow has visited the most within a segment. All these information regarding
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a movement, are represented as a movement (5).

On its own, a single movement represents only sparse information on the cur-

rently performed activity. In addition, analyzing movements in singular makes

the activity recognition more sensitive to noise in terms of a single outlying

measurement. However, analyzing an entire ensemble of succeeding movements

at a time, adds more information and reduce the effect of outliers. Therefore,

once a movement is defined, the segment analyzer assembles the movements

in a list (6). The segment analyzer use segmentation strategies to determine,

when a list of movements is fully assembled. Segmentation strategies are easily

replaced with customized strategies matching the given sensor modality com-

bination. In this work, we use segmentation strategies each of which ensures

a different but fixed number of movements in each ensemble. Furthermore,

more than one segmentation strategy can be applied at a time to supplement

one another, e.g., if an ensemble must consist of maximum 10 position mea-

surements and the distance traveled must not exceed 3 meters. The preferred

segmentation strategy may vary, depending on sensor modalities in use. Hence,

a different segmentation strategy may be preferable using measurements from

different sensor modalities. The segmentation strategy defines the foundation

of the feature extraction. Therefore, it is obvious that a suitable segmentation

for one classifier, may vary when replacing the classifier with another, since the

features are input to the classifier. Finding an optimal segmentation strategy −
if one such exists − may be both difficult and time consuming. However, search-

ing for a suitable strategy may semi-automated by applying various customized

strategies to a number of segment analyzers and evaluate the resulting activity

estimates. In this work, we use segments of predefined fixed sizes only. Once a

segment is fully assembled, all data contained in the segment is represented as

a segment (7).

The activity analyzer handles the machine learning processing of the incom-

ing segments (8). Incoming segments are processed using statistical calculations

like standard deviation, variance, minimum, maximum, mean, median, etc. on

the many information withheld in such a segment, i.e., including all movement
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specific information being handled both as individual movements as well as suc-

ceeding movements together forming a segment of measurements. This data

processing leads to the creation of numerous features, which are used as in-

put to a standard machine learning algorithm. We make use of the standard

machine learning algorithms provided by the Weka Toolkit [14]. The machine

learning algorithm can be any classifier provided by the Weka Toolkit [14], or

it can be replaced by customized algorithms or algorithms from other toolkits.

We specifically designed CowBAR to provide this flexibility, since the optimal

machine learning algorithm may vary. There may be many reasons for such vari-

ations, for instance: the sensor modalities being used and the trade off between

the timely requirements of processing versus the classification success rate. The

characteristics of the resulting classification is represented as an activity (9).

These activities are either passed on to internal PerPos functionality, e.g., the

viewer (10) as described in Subsection 2.2.4, or to external applications via

PerPos (11).

2.2.2. Sensor Data

The GPS receiver provides a position measurement at 1 Hz. In an earlier

study [2], we used neck-mounted low-cost GPS receivers also with a 1 Hz sample

rate. We used low-cost GPS receivers to minimize the cost of mounting receivers

on every cow when scaling to an entire herd. However, we found it to be a trade-

off with less accurate positions, which we speculate is limiting the accuracy of

our activity recognition. Therefore, in this study we use a better GPS receiver

providing position data with better accuracy.

In addition, both an accelerometer and a compass provides 3D acceleration

and heading measurements at 35 Hz.

The collected data are supplemented with manual observations. The obser-

vations are noted with a resolution of one second. Furthermore, these obser-

vations are supported by video recordings. The manual observations served as

basis for the analysis of these recordings.

The dataset used in this work consists of two subsets, one for each day. Both
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subsets constitute three hours of data each. We will refer to these subsets as

dataset-A for the subset collected during day one, and dataset-B for the subset

collected during the second day.

We perform twofold cross validation, where each fold use an entire dataset

collected during one day, i.e., we omit stratifying the data. For the first fold,

we train with dataset-A and evaluate with dataset-B; and for the second fold,

we do the same only swapping the two dataset. As mentioned earlier, the

data representation of a cow drinking is sparse. In fact, it is represented only

once in dataset-A and not al all in dataset-B. Moreover, we wish to do the

real-time activity recognition on the data in its natural order to reflect proper

transitions between activities, preventing us from stratifying the data so that

all activities are represented in both dataset. Consequently, we must omit real-

time recognition of the drinking activity, since only in one of the two dataset

have representation of this activity. Instead, when we provide results regarding

the drinking activity, we make an exemption and provide results from a tenfold

stratified cross validation, i.e., not a natural order of data.

2.2.3. Standard Machine Learning Algorithm

In an earlier study, we evaluated the classifiers provided by Weka [14] and

ranked the best performing ones for the given dataset. The individual classifier’s

performance was mainly evaluated on the rate of successful classification, and

secondary on the time spend on processing classifications.

As a contrast in this work, we focus on the impact of using various sensor

modalities for real-time classification of cow activities. Moreover, we investigate

how the quality of the data foundation affects the classification success rates,

and how sensor data should be processed into feature serving as input to the

classifier. Hence, we omit to repeat the same investigation to find the best

performing classifier for the dataset given in this work, and simply picks one

from the top five of the earlier study. Besides, the classification rates obtained by

each of the top five classifiers were close to equal. Due to the focus of real-time

classification, we also focus on that the system will be able to operate on data
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from bigger herds with many concurrent activities to classify. Herd sizes may

vary across domains, e.g., between beef cattle and dairy cows. Furthermore, the

sizes may vary across farms and countries. Dairy herds in Denmark encounters

from approximately 130 animals in average up to 1100 animals in the biggest

herds. Therefore, the selection of a specific algorithm to use should guarantee

concurrent classification of up to 1100 cows on a regular laptop similar to the one

used in the earlier study. Segment sizes of 2 seconds are the smallest segments

used in this work, i.e., we may be processing up to one instance per animal every

2 seconds, when using the smallest segment size. Hence, the algorithm should

be able to process one instance approximately every 1.8 ms. This lead us to

chose a random forest classifier, mainly because of its timely performance, i.e.,

1.8 ms/instance, and secondarily for its relatively high classification rate, i.e.,

85.5%. The Random Forest classifier is an ensemble of unpruned2 decision trees,

which can handle many input features, as we have in our system. Furthermore,

it can handle large sets of training data. However, not pruning the decision

trees may cause a risk of overfitting the forest.

2.2.4. Visualizing Estimated Activities

The internal viewer, provided by PerPos has been used for visual evaluations

during this investigation as well as for demo purposes. The demo is illustrated

in Figure 3. The left sides show a photo (screendump from Google Earth) of the

pasture, where the cow resides and the position track of the cow is continuously

updated with red dots on the photo. Using the location model, we define some

areas of interest visualized by black lines. The defined areas are: the entire

field, where the cow can move freely; a relatively small area surrounding the

water trough, where the cow can go to drink; and a larger area which during

the experiment seemed as a preferred place for lying down. The lower right

2Pruning is a technique for reducing the size of decision trees by removing leafs with little

power on the success rate to reduce the risk of overfitting, lower the classifier complexity and

remove effects possibly caused by noisy or erroneous data.
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sides present the video of the cow playing in sync with the position tracks being

updated. The estimated activity is depicted by the activity icon in the top

rights of the figures. Whether or not, the estimated activity equals the observed

activity is indicated by the color of the frames, so that correct classification is

indicated by using green frames as illustrated in Figure 3(a), and incorrect ones

are indicated by red frames as illustrated in Figure 3(b).

3. Results

3.1. Combining Sensors

In order to investigate the affect of combining various sensor modalities, we

have analyzed various sensor combinations of GPS, accelerometer and compass,

with and without the use of a location model.

The machine learning algorithm used in this study is provided by the Weka

toolkit [14]. Due to the nature of these Weka-models, we cannot explicitly con-

trol the structure of the machine learning models. Consequently, varying the

use of different sensors and location model has a side effect as it also varies the

features in use. These feature variations influence the structure of the random

forest classifier and its decision trees directly, which affects the classification

rates depending on the the given sensor combination. Therefore, we do the

comparison of the results cross-graph cautiously by evaluating the results rel-

ative to one another, e.g., by looking for tendencies in the graphs rather than

considering an individual classification rate as an exact result.

As mentioned earlier, we evaluate different fixed segment sizes in this work.

The segments sizes vary from 2 seconds to 120 seconds. We evaluate the impact

of using different sensor modality combinations with different segment sizes. The

average classification rates of classifying the walking, eatingSeeking, standing

and lying activities using a fixed segment size of 5 seconds with different sensor

modality and location model combinations are listed in Table 2. The table lists

the classification rates of both partial evaluations of the twofold cross validation,
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i.e., training with dataset-A and testing with dataset-B and vice versa, and their

weighted average.

The results in the table indicates, that using GPS alone results in a low

classification rate, and introducing the location model improves it slightly. A

higher classification rate is obtained when using the compass or the accelerom-

eter alone. However, it has a positive impact on the classification rate as more

sensors are combined and the location model is included.

Comparing the partial results of the twofold cross validation shows a differ-

ence between the two dataset. Using GPS as the only sensor results in a higher

classification rate when training with dataset-A and testing with dataset-B.

However, by combining a GPS with an accelerometer and/or a compass the

opposite occurs.

These classification rates produced by the varying combinations are visu-

alized in Figure 4. Common for all graphs is the tendency of the success of

classifying the walking activity is most stable with a fixed segment size less

than 50 seconds. One reason for this may be, that many walking sequences are

rather short, and as the segment size increases, many of these walking sequences

are blended with other activities which makes the data noise instead of useful

information. Consequently, as the number of walking instances decrease, cor-

rect or incorrect classification has great impact on the sensitivity. Likewise, the

eatingSeeking classification tends to decrease as segment size increases. Often,

both of these activities occur in short durations and with several transitions

to and from other activities, which inevitably makes the classification fragile

towards using segment sizes larger than their relative short durations.

3.1.1. Using GPS with or without the Location Model

The use of a location model becomes most effective when there specific ac-

tivities takes place at dedicated areas, e.g., drinking when in the proximity of a

water trough. However, due to a limited amount of data representing a drinking

cow, we are unable to provide both training and evaluation data for real-time

activity recognition, where the cow visits the water trough to drink. Therefore,
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the drinking activity is not represented in the graphs. Consequently, the loca-

tion model has only little influence on the illustrated success rates in general.

Nevertheless, comparing Figures 4(a) and 4(b) reveals a slight improvement in

recognizing standing for segments of up to 20 seconds of length. Moreover, an

outlier of recognizing lying with segments less than 4 seconds is removed by

using the location model, because the cow is not present in the area defined as a

preferred resting area. Furthermore, the two figures illustrate that recognizing

both lying and walking is reasonable using GPS as the only sensor as long as the

segment size is kept below 50 seconds. However, as segment size increases, so

does the success rate of recognizing standing. Using a low segment size cause for

many standing sequences to be falsely classified as eatingSeeking. One reason

for this may be the drift, which a non-moving GPS receiver tends to introduce

in the estimated position. Going over the confusion matrices of the different

segment sizes reveals that the false negatives regarding the standing activity

are classified as eatingSeeking in almost all of the occasions. When a position

estimate of a cow standing still is drifting, it may be confused with a cow moving

slowly around either eating or seeking for grass. The effect of such a drift in

the position estimate may be diluted, as the number of position measurements

taken into account increases. Likewise, when classifying the eatingSeeking ac-

tivity the segment size has a negative impact on the classification rate. From

the confusion matrices it shows, that most of the false negatives are classified as

standing, and the ratio of false negatives classified as standing increases as the

segment size increases. So, increasing the size of the segment has the positive

effect of diluting the drift in the estimated position, while at the same time it

may introduce noise by removing useful information from the position.

3.1.2. Using Accelerometer or Compass

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) illustrates only little difference, whether using an ac-

celerometer or a compass as the only sensor. The two sensors tend to provide

the best classification rates at shorter segment sizes. Due to the relatively long

duration of the lying sequences and the relative few transition to and from
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this activity, it makes an exception as it tends to decrease slightly as segments

becomes shorter than 20-25 seconds. Increasing the segment size dilutes the

noise that may occur in the sensor data, when for instance the cow momentar-

ily moves its head, e.g., to lick itself, look around, wipe away flies, etc., while

lying down. The opposite goes for the walking and the eatingSeeking activities,

where the classification rates tends to decrease as the segment size increases.

This may be a consequence of diluting useful information when calculating the

statistical measures on larger segments. The reason for this to impact on these

two activities in particular is, that they both are represented by wiggling the

head up/down/sideways in contrast to the two remaining activities: lying and

standing, where the head is held still most of the time.

3.1.3. Combining GPS with either Accelerometer or Compass

The effect of combining GPS with either an accelerometer as depicted in

Figure 4(e), or a compass as depicted in Figure 4(f) is more or less the same.

By comparing to the former graphs it seems, that GPS cause for the relatively

high recognition of walking, while both accelerometer and compass has positive

impact on the classification of both standing and eatingSeeking.

3.1.4. Combining GPS, Accelerometer and Compass with or without Location

Model

Though, the gain may be small, combining all three sensor modalities makes

yet an improvement towards the classification rate as illustrated in Figure 4(g).

In addition, the location model improves the success rate even further as de-

picted in Figure 4(h). This latter improvement should be considered in spite of

the omitting of the drinking activity, which would indeed take place inside an

area of interest.

As a result of combining the three sensor modalities and extending the sys-

tem with a location model, we find a suitable fixed segment size for the given

dataset to be around 5 seconds. This corresponds well with a study by Robert

et al. [11]. They mounted accelerometers providing measurements at 100 Hz
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on cows to classify lying, standing and walking activities. The accelerometers

are leg-mounted. In this study, they find agreement with video recordings with

accuracies of 99.2%, 98.0% and 67.8% respectively. They too investigate the

use of different data segment lengths and find that classification agreement was

higher in the 3 seconds (98.1%) and 5 seconds (97.7%) intervals compared to

the 10 second (85.4%) interval. They conclude, that classification accuracy is

affected by the specific behavior monitored and the reporting interval.

3.2. Detecting Transitions

Our definition of a transition is when a cow changes from one activity to

another. Though, a transition begins by the time a cow stops to perform one

activity, and it ends as soon as the cows starts performing a defined activity

again, we consider them to be momentarily with no timely extent.

Naturally, detecting a change in activity during such a transitions is optimal,

in order obtain a high classification rate. However, the classifier must not detect

too many false transitions either, as it will have a decreasing effect on the

success rate. Furthermore, besides impacting the classification rate in a negative

direction, a too loose or too tight transition detection may lead to a restless cow

being overlooked because of either missed transitions or jitter.

Choosing a suitable segmentation strategy is crucial, as it has great impact

on the transition detection, which we illustrate in Figure 5. The figures illustrate

classification of the first 12 minutes of data using all three sensor modalities and

the location model. The data length is limited to 12 minutes for readability, as

the transitions begins to overlap on the visual representations when squeezing

more data into the graphs. A thorough analysis of the entire dataset confirms

the trend described and illustrated in the following. During the first 12 min-

utes, the cow performed three different activities: walking, eatingSeeking and

standing. However, neither lying nor drinking are represented. The left-side

graphs represent the first of the two folded cross validations, and the right-side

graphs represents the second fold. The upper graphs represent a segment size

of 30 seconds, 5 seconds segments are represented in the middle graphs and 2
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seconds segments are represented in the bottom. The observed activities are

represented in blue color, and the corresponding estimated activities are repre-

sented in red color. Furthermore, when the blue line jumps from one activity

to another, it indicates a transition. When the classifier successfully detects

such a transition immediately, it will cause for both the blue the red lines to

simultaneously stop at the previous activity and start at the new activity, i.e.,

many successful transition detections gives a similar pattern of both the blue

and the red lines. However, a red line, though correctly following the blue line,

suddenly being abrupted and continued at a wrong activity, might be caused by

a too jittering transition detection, e.g., caused by too short segments. Conse-

quently, this will lead to many false transition detections and decreasing success

rates. On the other hand, too large segments may lead to segments overlapping

several transitions. Inevitably, this will cause for them to be neglected, i.e.,

the transition detection becomes loose. Visually, the red line will be following

behind or in worst case not at all follow the blue line, as it changes from one

activity to another.

Using a segment size of 30 seconds leads to many blue lines unaccompanied

by a red line as illustrated in Figure 5(a). Especially, when the blue lines are

rather short, i.e., the activities are of short durations. This reveals that many

observed transitions are left undetected. Moreover, activities of longer duration

is often being overlooked to begin with, as clearly illustrated by the blue lines

not being accompanied by a red line of the walking activity of both Figure 5(a)

and Figure 5(b). Both figures visualize that using a segment size of 30 seconds

cause a loose transition detection.

In contrast, as segments gets smaller in size, the transition detection be-

comes more agile as illustrated in Figures 5(c) and 5(d). The blue and red

lines become more similar, which signals higher classification rates. This may

lead to the temptation of using even shorter segments, to improve accuracy

further. However, obtaining a higher classification rate may come at the cost

of false transition detections, as there may be detected even more transitions

than actually occurs, leading to a more jittering transition detection. An in-
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dication of this is illustrated at the last eatingSeeking sequence of Figure 5(e),

as well as in the last standing sequence in the same figure. In both occasions,

a non-occurring transition is falsely detected, causing the red line to leave the

blue line. In addition, it shows in the first one of the long walking sequences

in Figure 5(f), where the red line leaves the blue one momentarily. Though,

the false detection of an activity may only be for a very short time, it still is

a false transition being detected, and since numerous transitions may indicate

restlessness, it would be preferable to avoid the false ones. Applying a filter,

e.g., a graphical model like a Bayesian Network or a Hidden Markov Model,

might solve this issue, and it will be investigated in future work.

This complements the assumption that a fixed segment size of 5 seconds is

useful for the given dataset and when using a random forest classifier.

4. Discussion

In this section, we discuss how we obtain robustness in our evaluation by

cross validating on the two dataset provided in this work. Furthermore, we

compare the findings in this work with the findings of an earlier study and

discuss the possible explanations for the diversions. Moreover, we discuss the

use of other machine learning algorithms as alternatives to the random forest

used in this work. Finally, we discuss possible improvements to the feature

extraction.

4.1. Cross Validation to Extend Data Foundation

To obtain a robust evaluation of the cow activity classification, we cross

validate on the two dataset provided in this work. As described earlier, we have

extended the evaluation foundation by cross validating the two sets of data:

dataset-A and dataset-B. We used one dataset for training only, and evaluated

with the other dataset. The model was cleared after the first evaluation, and

the second evaluation took place with the same two dataset only vice versa. We

are interested in recognizing transitions between activities, and for that reason
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we wish to handle the data in its natural order, hence we omit stratifying the

two dataset.

To illustrate the difference between the two dataset Figures 6(a) (fold 1)

and 6(b) (fold 2) represent the sensitivity obtained from each of the two folds

in the cross validation. For both folds, the figures show a relative stable success

rate for classifying lying for all segment sizes, though it is lower for the second

fold for all segment sizes. However, the sensitivities of classifying etingSeeking

are either best or equally good in the second fold for all segment sizes. The

best sensitivities of classifying walking are obtained from the second fold for

segment sizes lower than 50 seconds. As described earlier, we suspect the rel-

ative short duration of the walking sequences to cause the unstable sensitivity

measures as segments becomes larger than 50 seconds. Despite the individual

differences in sensitivities between the two folds, there is an interesting ten-

dency in all curves, which indicates the robustness of our system. Comparing

each set of corresponding sensitivity curves in the two graphs indicates the same

trend for each activity, only with varying offsets and variations. Finally, Figure

6(c) presents the sensitivities obtained from the twofold cross validation. Not

surprisingly, the curves matches the same trends.

4.2. Comparing Results to Earlier Work

There are many possible explanations of the diverging findings in this study,

where we find a suitable segment size to be around 5 seconds, compared to

an earlier study [2], where we found a fixed segment size of 160 seconds to be

suitable for recognizing cow activities:

Firstly, we monitor one cow only instead of fourteen which we did in the

previous study. It prevents us from overlooking activity transitions. Naturally,

having data from more than just one cow would enable us to evaluate individual

differences in cross-animal behavior. However, we specifically chose qualitative

data over quantitative.

Secondly, the resolution of the manual observations is 1 second. In the earlier

study it was 1 minute. Consequently, many observations had the same time
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stamp, and was therefore blended together. Furthermore, we have introduced

video recordings along with the manual observations. Thereby, we are able

to use every entry in both of the dataset, since we have trustworthy manual

observations and video recordings of the cow activities. Previously, we had to

discard data which we did not fully trust, and only make use of sub sequences, of

fully trustworthy data, i.e., data which was subsequent to a manual observation,

and where the position data did not show any obvious false observation like an

observation stating a cow to be lying down, while the position data reveals the

cow to be walking. This lead to splitting the data into sub sequences. Each sub

sequence representing a single activity and handled one at the time in isolation

from the other data sequences. Therefore, our focus in the earlier work was

on recognizing activities, without transitions between activities. In addition,

being able to use the dataset from one end to another enables us to recognize

transitions between activities, in contrast to previously.

Thirdly, The GPS receiver used in this work provides position data with less

noise. Furthermore, we have additional sensor data in terms of accelerometer

and compass measurements. The sampling frequency is the same as previous

for the GPS receiver, i.e., 1 Hz. However, both the accelerometer and compass

data has a sampling frequency of 35 Hz, which enables the model to guess what

goes on between two position measurements. Previously, we used only position

data and the data was collected using a low-cost GPS receivers with a 1 second

sample rate. We used low-cost GPS receivers to minimize the cost of mounting

receivers on every cow when scaling to an entire herd. However, we found it to

be a trade-off with noisy data.

Fourthly, we now have introduced geometric areas of interest via a location

model. This enables the specification of certain areas, where certain activities

are likely to occur, i.e., an area, where the cows tends to prefer to rest or a

drinking area, where the water trough is located. Some areas are more strongly

attached to a certain activity than others, e.g., a cow cannot be drinking unless

it is within the proximity of a water trough. However, there is a pitfall in this

approach, since a cow being present in such an area, may not be performing the
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most obvious activity, e.g., it may simply be standing in the proximity of the

water trough. This last issue has to be studied more and will take part in our

future work.

4.3. Investigating Other Machine Learning Algorithms

In this work, we omit to evaluate other classifiers, even though we are aware

of the relevance of such an investigation. However, our focus was mainly to

investigate the effect of using different sensor modalities in various combinations

to find a suitable combination for cow activity recognition. We simply use a

random forest due to the findings in an earlier study, which was based on a

completely different dataset. Furthermore, we wish to extend the evaluation to

include more than just the classifiers provided by Weka [14], e.g., we will be

investigating the use of Hidden Markov Models for this purpose.

Another future work, will be to investigate the effect of filtering the activity

outputs from the classifier using a graphical models like Bayesian Networks

and Hidden Markov Models. We assume, that it might solve the problem of

obtaining agile transition detection, without it being too jittering leading to

indications of restless cow behavior with many false detections of transitions

between activities.

4.4. Extending the Feature Extraction

The extraction of each feature is based on statistical calculations performed

on the information contained in one segment. There may be additional ways

of extracting features, which may have a positive impact on the classification

rate. For instance, we would like to introduce Fourier Transformation on both

the accelerometer and compass data, to determine the frequencies contained

by these data between two position measurements. Additionally, we would like

to experiment with other segmentation strategies, e.g., by electing the current

strategies to use depending on the currently estimated activity or which area

of interest the cow is presently located in. These issues are subjects for future

work.
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5. Conclusion

In this work we have found, that combining GPS sensor data with accelerom-

eter data and compass data has an improving effect on recognizing cow activities.

Moreover, we found the segment size to have great impact on the classifi-

cation rates. For the given dataset collected using all three sensors we found

a segment size of 5 seconds to be suitable using a random forest classifier. In

addition, we found that classification rates decreases as the segment size in-

creases, due to a more loose detection of transitions between different activities.

In contrast, a decreasing segment size tends to result in a too jittering transition

detection, with classification of incorrect activities to follow.

Furthermore, we found that geometrically defining areas where certain ac-

tivities are likely to take place also improves classification rates.
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[12] [9] [11] [3] [6] [5] [4] [13] [2] Our

Real-time∗ x x

GPS x x x x

Zig-Bee Network x

Activity Sensor x x

Accelerometer x x x x

Compass x x x x x x

Leg-mounted x x x x

Neck-mounted x x x x x x x

Location Model∗∗ x

Manual Obs. x x x x x x x x

Video Obs. x x

No ”Truth” x

Active/Inactive % N/A 83.2 N/A N/A N/A

Lying % 99.2 N/A N/A N/A 61.0 76.5 97.8

Standing % 98.0 N/A N/A N/A 66.7 75.8 85.2

Walking % 67.8 78.3 100 84

EatingSeeking % 95.8 90.0 93.7

Drinking % † 72.2‡

Mineral Intake∗∗∗ †

∗ Real-time Classification based on either streamed or real-time emulated data.

∗∗ Used for defining certain geospatial areas of special interest.

∗∗∗ E.g., like licking a salt stone.

† Unable to predict due to low representation of activity in given data.

‡ Same as †. Result is obtained using stratified tenfold cross validation.

Table 1: An overview of state of the art in cow activity recognition.
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GPS x x x x x x

Location Model x x

Accelerometer x x x x

Compass x x x x

Train A, test B (%) 59.6 62.6 87.3 88.2 89.4 89.2 89.3 92.5

Train B, test A (%) 64.6 66.5 81.0 81.5 83.9 81.2 85.6 87.8

Weighted avg. (%) 62.5 65.0 84.5 85.2 87.0 85.5 87.9 90.6

Table 2: Classification rates using a fixed segment size of 5 seconds with various combinations

of different sensor modalities and location model.
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(a) Monitored cow in the back centre. (b) Shooting settings.

Figure 1: The monitored cow with the equipped collar (left-side), and the observers with the

video camera (right-side).
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Figure 2: Diagram showing incoming sensor data being transformed into measurements by

PerPos; successively CowBAR transforms them into movements, segments and activities by

before they are passed on back to PerPos for use by internal modules (e.g., a viewer), or

external applications (e.g., a herd management system).
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(a) Correct

(b) Incorrect

Figure 3: An example of our use of the viewer functionality provided by PerPos.
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(b) GPS and location model
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(c) Accelerometer
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(d) Compass
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(e) GPS and accelerometer
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(f) GPS and compass
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(g) GPS, accelerometer and compass
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(h) GPS, accelerometer, compass and loca-

tion model

Figure 4: Classification rates with various sensor and location model combinations.
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Figure 5: Plots of the estimated activities (red) versus the observed activities (blue) illustrating

the classifiers agility towards detecting transitions from one activity to another.
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(a) Training with dataset-A, evaluating with

dataset-B
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(b) Training with dataset-B, evaluating with

dataset-A
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(c) Accumulated results

Figure 6: Sensitivity results of the cross validation using GPS, accelerometer, compass and

location model.
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Activity Recognition using Low-cost GPS Positioning Sensors and Standard
Machine Learning Techniques. In Advances in Data Mining. Applications and
Theoretical Aspects (ICDM 2011)

Obtaining High Classification Rates from Noisy Position Data Mount-
ing a satellite based positioning system on each animal in a bigger herd can be
expensive, and therefore it may cause a lacking scalability. By using low-cost
GPS receivers the expenses are kept at a minimum. Though, the use of such
low-cost receivers result in noisy position data with both poor accuracy and
precision, I managed to obtain an average classification rate of 86.2% looking
for the four activities: walking, lying, standing and eating/seeking. The paper
describes an investigation of, to what extent, it is feasible to recognize cow
activities from low-cost GPS based position data. The cow activity recogni-
tion use various standard machine learning algorithms on low-cost GPS based
position data, to find the best performing algorithm on the given position data.
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Abstract. In precision livestock farming, spotting cows in need of extra
attention due to health or welfare issues are essential, since the time a
farmer can devote to each animal is decreasing due to growing herd sizes
and increasing efficiency demands. Often, the symptoms of health and
welfare state changes, affects the behavior of the individual animal, e.g.,
changes in time spend on activities like standing, lying, eating or walking.
Low-cost and infrastructure-less GPS positioning sensors attached to the
animals’ collars give the opportunity to monitor the movements of cows
and recognize cow activities. By preprocessing the raw cow position data,
we obtain high classification rates using standard machine learning tech-
niques to recognize cow activities. Our objectives were to (i) determine
to what degree it is possible to robustly recognize cow activities from
GPS positioning data, using low-cost GPS receivers; and (ii) determine
which types of activities can be classified, and what robustness to expect
within the different classes. To provide data for this study low-cost GPS
receivers were mounted on 14 dairy cows on grass for a day while they
were observed from a distance and their activities manually logged to
serve as ground truth. For our dataset we managed to obtain an average
classification success rate of 86.2% of the four activities: eating/seeking
(90.0%), walking (100%), lying (76.5%), and standing (75.8%) by opti-
mizing both the preprocessing of the raw GPS data and the succeeding
feature extraction.

1 Introduction

Due to intense competition in the domain of precision livestock farming, the
farmers need assistance from either qualified extra man power or modern tech-
nology to overview and attend the herd, in order to effectively find focus cows
that for some reason needs special attention or relief care. It requires full atten-
tion to do so, in order to prevent false positives or, what may be even worse,
overlooking a true positive causing an animal to suffer.



A global navigation satellite system, like for instance the Global Positioning
System (GPS), is a widely used technology for various position based applica-
tions. The main reason for considering GPS for monitoring cows is that locally
the positioning technology is infrastructure-less, in contrast to an alternative like
a local sensor network, e.g., as used by Nadimi et al. [9]. However, an infrastruc-
ture may be required for comunication.

Pattern recognition and machine learning are widely used techniques to rec-
ognize patterns in data. In this paper we present high classification rates obtained
by preprocessing position data and extracting a broad variety of features that
serve as input to standard machine learning algorithms for classification of spe-
cific cow activities. The classification results outputted by the standard machine
learning algorithm are optimized by adjusting the input features, i.e., adjusting
the preprocessing of data as well as the succeeding feature extraction.

The dataset used to evaluate the proposed method combines continuous po-
sition data from 14 dairy cows on grass rigged with low-cost GPS receivers with
continuous manual observations of the cows’ activities. We use position data
from more than just one cow since the individual cows have a tendency of be-
having differently and finding their own routines in their way of performing
their activities as described by Phillips et al. [10]. We therefore subdivide cow
behaviors into activities with cross cow commonalities and classify the behavior
with regards to these. A restriction in our study is, that we only consider the
activities independently and not the transitions between them. The individual
combination of activities defines each animal’s normal behavior. The goal is that
the activity recognition can be used to observe when an animal start behaving
abnormally, i.e., when the activities performed diverges from the normal behav-
ior of the individual cow, since it often indicates a change in the state of health
and/or welfare.

2 Related Work

Previous research shows that feed intake depends on a cow’s health condition
[3], and time spent at the feeding area correlates with feed intake [4], moreover,
abnormal lying behavior correlates with lameness amongst cows [5].

A study, by Agouridis et al. [1] examines GPS collar capabilities and limi-
tations in regards to tracking animal movement in grazed watersheds, conclude
that the position accuracy decreases as cows move under a tree or so, and thereby
loose line of sight towards the GPS satellites. That GPS performance degrades
in terms of both coverage and accuracy when experiencing problematic signal
conditions due to attenuation is analyzed by Kjærgaard et al. [6].

Schwager et al. [12] measure cows’ moving speed via hi-end GPS receivers. In
addition they measure head roll and head tilt with accelerometers. They apply
the measurements to a simple K-means classification algorithm without a priory
information. This leads to a repeatable categorization of the animals’ behaviors
into periods of activity and inactivity. Though, using hi-end GPS receivers would



give better position quality, we use low-cost GPS receivers in an attempt to meet
the basic requirements of scalability when monitoring a bigger herd.

Nadimi et al. [9] use a local ZigBee based sensor network to track and classify
cow behavior. They too derive the moving speed, head roll and head tilt, and
by using a simple classification tree they too succeed to classify both activity
and inactivity. In comparison, our approach has limited maintenance due the
infrastructural independence. In addition, better scalability is achieved firstly,
as there are no upper limit for neither the number of receivers nor the size of
the area being monitored and secondly, achieving good results by using low-cost
receivers in the experiments instead of hi-end equipment, makes monitoring of
bigger herds affordable.

Robert et al. [11] use three dimensional accelerometers and video based ob-
servations for classifying behavior patterns in cattle, and classify lying (99.2%),
standing (98.0%), and walking (67.8%). In comparison, we manage to recognize
the activity of a cow walking in 100% of the occasions. However, we are unable
to match the succes rates of both lying (76.5%) and standing (75.8%), which
indicate that introducing other types of sensors, e.g., an accelerometer, might
improve our results. In addition and unlike their work, we recognize the activity
of a cow eating and seeking and obtain a succes rate of 90.0%.

3 Collection of Position Data for Cow Activities

The GPS receivers used for the experiment are i-gotU GT-600 − a commercial
low-cost receiver [7] with a SiRF Star III Low Power chipset scheduled to log a
GPS position every second. The receivers were installed in a plastic housing as
depicted in Fig. 1(a), and mounted on the cow collars as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

(a) Receiver and housing (b) Mounted receiver (c) Manual observations

Fig. 1. Setting up an performing the experiment.

The 14 cows used in the experiment are arbitrarily picked out from a herd of
28 dairy cows, i.e., they were selected with no regards to their expected behavior
during the experiment. The reason for using 14 cows instead of the entire herd is
based in the practical challenge in observing the animals manually, while taking
useful and trustworthy notes to be used as ground truth in the analysis. Though,
the observers where stationed at static observation points using field glasses to
watch the animals from a distance, it was unavoidable to disturb the animals



in some sense, as the observation points had to be in the middle of each of the
two consecutive fields in order to guarantee visual contact with the animals at
all times, as Fig. 1(c) depicts. However, our focus in this work is on recognizing
particular cow activities in contrast to recognizing the normal behavior of each
cow. Therefore, should a cow stop and stare at an observer for a while, the
sequence is simply annotated as the cow performing the standing activity.

Organizing Data The different behavioral changes, that may be used to point out
a possible focus cow candidate are many. Typically, the normal behavior of cows
in a herd diverges from one animal to another. However, by detailing the behavior
into lower levels of cow activities like: walking, lying, standing and eating seeking,
the cows’ way of performing these detailed activities becomes similar. From the
duration, combination, frequency, etc. of these detailed activities performed by
any normal behaving cow, it would be possible to define its normal behavior.
In this work, we strive to recognize such immediate cow activities, to assist a
domain expert in the work of detecting behavioral abnormalities amongst cows.
In order to meet the cross-animal physiological variations, the many different
behaviors are divided into common activities of a lower level of abstraction,
which all may serve as abnormal behavior indicators, e.g. jumping, toddling,
lying and eating. However, using a low-level GPS receiver cause some limitation
in terms of the position information provided. The information is limited to:
time of measurement, latitude, longitude, elevation, and speed. In addition, the
sample rate has a maximum of 1 sample per second. Therefore, not all indicators
are detectable from the provided position data, i.e., the activity has to affect
the movement taking place from one measurement to another. This excludes
indicators like toddling and jumping, and leaves a subset of activities detectable
when using position data. From this subset we define four activities to look for:

Walking defines the activity of the cow walking towards a goal, e.g., from
A to B without stopping or simply tagging along other cows. Should the cow
stop for any reason, it is no longer considered to be walking. This often takes
place when the cow moves from one field to the consecutive one, or when the
cow moves to the drinking vessel.

Eating seeking defines when a cow shows eating behavior, i.e., it either eats
or seeks for grass, and possibly the cow stops from time to time chewing. The
eating/seeking activity is the hardest to recognize, since the cow either is walk-
ing around seeking for grass or standing still eating, and therefore tends to be
confused with the other activities.

Standing defines when a cow stands still for a longer period of time, e.g.,
thirty seconds or more without showing neither eating nor seeking behavior.
It may be hard to distinct this activity from lying. However, a standing cow
tends to be moving just a little more than one lying down, causing the measured
position to move in contrast to a cow lying still.

Lying defines when a cow lies down for a longer period of time, e.g. thirty
seconds or more. When the cow lifts its head and looks around this activity may
easily be confused with standing.



Selecting data sequences Sequences of data where cows are doing one of the four
activities were handpicked from the full dataset. Any sequence selection is based
upon a manual observation of high quality stating that the cow is performing an
activity of interest. The sequences are selected in a manner so that they together
represent all 14 cows doing all 4 activities of interest for a period of at least 4
minutes. In that way we get a dataset where each cow performs each activity at
least once and for a minimum of four minutes.

Due to the data sequences selection strategy there may be both time and
distance gaps between two sequences. To prevent these gaps from influencing
on the results, the sequences are treated as atomic datasets instead of one as-
sembled dataset with adjacent sequences, i.e., the last measurement from the
previous sequence is discarded when loading a new sequence. A drawback of this
approach is that the transition between two activities is neglected. In this work
it is considered a trade off in order to work with noise free data, however, we
will consider this issue in our future work.

4 Recognition of Cow Activities

We approach the activity recognition problem from a software perspective and
leave the classification to a machine learning toolkit in this case the Weka Toolkit
[14]. We present a method for obtaining the highest classification success rate
by optimizing the preprocessing of raw GPS position data and the extraction
of features that serves as input to the machine learning algorithm, instead of
optimizing the machine learning algorithms themselves.

Figure 2 shows how the activity recognition module is divided into three an-
alyzing blocks: (1) the Movement Analyzer (MA) process the raw GPS position
data, determines the movement taking place between two adjacent measure-
ments and represents it in a Movement Data Structure (MDS); (2) the Segment
Analyzer (SA) groups the MDSs into segments of a certain size, all the move-
ment information are processed and as a result a broad variety of features are
extracted and represented in a Segment Data Structure (SDS); (3) the Activity
Analyzer (AA) use the SDSs as input to the machine learning algorithm and
represents the classified activity in an Activity Data Structure (ADS).

Designing the module with three analyzers each with different data structures
as output is to some extent inspired by research done by Zheng et al. [15] where
they recognize commuters’ different transportation modes like walking, bicycling
and driving from raw GPS data. They assemble a number of measurements in
segments, which are constituted by a starting point where the current mode of
transportation is initiated and an ending point where the transportation mode
changes. By extracting numerous features e.g. heading change rate from the
GPS data within such a segment and processing these features via machine
learning, they extract the information from raw GPS data through data mining
without using neither a priori information nor on-time user inputs - except from
information on where the transportation mode changes takes place.
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Fig. 2. The activity recognition module with three analyzers, the data structures to
the right, and blue boxes illustrating the input parameters for adjusting the feature
extraction.

Each of the three analyzers consume and produce specific data structures;
the data structures are illustrated as white squares on the right side of Fig. 2.
Each analyzer is individually adjustable so that the optimal feature extraction
can be obtained causing the best activity recognition results; the dashed boxes
show the specific parameters used for adjusting the individual analyzer. The
grayed square on the bottom-left side of the figure shows the incoming GPS
measurement provided by the low-cost GPS receivers. The three analyzers and
their corresponding data structures are described in details in the following.

Analyzing movements The main goal for the MA is to extract information about,
what happen between two adjacent GPS measurements, e.g., how far did the cow
travel from measurementt−1 to measurementt, at what velocity and in which di-
rection. The MA takes incoming GPS measurements and produce MDSs, which



represent the relation between the last two received measurements. The move-
ment makes the foundation of the succeeding feature extraction.

Besides providing information like: speed, acceleration, absolute heading, and
distance traveled, a discrete representation of the movement is categorized as be-
ing either: left turn, right turn, forward, u turn, or non moving. This approach
is inspired by the domain of various sports, where athletes’ movement patterns
have been used to analyze their physical fitness and performance. Mohr et al.
[8] used such a discrete representation when classifying activities into stand-
ing, walking, jogging, sprinting etc. to analyze the performance of high-standard
soccer players. Also Spencer et al. [13] analyze elite field hockey players’ per-
formance during a game by filming the players during the game and discretize
the time-motion information into movements for classification into more or less
the same discrete representations as above. A condensation of the information
contained by a MDS is listed in Table 1.

Parameter Description Example

movement type a discrete representation left,
of the latest type of right,
movement performed forward,

u turn,
non moving

angle angle relative to the [deg] and [rad]
previous movement

magnitude distance traveled between [m]
the two measurements

speed estimated speed [m/s]

heading absolute heading [deg]

acceleration based on estimated speed [m/s2]
of the last two measurements

Table 1. A condensed list of information regarding each individual movement.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the MA can be adjusted via one or more of three
input parameters. Whether a cow is moving or not is determined using a naive
Bayesian filter, as illustrated with pseudo code in Fig. 3. Each of the three
input parameters have different influence on the MA: minimum speed defines
the threshold between non moving and moving; heading threshold defines the
threshold for whether the current movement type is forward, left, right or u-turn;
and finally History length is the number of old movements taken into account in
the Bayesian filter when deciding whether the current movement type is moving
or non moving. The selection of the likelihoodnonmoving constants 0.1 and 0.6 in
the pseudo code is based on experience from previous lab work with detection
of bicyclist and pedestrian movements.

Selection of the MA input parameter values was based on intuition and ex-
periences from observing cow behavior. Hence, the minimum speed was set to



priornonmoving = 0.5
priormoving = 1.0− priornonmoving

accuracyGPS = 0.4

uncertainty =

{
1.0 if distancemovementt < accuracyGPS(
accuracyGPS

distance

)2
else

for each movement in listhistory :
{

likelihoodnonmoving =





0.10 if minSpeed ≤ vmovement

(0.60× uncertainty)2 else if uncertainty < 1.0

0.60 else

likelihoodmoving = 1.0− likelihoodnonmoving

pnonmoving =
priornonmoving×likelihoodnonmoving

(priornonmoving×likelihoodnonmoving)+(priormoving×likelihoodmoving)

priornonmoving = pnonmoving

priormoving = 1.0− priornonmoving

}
isMoving = priornonmoving < 0.5

Fig. 3. Pseudo code for determining motion for a movement instance.

0.3 m/s as cows walking towards a certain goal tends to move at that pace or
faster, history length was set to 4 by pure intuition and heading threshold was
set to 40 degrees for the same reason.

Analyzing segments The main purpose of the SA is to extract features from
movements and pass the feature information on as segments. The SA assembles
incoming movements, and extracts a broad variety of features from the movement
assembly, once a certain number of movements has been assembled. The criteria
for segment completion is customizable via the segmentation strategy parameter,
as depicted in Fig. 2. Depending on the domain usage, such a segmentation
strategy may vary, e.g., segment when the timespan between the timestamps of
the first and the last measurement reaches a certain limit.

With inspiration from research done by Zheng et al. [15], we extract a broad
variety of features from the movement data, e.g. HeadingChangesDegreesFor-
wardRate, which represents the rate of heading changes in degrees for all move-
ments in the segment moving straight forward.

The SA computes fifty six different features represented in the SDS. As many
of these features tend to be variants of each other, they are grouped for clarity
and listed in Table 2.

Selecting the segmentation strategy to use as input parameter for the SA was
based on experiences from observing cow behavior. We found that cows often do
the same activity for two to three minutes or more, hence, segmentation strategy



Parameter Feature

movement type Distribution (% of forward, left, right, etc.)
Change rate between moving and non moving
Change rate between any type of movement

heading Changes accumulated (forward, left, etc.)
Change rate (forward, left, etc.)
Changes max (forward, left, etc.)

speed Max, min and mean

acceleration Max and min
Mean and accumulated (both positive and negative)
Changes between positive and negative

distance Accumulated for 2D and 3D (moving and non moving)
Max for 2D and 3D (moving and non moving)

time Accumulated (moving and non moving)

Table 2. A list of features extracted for each segment.

was set to segment every 160 seconds. Also we assume that too small a timespan
might lead to large variations between the segments. However, the segmentation
strategy remains to be tested properly, as we in this work omit to consider the
transition between activities.

Analyzing activities The AA is responsible for processing the incoming features
provided via the SDSs, and classify the current activity using a machine learn-
ing algorithm. The segments are processed by providing the incoming feature
instances to standard machine learning techniques implemented by the Weka
Toolkit [14]. We approach the cow activity recognition problem from a soft-
ware perspective, hence we use a standard machine learning API, and omit to
optimize the machine learning algorithms and techniques. The machine learn-
ing algorithm parameter provides the ability to change the algorithm used, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The classification result and the corresponding SDS are
represented in an ADS. Based on experience from previous lab work with classi-
fication of bicyclist activities, we used a random classifiers committee (END) as
machine learning algorithm in this work. In addition, we compare these results
with the classification rates of other well performing algorithms.

5 Results

The relevant sequences of data selected for the following analysis consist of po-
sition tracks where a cow performs one of the following activities: lying, walking,
eating seeking or standing, as described in Sect. 3. The sequences sums up to
a total of 16 hours of unbalanced data, where the walking activity represented
by 50 minutes of data is the one activity with the least data available, followed
by lying with 136 minutes, standing with 165 minutes and finally eating seeking
with 613 minutes.



Setting the configuration parameters initially was based on intuition and
experiences from observing cow behavior. Consequently, the input parameters
where set as follows: minimum speed was set to 0.3 m/s, history length was
set to 4, heading threshold was set to 40 degrees, segmentation strategy was set
to segment every 160 seconds and finally an END random classifier committee
was selected as machine learning algorithm. The background for selecting these
features is explained in Sect. 4. By using this parameter configuration we obtain a
success rate of 86.2%, and the result was evaluated against various combinations
of different input parameter values as listed in Tables 3 and 4.

Parameter min max step

movement analyzer (MA):
minimum speed [m/s] 0.1 0.5 0.1
heading threshold [deg] 10 50 10
history Length 1 10 1

segment analyzer (SA):
segmentation strategy:
- Timespan in seconds 30 180 10

Table 3. The MA and SA input parameter values used for the evaluation.

The individual classification rates of one thousand iterations of each combi-
nation evaluated using an END random classifier committee reaches from 71.8%
to 86.5%. The END classifier is used with its default configuration, i.e., 10 com-
mittee members and is evaluated using 10 folds cross validation. In addition, we
tested several machine learning algorithms also provided by the Weka Toolkit
[14], and in Table 4 we present the results of the best performing ones having
set the input parameters as stated above. We found END to be best performing
in terms of average success rates. In addition, the table shows the mean time
of processing one instance after running the one thousand iterations of 361 in-
stances on a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU T8300 (2.40GHz,2.40GHz) with 3.00
GB RAM, on a 32 bit Windows 7 Enterprise operating system.

Machine learning algorithm avg success rate % milliseconds/instance

- END 86.2 5.5
- SMO (SVM) 85.7 10.3
- Classification Via Regression 85.7 13.8
- Random Forest 85.5 1.8
- J48 85.4 1.0

Table 4. Results of the evaluation of the algorithms performing best in the test.

By evaluating the results of the END based classifications, with only one of
the four input parameters varying at a time, we found, that selection of any of



the tested values for minimum speed, heading threshold and history length has
very little impact on the success rate for the given data.

In contrast, the results of testing the segmentation strategy shows a raising
tendency of the classification rates as the segment size increases, as depicted
in Fig. 4. However, the graphs seems to stagnate after reaching the selected
strategy, where the timespan between the timestamps of the first and the last
measurement is 160 seconds. The same characteristics tends to match all the
algorithms listed in Table 4.
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Fig. 4. Graph showing the configuration with variable segmentation strategy.

For some features, an inspection of their characteristics leads to an explana-
tion of the mutual difference in success between the four activities. For instance,
Figure 5 depicts the distribution of the heading change rate in degrees while
the cow is moving forward. The figure indicates that the walking activity dis-
sociates itself from the other activities, which may explain the success rate of
100%. Moreover, the figure shows the same tendency for approximately 2/3 of
the cases of performing the eating seeking activity. However, for the 30% fractile
it tends to hide behind the lying distribution graph. In addition and similar for
all feature distributions, it looks like this feature is of no help in the distinction
between lying and standing activities as they collide for almost all values of the
heading change rate in degrees while moving forward. It explains by the fact
that the three activities are composed by either none or limited forward move-
ments in contrast to the walking activity. The search for features making the
distributions diverge will be challenged in future work.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of heading change rate in degrees while moving forward.

The number of false classifications exposed in the confusion matrix in Table
5 verifies, that both the definitions of the activities of lying and standing are
similar, and that the definition of the eating seeking activity cause for it to be
confused with the for two activities, due to the many and long periods of time
where the cow is standing still chewing and grassing.

classified as: lying standing walking eating seeking

observation:
lying 76.5% (39/51) 13.7% (7/51) 0.0% 9.8% (5/51)
standing 3.2% (2/62) 75.8% (47/62) 0.0% 21.0% (13/62)
walking 0.0% 0.0% 100% (19/19) 0.0%
eating seeking 3.0% (7/230) 6.5% (15/230) 0.4% (1/230) 90.0% (207/230)

Table 5. Confusion matrix of the cross validation.

Table 6 sums the number both false positives and false negatives and lists
the success rates. In the domain of precision livestock farming the number of
both false positives and false negatives are severe, as they may lead to animals
to suffer unattended. Moreover, the combination of false positives and negatives
is important, as an eating and seeking cow classified as a lying cow, will appear
as if the feed intake is decreased and the resting activity is increased, which may
indicate the cow as being in need of extra attention, i.e., a focus cow.



false negatives false positives success

lying 23.5% (12/51) 2.9% (9/311) 76.5% (39/51)
standing 24.2% (15/62) 7.3% (22/300) 75.8% (47/62)
walking 0.0% 0.3% (1/343) 100% (19/19)
eating seeking 10.0% (23/230) 13.6% (18/132) 90.0% (207/230)

Table 6. Summed false negatives and false positives.

Summary We find that varying the input parameter configuration has very little
impact on the given dataset. For instance, the tested values and combinations
of both history length, minimum speed and heading threshold has very little
influence on the classification rate. However, the segmentation strategy used in
this work shows a tendency of an increasing success rate as the segment size
increases. Moreover, it is not thoroughly tested as the detection of transitions
between activities are omitted in this work.

6 Discussion

In this section we will discuss improvements in hardware, collection of additional
datasets and the recognition of abnormal behavior.

Improving the Hardware An issue with the low-cost GPS receiver used for this
experiment is that they stop calculating new GPS positions to save power after
remaining still for an unspecified period of time. This functionality is unman-
ageable when using the GPS receiver’s scheduling mechanism, however it seems
to become an advantage for the machine learning algorithm in the distinction
between the two activities of standing and lying, as the GPS positions seems
to drift a little when a cow is standing still in contrast to when a cow is lying
still. However, for these two activities we are unable to match the results by
Robert et al. [11], which indicates that we might improve our success rates by
fusing measurements from other types of sensors like an accelerometer with the
low-cost GPS receiver. Given the achieved classification rates using a low-cost
GPS receiver as sensor, one can only expect even better classification rates in
the future as the existing positioning technologies mature and new promising
global navigation satellite systems like Galileo [2] becomes operational.

Collection of Additional Datasets This work was based on sequences of data
with manual observations as ground truth. The benefit of manual observations
is that we were able to monitor fourteen cows moving around freely over two
consecutive fields. Given fourteen animals also means that physiological variation
is represented in the data which will decrease along with the number of animals.
However, the manual method also limits our dataset because we had to select
particular tracks from it which may cause the activity recognizing model to
be trained and tested with less noisy data. Moreover, we treated each of the
selected sequences of position data as atomic datasets. An obvious approach for



future work would be to use datasets including transitions between activities,
e.g. a dataset where a cow after standing still for a period of time, it walks until
it reaches a location, where it starts to eat and seek for a while before lying
down. This also enables us to apply, e.g., a hidden Markov model to model the
transitions among the activities over time.

Another method for capturing ground truth would be to use video recording
to document ground truth, especially, this would remove uncertainty in situations
where the manual observation diverges from the position data, e.g., if a cow is
observed to be lying down while the position data reveals that the cow is actually
moving around. However, video recording both limits the number of animals
that can be monitored and the size of the field to keep the animals in view.
Therefore given the same human effort the video-based method can produce
data for fewer animals thereby decreasing the physiological variation. In our
future work we plan to experiment with introducing video based observations
because this would enable us to better study transitions between activities which
is difficult to capture accurately with manual observations.

Recognizing Abnormal Behavior Recognizing specific cow activities is the first
step towards spotting focus cows. The next step is to define normal and abnormal
behavior based on the classified activities which would enable the system to
provide information on the individual cow’s health and welfare condition.

The severity of false positives and false negatives may vary from one domain
to another. For pointing out focus cows, it is of high importance to avoid such
false classifications as they may lead an animal to suffer from either bad health
or welfare conditions without anyone noticing it. As a consequence, it leads to
lower production and often an increase of medical expenses. We found, that
except for a few values the standing distribution tends to collide with the lying
distribution for all feature distributions. In addition, for the 30% fractile of the
eating seeking distribution it collides with both lying and standing distributions.
Therefore in a future work we will be searching for features that diverge for the
three activities in an attempt to decrease the number of false classifications.

The activity of a cow drinking is a useful additional activity to recognize, and
it would serve as an important input to recognize abnormal behavior, along with
the four activities recognized in this work. By assuming that a cow spending time
at a drinking vessel is actually drinking, it would be possible to recognize drinking
activity when a cow is in the proximity of a drinking vessel, e.g., by introducing a
location model with specific meta information annotated with specific locations.
In our future work we plan to include this activity when trying to recognize
abnormal behavior.

7 Conclusion

We managed to obtain an average classification success rate of 86.2% for the four
activities, by preprocessing position data from cows collected via low-cost GPS
receivers, followed by extraction of several features used as input to a standard



machine learning technique. The average success rate is higher than we initially
expected it to be. The relative high average is reached thanks to the two ac-
tivities defined as walking and eatingSeeking, which we recognize in 100.0% and
90.0% of the cases respectively. A challenge for future work lies within the recog-
nition of and distinction between the two activities defined as standing and lying,
where we recognize only 75.8% and 76.5% of the cases respectively. Furthermore,
recognizing the transitions between activities will be a future challenge.
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The surrounding environment’s effect on GPS availability and accu-
racy indoors It is important to know, what impact to expect from an indoor
environment on the position accuracy and eventually on the activity recognition,
when recognizing cow activities indoors. For instance, it is useful to know the
influence caused by the materials, surroundings, building types, etc.., and what
accuracy and precision to expect. Therefore I involved myself in the research
of this topic to increase my knowledge on this matter. The paper describes an
investigation of GPS performance, when used in various indoor environments.
The investigation includes, a systematic measurements campaign in eight dif-
ferent buildings varying in size, structure, material, interior, etc.. Among these
eight buildings is a warehouse, which is similar to a modern dairy both in size,
material and interior.
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Abstract. It has been considered a fact that GPS performs too poorly inside
buildings to provide usable indoor positioning. We analyze results of a measure-
ment campaign to improve on the understanding of indoor GPS reception char-
acteristics. The results show that using state-of-the-art receivers GPS availabil-
ity is good in many buildings with standard material walls and roofs. The mea-
sured root mean squared 2D positioning error was below five meters in wooden
buildings and below ten meters in most of the investigated brick and concrete
buildings. Lower accuracies, where observed, can be linked to either low signal-
to-noise ratios, multipath phenomena or bad satellite constellation geometry. We
have also measured the indoor performance of embedded GPS receivers in mobile
phones which provided lower availability and accuracy than state-of-the-art ones.
Finally, we consider how the GPS performance within a given building is depen-
dent on local properties like close-by building elements and materials, number of
walls, number of overlaying stories and surrounding buildings.

1 Introduction

Applying the visions of ubiquitous computing to a variety of domains requires posi-
tioning with (i) pervasive coverage and (ii) independence from local infrastructures.
Examples of such domains are fire fighting [1], search and rescue, health care and polic-
ing. Furthermore, also many other position-based applications would benefit from po-
sitioning technologies that fulfill both requirements [9]. One technology fulfilling (ii)
is positioning by GPS. However, it has been considered as a fact that GPS positioning
does not work indoors and therefore does not fulfill the coverage requirement (i). Due
to recent technological advances, e.g, high-sensitivity receivers and the promise of an
increase in the number of global navigation satellites, this situation is changing.

In 2005, LaMarca et al. [11] studied GPS availability with an off-the-shelf receiver
for tracking the daily tasks of an immunologist, a home maker and a retail clerk. For
the three studied persons, the availability was on average only 4.5% and the average
gap between fixes was 105 minutes. To address these shortcomings they proposed
fingerprinting-based positioning [8] as a solution. However, for the previously men-
tioned domains fingerprinting-based solutions are less suitable, given the requirement
of fingerprinting collection, the vulnerability to hacking, that e.g. fires might alter the
building and the unknown factor of whether or not fingerprinted base stations are taken
out, e.g. by a fire.



We have conducted a measurement campaign at several indoor sites, including
wooden and brick houses, a public school, a warehouse, a shopping mall and a tower
block, to determine to what extent GPS is usable indoors and which performance to
expect from it. Furthermore, we intended to link the measured performance to the type
of errors affecting GPS as well as to local properties of the buildings like dominating
materials and proximity to external walls and windows or surrounding buildings.

In this paper we argue that—when using state-of-the-art receivers GPS— GPS in-
door performance is better than suggested in earlier literature. The results of our mea-
surement campaign, which is to our knowledge the most comprehensive of its kind,
show good GPS availability in many buildings except for larger ones with thick roofs or
walls. The horizontal RMS error in our measurements was below five meters in wooden
and below ten meters in most of the brick and concrete buildings investigated. Lower
accuracies could be linked to low signal-to-noise ratios, multipath phenomena or bad
satellite constellation geometry. We also considered GPS receivers embedded in mobile
phones which provided lower availability and accuracy than dedicated receivers.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we give a brief intro-
duction and overview of research on GPS and satellite based navigation with a focus
on indoor usage. In Section 3 we present our measuring methodology. In Section 4 we
present our analysis of the measurement campaign. Finally, Section 5 concludes the
paper and provides directions for future work.

2 GPS Primer

GPS satellites send signals for civilian use at the L1 frequency at 1.575 GHz; these sig-
nals are modulated with a Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) code unique to each satellite.
A GPS receiver tries to acquire each GPS satellite’s signal by correlating the signal
spectrum it receives at L1 with a local copy of the satellite’s PRN code. An acquisition
is successful, once the local copy is in sync with the received signal, which requires
shifting the copy appropriately both in time and in frequency. The latter shift is due to
the Doppler effect caused by the satellite’s and the user’s relative motion. Once a satel-
lite’s signal has been acquired, the receiver tracks it, that is, the receiver continuously
checks the validity of the shift parameters above and updates them if necessary.

Each satellite’s signal is modulated not only with its PRN code but additionally with
a navigation message, which contains almanac data (for easier acquisition of further
satellites) as well as its precise ephemeris data, that is the satellite’s predicted trajectory
as a function of time, allowing GPS receivers to estimate the current position of the
satellite. Finally, to achieve precise 3D positioning with a standard GPS receiver via
trilateration, the positions of and distances to at least 4 satellites have to be known; those
distances can be computed from the time shift maintained while tracking the respective
satellites. As a general rule, the more satellites can be tracked, and the wider they are
spread over the sky as seen by the user, the more precise the positioning – due to the
additional distance data and a satellite geometry resulting in less error-prone lateration.

A popular enhancement of GPS positioning is given by Assisted GPS (A-GPS) [17].
A-GPS provides assistance data to GPS receivers via an additional communication
channel e.g. a cellular network. This assisting data may consist of e.g. ephemerides



and atmospheric corrections. Also, a cellular network provides means for a rough posi-
tioning of the GPS enabled device. A-GPS eases satellite acquisition and can therefore
drastically reduce the time to first fix and the initial positioning imprecision of a receiver
in cold start (i.e. when no initial information about satellite constellations is available):
Essentially, A-GPS allows for a hot start (precise ephemerides for all satellites avail-
able), once the assisting data has been transmitted. Furthermore, A-GPS can improve
positioning accuracy by eliminating systemic error sources [12, Chapter 13.4].

GPS performance degrades in terms of both coverage and accuracy when experi-
encing problematic signal conditions, e.g. in urban canyons and especially in indoor
environments. The cause for this is termed signal fading, subsuming two fundamen-
tal signal processing obstacles: First, when GPS signals penetrate building materials,
they are subjected to attenuation, resulting in lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Fur-
thermore, the signal is subject to multipath phenomena: Reflection and refraction of
the signal results in multiple echoes of the line-of-sight (LOS) signal arriving at the re-
ceiver. Low signal-to-noise ratios and multipath handicap both acquiring and tracking
GPS signals and usually result in less reliable positioning due to less suitable satellite
geometry and individual time shifts measurements being less accurate. High-Sensitivity
GPS (HSGPS) [10] receivers are specifically designed for difficult signal conditions, i.e.
to alleviate the above problems. HSGPS is claimed to allow tracking for received GPS
signal strengths down to -190 dBW: three orders of magnitude less than to be expected
in open-sky conditions [12]. These thresholds are constantly being improved using new
processing techniques [17, Ch. 6]. Note, that for acquiring signals at cold start, a some-
what (around 15dBW) higher signal strength is usually necessary, as during acquisition
reliable time and frequency shifts of the signal have not only to be maintained, but
instead searched for in a wide spectrum.

With respect to future improvements towards satellite based indoor positioning, note
also that the upcoming Galileo system is a Global Navigation Satellite Systems(GNSS),
like GPS, and will soon be interoperable with the latter, resulting in roughly a doubling
of GNSS satellites available [12, Ch. 3]. Combined satellite constellations will yield, in
effect, better geometries at the user position, improving positioning accuracy, especially
indoors, where signals from only parts of the sky may be available. Other upcoming
improvements for indoor GNSS are provided by the modernized public signal structures
of GPS and Galileo, allowing improved tracking of weakened signals via pilot channels,
and yielding additional protection against multipath-induced inaccuracies [2]. In the
GNSS community indoor positioning and respective obstacles and improvements are
being investigated, see, e.g., Teuber et al. [16], Paonni et al. [13], Lachapelle et al. [10],
Watson et al. [18] and references therein. This paper adds to this line of work but from
an application-oriented perspective using real-world measurements to investigate where
and to what extent one can employ GPS for indoor positioning.

3 Measurement Campaign Methodology

In the following, we describe the measurement campaign, the equipment used, as well
as methodology regarding measurement collection procedures and choice of in-building
locations; for a more thorough justification of the chosen methodology see also [3].



3.1 Receiver Equipment Employed

Throughout our campaign, we employed a u-blox LEA-5H Evaluation Kit and a SiRF-
Star III BU-353 USB GPS receiver as examples of dedicated receivers, and a Nokia
N95 8GB driven by Texas Instruments’ NaviLink 4.0 GPS5300 chip as an example
for a currently used in-phone GPS receiver system. The u-blox receiver is specified
to have a -190dBW (-175dBW) threshold for tracking (respectively, acquisition) and
was connected to a 48x40x13mm u-blox ANN-MS patch antenna, providing 27dB gain
and specified with a 1.5dB noise figure. We will focus on the measurements obtained
with this dedicated receiver and note in passing, that the SiRF product performered
equivalently, though slightly poorer which might be solely due to the u-blox’s high
quality external patch antenna. To obtain A-GPS assistance data [17], we connected the
u-blox receiver to a N95 phone.

The two classes of receivers considered differ not only in performance but also in
price, energy consumption and size: Whereas the larger and more power consuming
dedicated receivers will be used in specific scenarios mentioned in the introduction,
such as search and rescue operations, the Nokia N95 in-phone receiver represents typ-
ical hardware for the every-day consumer use of location based services. Furthermore,
given the pace of development the chosen dedicated receiver allows an outlook on the
performance of future in-phone GPS receivers used, e.g., for location-based services.3

3.2 Data Collection Procedures

During our campaign, we focused on static measurements at a number of locations
per building, partially in order to eliminate effects from the receiver’s recent history of
measurements. Consequently, we reset the receivers prior to each measurement, thereby
minimizing the effects of, e.g. Kalman filtering techniques, which exploit recent mea-
surement history and therefore potentially pollute static measurements w.r.t. both loca-
tions and durations, see, e.g., Brown and Hwang [4].

To focus on and to fairly compare signal conditions at individual indoor locations,
we also decided against an on-person receiver setup. Instead, each of the GPS enabled
devices was mounted on the seat of a light-weight wooden chair, spaced 20 cm apart
from the other receiver devices to remove the chance of any near-field interference. Note
though, that the measurements carried out within the shopping mall, the warehouse and
the tower block were conducted during business hours, providing realistic pedestrian
traffic conditions, see also [14] for the impact of pedestrian traffic on GPS performance.
The chair was then placed at the in-building measurement locations chosen and we
collected GPS measurements using the following procedure:

After initializing the programs for logging GPS data at 1 Hz, we “hot started” the
Nokia and the u-blox receivers. Note, that by hot start we refer to a initialization using
A-GPS data. If the hot start of the u-blox receiver was successful, i.e., if it within 10
minutes produced a position fix, we subsequently logged the u-blox receivers’ NMEA
formatted data for 5 minutes; then we repeated as above, but this time cold starting

3 The generation 6 of the u-blox receiver has been improved over the version used here, specifi-
cally focusing on low energy consumption, allowing for more economic use in mobile gadgets.



the receivers without A-GPS. In case the hot start of the u-blox was not successful, we
produced a successful hot start at a nearby location and walked back to the measure-
ment location. If the receiver still produced position fixes upon arrival, we logged the
receivers’ data for 5 minutes.

3.3 Choosing Measurement Locations

For choosing where to measure GPS reception within the buildings, we overlaid the
larger buildings’ floor plans with a regular grid, choosing measurement locations as the
centers of the grid cells, where feasible, i.e. where these centers fall within the respective
building. We chose this strategy to avoid biases induced by alternative approaches in
which locations are picked so to reflect environmental conditions which are—by a priori
hypotheses—associated with specific GPS signal reception conditions.

4 Results

Using the measurement procedures described above allows us to explore the perfor-
mance of GPS positioning in various environments using state-of-the-art receiver tech-
nology. In section 4.1 we will introduce the environments investigated in our measure-
ment campaign and characterize them with regards to availability, the most fundamen-
tal measure for GPS performance. Subsequently, we will cover further GPS perfor-
mance measures, namely time-to-first-fix in Section 4.2 and positioning accuracy in
Section 4.3. Throughout this section, we not only present performance measures for
the individual measurement locations, but also elaborate on general rules which govern
GPS indoor performance, as observable in the analysis of our measurement campaign.
In Section 4.4 we give results for measurements using the Nokia N95 in-phone receiver,
comparing them to the measurements obtained from dedicated receivers.

4.1 GPS Availability and Signal Strength

The GPS availability results for the eight environments chosen for our campaign are
illustrated in Figure 1. The figure shows for each in-building measurement location
whether and by which means we were able to acquire GPS fixes. As described by the
figure legend, we categorize availability performance into 4 categories: (i) both hot
start and cold start (indicated by a green circle) were successful; (ii) a hot start but no
cold start (indicated by a blue square) was successful; (iii) neither hot or cold starts
were successful, but tracking was, that is acquiring a GPS position at a location with
high GPS availability and moving to the measurement location where GPS upon arrival
continued to produce position fixes (indicated by a purple triangle); (iv) and finally
blocked where no GPS position fixes could be established (indicated by a red cross).

A main factor impacting to which extent and quality one can get GPS fixes at spe-
cific in-building locations are the surrounding building structures and elements. There-
fore, complementing Figure 1, we listed in Table 4.1 for the environments investigated
the respective dominating materials used for external and internal building elements.
The table also contains approximations, compiled from various sources [6, 15, 19], for



(a) Wood 1 (13m x 9m) (b) Wood 2 (12m x 12m)

(c) Brick 1 (18m x 11m) (d) Brick 2 (12.50m x 8m, floor sep.:2.80m)

(e) Warehouse (82m x 38m) (f) School (136m x 134m, floor sep.:4m)

(g) Shopping Mall (242m x 150m) (h) Tower block (60m x 15m, floor sep.:4m)

Note, that the distances between floors are modified in the figure in order for all grid points to become visible.

Fig. 1. Overview of GPS availability in various building types.



Walls
Building Type External dB Internal dB Roof dB
Wood 1 Wood 2.40 Wood 2.40 Tiles 5.19
Wood 2 Wood 2.40 Wood 2.40 Tiles 5.19
Brick 1 Double Brick 10.38 Brick 5.19 Fiber Cement N/A
Brick 2 Double Brick 10.38 Brick 5.19 Tiles 5.19
School
main building + right wing Double Brick 10.38 Brick 5.19 Tiles 5.19
annex + left wing Brick and Concrete 14.76 Concrete 9.57 Tiles 5.19
Warehouse Fiber Cement and N/A Equipment N/A Fiber Cement N/A

Curtains/Openings N/A
Shopping Mall Reinforced Concrete 16.70 Brick 5.19 Flagstone N/A

Tinted Glass 24.44 Sand 2
Glass 2.43 Felt roofing N/A

Concrete 9.57
Tower block Double Brick 19.95 Brick 5.19 Tiles 5.19

around Concrete

Table 1. Building materials and their attenuation properties in the buildings investigated.

the attenuation (w.r.t. GPS L1 frequency signals and assuming an incident angle of
0 degree) caused by the respective building materials (assuming common respective
thicknesses).4 The attenuation values listed directly impact the signal-to-noise-ratio
of GPS signals indoors, since, as a rule of thumb, a penetrated material’s attenuation
value is to be subtracted from the received signal-to-noise-ratio as experienced outside
the given building. For signals penetrating multiple layers of building materials, atten-
uation can be considered at least additive. The average signal-to-noise-ratio over time
for the 4 satellites with the strongest received SNR is shown in Figure 2 for all mea-
surements, grouped by building, see, e.g., Misra and Enge [12] for relating signal-to-
noise-ratios and GPS signal power. Differences in the SNR figures within one building
are naturally due to properties of the individual in-building locations. Such properties
include the number and distances to building elements such as walls and roofs: For ex-
ample, Teuber et al. [16] concluded from their measurements, that the power of received
GNSS signals does not only depend on the building materials penetrated, but also fur-
ther decreases with the distance traveled after the respective penetrations. In general,
our measurements confirmed that observation.

Per-case availability analysis When looking at Figure 1 the GPS availability seems
promising for both the two wooden houses 1(b) and 1(a) as well as for the two brick
houses 1(c) and 1(d), of which only the last one is a multi-story building. However,
in the other buildings GPS is only partially available, and in order to understand these
variations we will go deeper into the analysis of these particular buildings.

The larger 82m x 38m warehouse 1(e) is a relatively open environment, with just
cloth curtains between roof and lowered outer walls, and four 50cm wide skylights

4 For GNSS frequencies lower than L1, e.g., L2 and L5, the attenuation for most of the listed
materials is somewhat lower, see, e.g., [6, Table 3]. For further studies on the strength of GPS
frequency signals in indoor environments see also [5, Ch. 9.4.2] and references therein.
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Fig. 2. Averaged signal-to-noise ratio at individual measurement locations.

along the roof. Consequently, it allows for proper GPS fixes. Further analysis shows
that reception was difficult and SNR low for signals which had to penetrate interior el-
ements of the warehouse—whereas signals entering close to or through skylights were
received much stronger. That GPS signals are received strongly only from certain parts
of the sky is observable in the skyplots [7] in Figure 3 for two exemplary measurement
locations close to exterior walls of the warehouse. In the skyplots, the 3 concentric cir-
cles represent 0, 30, and 60 degrees elevation, respectively. Depicted are the location
of the satellites, tracked by the receiver during the respective hot start measurement
period. Individual satellites are identified by the id of the PRN code, they are sending,
respectively. The individual positions over time of each shown satellite are depicted by
“+” symbols, where the symbol’s color indicates signal-to-noise ratio, as experienced
by the u-blox receiver at the respective measurement location and according to the color
scale given in the figure. A green arrow trailing the orbit of a satellite signals its direc-
tion of movement. The pseudorange error for each satellite and for each individual time
instance of reception during the measurement period are sketched in blue color, accord-
ing to the scale given in the figure, and—for presentation purposes—perpendicular to
the respective satellite’s direction of movement.5

The school building at Figure 1(f) forms an H with two single-story wings and one
three-story middle section and finally a single-story annex. First, due to the skylight
windows signals have easy access to locations in the two wings. In the annex and also in
the middle section on the second floor strong signals were present. Second, the first floor
allowed for receivable but weaker signals, in particular at the location at the center of
the middle section. Here a cold start was not successful, possibly due to the attenuation
caused by the top floor, and due to the location being in a wide part of the building.
Third, in the basement the signals are attenuated by the two top floors and only due to
the relatively open area at the center were we able to track the signal there. At another
basement location no GPS fixed were achieved at all.

5 Note that while a GPS receiver can only output pseudorange errors w.r.t. the estimated posi-
tion, they can be transformed into pseudorange errors w.r.t. the actual receiver position, given
properly surveyed ground truth by means of, e.g., satellite imagery, building floor plans and
laser ranging, as done by the authors, see also [3, Ch.3].
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Fig. 3. Skyplots of measurements at two locations inside the warehouse.

Figure 1(g) depicts the middle floor a three-story shopping mall. The grid points will
be refereed to by coordinate tuples, where the bottom left corner would be (1,4), and the
upper right would be (8,1),which is consistent with Figure 9, which will be discussed
in Section 4.3 and which depicts most of the mall’s middle floor plan, overlaid with
skyplots. The center (3-5,3) of the middle floor is covered by a top floor of smaller size,
and some other locations (2,2-4), (3-8,1), (7,1-3) are not only covered by a roof, but also
by a parking deck. As a first observation, the grid points where both a cold and a hot
start was possible are located in the single-story part of the building where only a top
felt roof attenuates the GPS signals, with the exception of one grid point at the bottom
of the second most right row (7,3), which is covered by the parking deck. Second,
the signal could at least be tracked at all grid points that are covered by the second
story, which consists of shops, offices and an atrium-like opening from the top floor
roof down to the basement. Third, hot starts could also be performed at the grid points
(4,3) and (5,3)—most likely due to the closeness to the glass atrium covering all floors.
This hypothesis is supported by the relatively high SNR values experienced at these
two locations (as compared with other measurement locations beneath the same heavy
roof structure). Third, grid point (1,4), located in another atrium, presumably depicts
the highly attenuating effect of tinted glass, see Table 4.1, resulting in comparatively
low SNR values and allowing only for a hot, but not for a cold start. Fourth, all 5
blocked locations are among the 11 grid points covered by the top floor parking lot,
where the separation to the middle floor consists of layers of steel-reinforced concrete,
sand and flagstones. With the exception of point (7,3) only tracking is possible at the
remaining 6 points, implying that GPS reception is still difficult. Note also, that, though
not depicted in Figure 1(g), measurements were performed also in the basement, which
provided position fixes only near exits and near the atriums spanning all floors.

Figure 1(h) shows all stories except the ground floor of a seven-story office building
built in a tower block fashion. Averaged over the in-building measurement locations,
this building showed the highest signal attenuations experienced in any of the explored
buildings. This is only partially due to the outer double-brick and concrete walls. Ad-
ditionally, our measurements showed that SNR was significantly impacted by the inner
walls or ceilings, the respective signals had to penetrate. Fittingly, all blocked locations,
apart from those residing on the staircase, are in narrow aisles surrounded by small of-
fices. Furthermore, the two measurement locations at the 2nd and 3rd floor where hot
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Fig. 4. Skyplots of measurements on 2nd (left) and 7th (right) floor of a tower block.

starts were possible are both located adjacent to a two story library which means that
GPS signals from lower elevation satellites have to penetrate only the external walls.
Similarly, reception was possible at all three locations on the top floor, where signals
can pass with less attenuation, not being obstructed by multiple inner building elements.

The poor reception on the lower floors can also be attributed to an additional shield-
ing effect caused by two adjacent four-story buildings. These are placed in the same
major direction as the building depicted and in immediate continuation and on opposite
sides of what is depicted as the rightmost end of the building. The signal attenuation
by these two buildings are contributing to the GPS unavailability on the second, third
and fourth floor in the staircase to the right, additional to the attenuation caused by
the concrete-built staircase as well as building elements further above. Consistent with
this explanation, on the same staircase, but on the highest three level (clear from the
shielding buildings), tracking, and for the 5th and 7th even hot starts, were successful.

To illustrate exemplary the effects of attenuation by multiple building stories, Fig-
ure 4 shows skyplots [7] for the middle location in Figure 1(h) on the 2nd and 7th floor,
respectively. The observed SNR values are generally, and especially around the zenith,
higher at the location on the highest floor, since the latter is separated from open sky by
less elements of its own (as well as of the neighboring) building(s). Noteworthy, the low
SNR values around the zenith are typical for the measurements we carried out at lower
levels of multi-story buildings, but stand in contrast to the outdoor situation where SNR
values generally increase with the satellites’ elevation w.r.t. the receiver position. Both
skyplots depict also the positive effect of the tower block’s windows in east and west
direction, adding to the proper signal reception from low elevation satellites.

Summary We have found that both signal-to-noise-ratios as well as, in result, the avail-
ability of GPS indoors—using today’s receiver technology—is generally more promis-
ing than suggested by earlier positioning literature. Furthermore, covering many differ-
ent building types, we found, mostly in confirmation with empirical studies for different
individual environments, that GPS availability is negatively impacted by: the number of
overlaying stories, the roof material, e.g. reinforced steel, in contrast to more favorable
materials such as felt roofing or fiber-cement, as well as wall materials and the num-
ber of walls, the distance to the walls separating the receiver from the outside and the
closeness to surrounding buildings.



4.2 Time To First Fix

The time to first position fix is prolonged, where acquisition of weaker and refracted
signals is necessary, in particular indoors. Figure 5 plots on a logarithmic scale time to
first fix in seconds for hot and cold starts of the u-blox receiver in three environments.
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Fig. 5. Time to first fix for three measurement sites.

Inside both buildings ‘wood 2’ and ‘brick 1’ the u-blox receiver shows a fast hot
acquisition of less than four seconds. As expected, the cold starts take longer, around 40
seconds on average, with some faster at half a minute and some slower. In comparison,
for outdoor use the technical specification of the u-blox receiver states that hot starts
take less than one second and cold starts take about 29 seconds. In the shopping mall
the hot starts take around ten seconds on average but at three locations the time increases
to several minutes. Comparing SNR and time to first fix for each measurement location,
one can observe a strong dependency between the weakness of signals and the time
it takes to acquire the signals. This implies that in locations with weak signals one
can expect high values for time to first fix. For cold starts the average time-to-first-fix is
around 60 seconds but at the three last locations cold start were not even possible within
the 10 minute time limit.

4.3 Accuracy

To study the GPS positioning accuracy in the environments investigated using a dedi-
cated receiver we have compared the u-blox receiver’s GPS position fixes with manually
surveyed ground truth positions. Figure 6 shows for each measurement location,which
allowed for a hot start or tracking the root mean squared 2D and 3D positioning errors,
averaged over the five minutes of data gathered. Figure 7 shows per building the cu-
mulative 2D error distribution, averaged over all position fixes gathered at in-building
measurement locations. These CDFs yield popular comparative measures of GPS qual-
ity, implying an order on the investigated buildings—which is noticeably invariant for
most of the popular confidence intervals, e.g., 50th, 67th (i.e. RMS), and 95th per-
centile. Note, that u-blox claims to allow for a horizontal RMS position error of 3m or
less, a claim which holds for outdoor measurements we carried out in open-sky sur-
roundings. The accuracy achieved for cold starts (not shown) averaged over 5 minutes
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Fig. 6. RMS positioning error in 2 and 3 dimensions.

is as expected lower due to the usually small number of satellite ephemerides known
and the resulting poor DOP values, when achieving first position fixes without assis-
tance data. The accuracy, though, usually converges over time to the one for hot starts,
as more parts of the almanac and precise ephemerides for newly acquired satellites can
be decoded. For the remainder, when referring to or visualizing measurement details,
we implicitly refer to ‘hot start’ measurements where successful and to ‘tracking’ ones,
where not.

Similar to the performances measures of availability and time to first fix, also ac-
curacy is impaired by signal attenuation. This is mainly due to the following two rea-
sons: First, signal attenuation may lead to fewer satellites being tracked and therefore
to less favorable satellite constellation geometries. Second, low signal-to-noise-ratio of
received signals may result in less precise tracking of the signal, and therefore in less
accurate measurements of the distance to the satellite. Figure 8 shows both the RMS 2D
error as well as the horizontal DOP value, as an indicator for the negative impact of the
satellite geometry with values below 1 being considered ideal. In an outdoor setting, a
linear dependency of DOP value and positioning inaccuracy should be observable, and
so it is also, to a large extent, in our measurements. Deviations from this linear depen-
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Fig. 8. RMS 2D positioning error and respective horizontal DOP.

dency are mostly constituted by the second main reason for GPS inaccuracy indoors:
multipath phenomena. In the following, we will discuss both positioning accuracy and
the impact of multipath phenomena in a per-environment analysis, relying foremost on
analysing skyplot visualizations yielding SNR and the pseudorange errors for individual
satellites received at the measurement locations. Note, that within a GPS receiver the
measured pseudoranges are the main basis for the subsequent positioning computation
via lateration.

For the wooden buildings (see Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b), respectively) positioning
accuracy is close to outdoor levels, at 3.6m and 4.0m, respectively, for the average over
the RMS 2D positioning errors shown in Figure 6. The good accuracy is partially due
to the low attenuation of wooden building materials. Additionally, the small size of
the building means closeness to outer walls and few or none obstructing inner building
elements. Finally, multipath phenomena are weak, because the line-of-sight signal is as
expected strong, and because the time-of-arrival difference between line-of-sight signal
and echoes is small, since reflecting buildings elements are generally close by. For the
two brick houses the positioning errors were on average, at 5.0m and 6.7m, respectively,
only slightly larger than the smaller houses built from less attenuating wood. Together
with the results from the recent sections, this suggests that modern dedicated receivers
can cope well with the indoor challenges within small houses.

Within the school depicted in Figure 1(f) the 2D positioning errors are significantly
larger for locations buried deep inside the building, i.e., in the center and especially in
the basement of the building, increasing the average error to 7.8m, whereas for other
locations the error is on the same level as for the brick houses.

The measurements in the warehouse (Figure 1(e)) showed an average 2D error of
8.8m and the average HDOP of 1.7 was considerably higher than for the buildings
mentioned above, suggesting that the large window and skylight areas allow for easy
access for GPS signals, but only from certain parts of the sky, as visible in Figure 3.

Within the main floor of the shopping mall, depicted in Figure 1(g), the RMS posi-
tioning errors, averaging at 14.8m in the plane, deviated more than in any of the building
mentioned above; this observation correlates with the heterogeneity of both architecture
and building materials used in the mall. To support the discussion of the different signal
conditions and resulting accuracies observable, Figure 9 shows skyplots, as introduced



Fig. 9. Measurement locations in the shopping mall, overlaid with skyplots showing SNR and
pseudorange error, as observed by the u-blox receiver.

in Section 4.1, for all measurement locations in the center part of the mall’s main floor.
All locations in the top row and and rightmost column lie beneath the mall’s parking
lot—causing low SNR values. Interestingly, the pseudorange errors for satellites around
the zenith are not necessarily large. Notably, though, location (7,2) shows different data:
Mostly in the sky part below which windows lie, reflections through these windows
seem to be stronger than the line-of-sight signals, resulting in large multipath-induced
errors.6 The biased pseudorange measurements lead to strongly biased positioning, re-
sulting in the largest horizontal RMS error of all locations in the mall, except (4,1). At
the latter location tracking was possible only for 4 satellites and for a short amount of
time, leading to the within the mall by far largest horizontal DOP values of over 4.

Another area where accuracy is strongly impacted by multipath phenomena is under
the atrium roof. The atrium located between locations (4,3) and (5,3) spans all three
roof and provides signal echoes easy access especially to locations (3-5,3) which are
otherwise covered by the mall’s top floor. Consequently, the skyplots for (3,3) and (5,3)
suffer from large pseudorange errors indicating that the echoes hinder precise tracking

6 Note, that multipath-induced errors can be con- or destructive: Depending on the relative phase
of the incoming signal versions, they either lengthen or shorten the pseudorange measured.



of the line-of-sight (versions of the) GPS signals, resulting in biased position fixes,
deviating in particular directions from the true location. Such an effect does not occur
and the pseudorange error is small, in case a satellite is received in direct line of sight
through the atrium, as e.g., PRN 23 as received from (4,3).

When rerunning measurements at day-times yielding considerably different satellite
constellations, we noted only minor changes in GPS performance measures. Exceptions
occurred where SNR is rather good, but multipath phenomena impact the positioning
strongly, depending on the current satellite constellation: Of all mall locations inves-
tigated, location (4,3) showed the largest deviation in 2D error, from an original 8.1m
RMS to 17.2m for the rerun of the measurement, averaged over 5 minutes, respectively.

The tower block (Figure 1(h)) exhibits, averaging over measurement durations and
locations, the by far poorest SNR (of 23), and the highest HDOP (of 2.7) and, conse-
quently, also the largest horizontal errors (of 21.7m RMS) amongst all investigated en-
vironments. While the highest floor shows acceptable reception, SNR and pseudorange
errors are worse on lower floors as shown for the 2nd floor in Figure 4. Consequently
and consistent with the results obtained in the other investigated buildings, the atten-
uated and indirect signals yield here a much larger HDOP value of 5.8 and horizontal
RMS error of 62.1m than on the top floor with 1.5 and 12.2m, respectively.

Summary The accuracy in the four wooden and brick houses investigated was good us-
ing the dedicated u-blox receiver due to it being separated from the outside both by only
few building elements and also only short distances, resulting in low signal attenuation
and dispersion and in only small delays of multipath echoes. If more building elements
get between the receiver and the outside, as in the basement of a school or a mall, under
a roof parking lot or deep inside a tall building, signal attenuation impacts both avail-
ability and positioning accuracy, since only few satellites and only in restricted parts of
the sky can be acquired leading to poor satellite constellation geometries.

Especially in environments of heterogeneous architecture like in the investigated
mall, GPS accuracy varies considerably and can be strongly biased and impaired by
multipath phenomena, e.g., when window areas allow for echoes being potentially
stronger than the line-of-sight signal which may have to penetrate strongly attenuat-
ing building elements to be received directly.

4.4 Embedded GPS Receivers

Embedded GPS receivers in mobile phones are restricted both in terms of power con-
sumption and antenna type and size. In result, such receivers are less sensitive than those
typically used for standalone receivers, implying less sensitive antennas and weaker am-
plification stages, see also [5, Ch. 9.4.2.1]. Therefore, it is relevant to consider how well
an embedded GPS receiver performs compared to the state-of-the-art receiver we relied
on in the previous sections. As mentioned in Section 3, we collected data with a Nokia
N95 8GB phone which employs a Texas Instruments GPS chip launched in 2006.

Figure 10 shows the horizontal RMS error and the average horizontal DOP value for
each measurement location in the six environments where we collected measurements
using the N95 embedded receiver. The labellings at the bottom of the figure include
the number of measurement locations for each environment. By comparing for each
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Fig. 10. Horizontal RMS errors and DOP values, using the N95 in-phone receiver.

environment the latter number to the number of bars shown, one can comment on the
availability for the N95. Generally, the N95 allows for GPS positioning in fewer loca-
tions than the u-blox receiver, except for the house ‘wood 1’ and the warehouse, where
availability was equivalent.

The horizontal RMS errors measured in the four houses average around 10 meters,
for the warehouse and the shopping mall even higher. Particularly for the four houses,
the RMS values are twice as bad as when using the u-blox receiver. Due to the N95 ac-
quiring consistently fewer satellites than the more sensitive u-blox receiver, the HDOP
results for the N95 are usually higher than 2 and twice as large as for the u-blox, which
yields the main explanation for the lower positioning accuracy of the N95. The time to
first fix for hot starts is shown on a logarithmic scale in Figure 11. For the ‘wood 2’ and
‘brick 1’ environments it is around 10 seconds, thus longer than the 1-3 seconds used by
the u-blox receiver. For the shopping mall it averages around 90 seconds—much more
than the on average 10 seconds used by the u-blox.
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Fig. 11. Time to first fix for the N95 for hot starts.

In summary, the embedded N95 GPS receiver is able to provide positioning in con-
siderably fewer indoor environments than the u-blox receiver. Furthermore, the time to
first fix is considerably longer and positioning errors are twice as large.



5 Conclusions

In this paper we improve on the understanding of indoor GPS reception characteristics
by analyzing results from a measurement campaign covering eight different buildings.
We have found that both signal-to-noise-ratios as well as, in result, the availability of
GPS indoors using state-of-the-art receiver technology is generally more promising than
suggested in the positioning literature. Furthermore, covering many different building
types, we found that GPS availability is negatively impacted by: the number of over-
laying stories, the roof material, as well as wall materials and the number of walls and
the closeness to surrounding buildings. Time to first fix with at hot starts, i.e. using
A-GPS, generally took less than ten seconds. However, at some locations longer time
was required, occasionally more than a minute. Especially for battery-powered devices
this might be a drawback as longer time to first fix will consume extra power.The 2D
root mean squared accuracy of the measurements was below 5 meters in the wooden
and below 10 meters in most of the brick and concrete buildings. Low accuracies can
be linked, depending on the environment’s characteristics, to either low signal-to-noise
ratios, multipath phenomena or poor satellite constellation geometries. We also carried
out measurements using GPS receivers, embedded in mobile phones, which provided
considerably lower availability, lower accuracy and longer time to first fix than the state-
of-the-art receivers employed in the campaign.

Our results indicate for the application domains mentioned in the paper, that GPS
can be used as a positioning technology to provide situational awareness at a building-
part granularity, especially when A-GPS is available, yielding an accuracy level of tens
of meters and a time to first fix in the range from a few seconds to minutes. GPS though,
does not currently provide instantly available indoor positioning accurate to the meter
as might be crucial for some indoor applications, e.g. fire fighters navigating in burning
buildings. Therefore, another use of indoor GPS would be as a complementary indoor
positioning technology, e.g., to help fighting the error growth over time of inertial po-
sitioning systems when available. The results are also indicative for the performance of
future embedded GPS devices, as state-of-the-art receivers are being constantly minia-
turized and power optimized.

The line of work presented in this paper naturally gives rise to further items of re-
search, potentially inspiring or giving input to improved GPS positioning algorithms. It
would be relevant to study systematically to which extents in-building position param-
eters like distance and angle to the closest wall, window or room corner affect signal
strength and quality as measured at the receiver position. Whereas such dependencies
were found and formulated already by Teuber et al. using data gathered in a single
office building, a validation of such dependencies in other real-world indoor environ-
ments is yet to be done. Furthermore, it would be relevant to conduct new measurement
campaigns to evaluate the impact on indoor GNSS performance of the new GPS and
Galileo signals and satellites as they become available.
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Entracked: energy-efficient robust position

tracking for mobile devices
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efficient robust position tracking for mobile devices. In Proceedings of the
seventh international conference on Mobile systems, applications, and services
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Energy-efficient GPS positioning for long term monitoring For a de-
cision supporting system to actually help the farmer with some daily routines,
the power consumption of the GPS receiver needs to be minimized. Therefore
I have participated in the development of EnTracked [42], which contributes
with a solution for energy-efficient robust position tracking for mobile devices.
Long term monitoring with a minimum of maintenance like changing batteries
is exactly what would be needed in order to fully help the farmer.
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ABSTRACT
An important feature of a modern mobile device is that it
can position itself. Not only for use on the device but also for
remote applications that require tracking of the device. To
be useful, such position tracking has to be energy-efficient
to avoid having a major impact on the battery life of the
mobile device. Furthermore, tracking has to robustly de-
liver position updates when faced with changing conditions
such as delays due to positioning and communication, and
changing positioning accuracy.

This work proposes EnTracked — a system that, based on
the estimation and prediction of system conditions and mo-
bility, schedules position updates to both minimize energy
consumption and optimize robustness. The realized system
tracks pedestrian targets equipped with GPS-enabled de-
vices. The system is configurable to realize different trade-
offs between energy consumption and robustness.

We provide extensive experimental results by profiling
how devices consume power, by emulation on collected data
and by validation in several real-world deployments. Results
from this profiling show how a device consumes power while
tracking its position. Results from the emulation indicate
that the system can estimate and predict system conditions
and mobility. Furthermore they provide evidence for that
the system can lower the energy consumption considerably
and remain robust when faced with changing system con-
ditions. By validation in several real-world deployments we
provide evidence that the real system works as predicted by
the emulation.

Categories and Subject Description: C.2.4 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: Distributed Systems

General Terms: Experimentation, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
An important feature of a modern mobile device is that

it can position itself. Not only for use locally on the de-
vice but also for remote applications that require tracking
of the device. Examples of such applications are geo-based
information applications [6] or proximity and separation de-
tection for social networking applications [12] just to men-
tion a few. To be useful, such position tracking has to be
energy-efficient to avoid having a major impact on the power
consumption of the mobile device. Optimizing the operation
of mobile devices for energy efficiency is an important issue
and research is trying to address it from many angles, for
instance, by trying to lower the impact of network protocols
on power consumption [15] or by optimizing the execution at
the operating system level [4]. Furthermore, tracking has to
be robust in order to deliver position updates within limits
when faced with changing conditions such as delays due to
positioning and communication, and changing positioning
accuracy.

To quantify the impact of position tracking on power con-
sumption, we measured the power consumption of a Nokia
N95 phone for 30 minutes, while the phone periodically po-
sitioned itself using the built-in GPS receiver and then send
the position data using UMTS to a remote service hosted
on an internet-connected server. The measurements were
repeated with different time intervals between the periodic
position updates. The average power consumption measured
is plotted in Figure 1. The results highlight that even for
moderate time intervals between position updates such as
sixty seconds the power consumption is as high as 0.6 watt,
which is twelve times more consumed power than when the
phone is idle and the double amount of power compared to
when the phone is used with the screen turned on.

From Figure 1 one might propose to minimize the power
consumption by using large intervals between position up-
dates, but then maintaining position accuracy becomes a
problem, as a pedestrian target can walk or run quite far
during two to five minutes. To address this problem previ-
ous research such as [14, 19] has proposed dynamic tracking
to try to minimize the frequency of needed position updates
by only requiring updates after the target has moved more
than a specified distance or has moved out of a specified
area.

The systems proposed in previous research for such dy-
namic tracking have several drawbacks. First, the research
assumes that power consumption for positioning and send-
ing is instantaneous meaning that the power consumption
per position sensing and sending is a constant and that you
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Figure 1: Average power consumption for periodic
position updating measured on a N95.

can calculate the total power consumption by just multiply-
ing this constant with the number of position updates. For
instance, for the Nokia N95 this constant could be set to
1.523 joules 1. Using this model to calculate the power con-
sumption with different periodic intervals gives the results in
Figure 1, which we denote by ’instantaneous model’. From
the results we can see, that this model is not at all able to
account for the real power consumption of a device. The
reason is that this model does not take into account the de-
lays involved when either the GPS or the GSM transceiver is
initializing, nor the delays of it powering off. Second, previ-
ous research assumes that positioning takes constant time.
This is not true, for instance, for sensing position with a
GPS module the positioning time depends on how well the
GPS module knows the frequencies of visible satellites, the
current satellite constellation and several other parameters.
Third, they considered the accuracy of positioning to be
constant. This is also incorrect: the accuracy of GPS posi-
tioning depends on the number of visible satellites, signal-
blocking structures near the receiver and several other fac-
tors. Fourth, they did not deploy the systems on actual
hardware. Systems were evaluated either by simulation or
emulation.

This paper proposes EnTracked - a system that, based on
the estimation and prediction of system conditions and mo-
bility, schedules position-updates to both minimize energy
consumption and optimize robustness. The realized system
tracks pedestrian targets equipped with GPS-enabled de-
vices. The system is configurable to realize different trade-
offs between energy consumption and robustness.

We make the following contributions in this work: First
of all, we present a system that uses the estimation and pre-
diction of system conditions and mobility to build a robust
energy-efficient tracking system. Secondly, we profile how
devices consume power for tracking and propose a device
model that can account for the real power consumption of
a device. Thirdly, we propose methods for position track-
ing that take the changing system conditions into account,
e.g., positioning delays and position accuracy. Fourthly, we
propose a method (implemented by dynamic programming)
that can minimize power consumption and satisfy robustness
by calculating the optimal plan for when to power on and

1We have based this value on the average energy consump-
tion for updating position every second, assuming that one
update takes one second.

off features of the mobile devices such as the GPS module
or the UMTS radio. Fifthly, we provide a deep investigation
by means of emulation to show that the system can: esti-
mate and predict system conditions and mobility; lower the
energy consumption considerably; and remain robust when
faced with changing system conditions. Finally, we imple-
ment EnTracked and use this prototype in a real deployment
to gather results showing that the real system works as pre-
dicted by the emulation.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, we present the relevant related work. Subse-
quently, we present our profiling results and propose a device
model that can account for the real power consumption of
a device. Then we introduce the EnTracked System in Sec-
tion 4. The results from evaluating our system by means
of emulation are presented in Section 5. In Section 6 we
discuss our implementation and the results of our real-world
deployment. Finally, in Section 7 we provide a summarizing
discussion and Section 8 concludes the paper and provides
directions for future work.

2. RELATED WORK
As mentioned earlier, existing research have proposed dy-

namic tracking for updating position information about a
target. Previous works such as [7, 13, 14] study dynamic
tracking to minimize communication and to minimize the
load on server nodes by lowering the number of position up-
dates. Leonhardi et al. [14] study time-based and distance-
based tracking that takes a constant positioning accuracy
and target speed into account. They study by simulation the
number of updates each tracking technique produces and the
average and maximum uncertainty of the server-known posi-
tion. They have later extended this work for tracking based
on dead-reckoning [13]. Systems that tries to minimize the
number of position updates for a specific application such as
GeoPages have also been proposed [6].

A later work focusing on both energy efficiency and GPS
positioning is Farrell et al. [8]. They propose methods that
take into account a constant positioning delay, target speed,
and stress the importance of the fact, that it is not energy-
free to use the GPS constantly as assumed by earlier work.
The methods have been evaluated by simulation, where they
can save around 50% energy in the evaluated scenarios as-
suming an instantaneous power model. They have later ex-
tended this work for area-based tracking where they also
take constant position accuracy and communication delays
into account.

For sensor networks, Tilak et al. [19] propose dynamic
tracking techniques that take into account target speed and
heading. They assume that the positioning uncertainty is
negligible. They evaluate the methods by simulation for
proximity-based sensor network positioning. For an indoor
sensor network setting, You et al. [20] propose dynamic
tracking techniques that take into account a constant po-
sitioning accuracy and delay, target speed and acceleration
to detect if the target is moving or not. They evaluate the
techniques by emulation for IEEE 802.15.4 signal-strength-
based indoor positioning and one of their results is that con-
siderable energy savings can be gained from the use of an
accelerometer to detect if the target is stationary or not.

In comparison, our work proposes techniques that take
into account dynamically estimated position accuracy and
delays, communication delays, power constraints, target speed



and acceleration (to detect if the target is moving or not).
Furthermore we evaluate our techniques both by emulation
and in real-world deployments.

3. DEVICE MODEL
To be able to dynamically track a mobile device robustly

and energy-efficiently we require a device model that can ac-
count for the delays and power consumption of the device.
If we do not have such a model we cannot make decisions
that will minimize the power consumption and make posi-
tion updates within required limits. As motivated in the in-
troduction previous research have assumed a simple, instan-
taneous power model. When using a more detailed model,
one drawback is that it depends on more device dependent
parameters, therefore we discuss how such parameters auto-
matically can be estimated and the generality of the model
in Section 7.

The proposed model is based on profiling the delays and
power consumption of a Nokia N95 8GB2 mobile phone.
The N95 is a 3G phone with an internal GPS module and
a triaxial accelerometer, both of unspecified brand, and a
1200 mAh battery. The main contributors to the delays and
power consumption of the phone are the individual compo-
nents used in the N95 and as such we hypothesize that the
proposed model is generalizable to a wider range of phones
than just the N95. The phone runs the Symbian 60 oper-
ating system version F1. We measured the power consump-
tion of the phone by using the Nokia-developed tool Nokia
Energy Profiler [2] version 1.1. The Nokia Energy Profiler
tool has been built by Nokia to enable developers to ana-
lyze the power consumption of mobile applications and it
supports a power-sampling rate of 4Hz. To measure the
delays and power consumption of different features, several
Python scripts have been developed that enable and disable
features and measure various delays. The Python scripts
run on the N95 with the aid of the Python Interpreter for
S60, version 1.4.4 [3] and the included library that provides
access to phone features such as the internal GPS and the
triaxial accelerometer. The internal GPS supports a sam-
pling rate of 1Hz and the triaxial accelerometer a sampling
rate of 30Hz. For the measurements involving sending data
using the phone’s UMTS radio, a TCP/IP server was imple-
mented in Java and deployed on a server connected to the
internet and with a public IP address that the phone was
able to connect to over UMTS.

The proposed device model consists of two parts: a power
model that describes the power usage of the phone; and a
delay model that, for instance, describes the delays when
requesting a phone feature, e.g., the time it takes for the
GPS to return a position. In both models we consider the
following phone features:

• accelerometer (a)

• GPS (g)

• radio idle (r)

• radio active (s)

• idle (include Python and Nokia Energy Profiler) (i)

2For the remainder of this paper the Nokia N95 8GB phone
is abbreviated as the N95 phone or simply N95

These are the features that we find relevant for phone track-
ing, ’idle’ is not strictly a feature, but is included in the
power model for completeness. For interactive user applica-
tions on the device, one would also need to take into account
the power usage of features such as the computations of the
application logic, the key strokes, camera use, and screen
use.

The power model consists of two functions defined in Equa-
tion 1: the power function power and the consumption func-
tion cd,p where d is a feature’s power-off delay and p it’s
power consumption.

power(T ) =
PT

t=1 ip + cad,ap(at) + cgd,gp(gt)

+ crd,rp(rt) + csd,sp(st)

cd,p(x) =

(
p if x <= d

0 if x > d

(1)

The equation uses the variables at, gt, rt, st for the differ-
ent features listed in the feature list above. Each variable
denotes, at time step t, the number of seconds since the fea-
ture was last powered off (a variable is zero if the feature
is in use in the current time step t). Since the idle power
consumption is constant no variable it is introduced. Fur-
thermore the parameters ip, ap, gp, rp, sp denote the power
consumption of a feature, e.g., 0.324 watt for the N95 inter-
nal GPS. The parameters ad, gd, sd, rd denote the number of
seconds a feature takes to power off after last use, e.g., 30
seconds for the N95 internal GPS. The values of the param-
eters will be determined in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 from
traces collected from a N95 phone.

The delay model is given as two functions reqg, reqs that
describe the request delays for the GPS and for activating
the radio for sending. For the other features the request
delays are negligible in our case, because they are below
100 milliseconds. The functions are defined and their values
determined in Section 3.2.

3.1 Power Consumption
To determine the power parameters ip, ap, gp, rp, sp we

have collected a number of power consumption traces with a
N95 phone with different features enabled and disabled. Be-
fore each trace collection and before all other of our experi-
ments, the phone was fully charged to counter the influence
of the non-linear voltage decrease of batteries [5]. First, the
Nokia Energy Profiler application was started. Then the
python interpreter was started with a Python script that
enabled or disabled certain features for a specific amount
of time. The total script running time was five minutes
for these measurements. Then the Python interpreter was
closed and the Nokia energy profiler was stopped. The power
consumption trace collected with the Nokia energy profiler
was exported to a file. These traces were trimmed to re-
move the consumption logged while the Python script was
not running and when the screen was powered on. The aver-
age feature consumptions were calculated from the trimmed
traces and is listed in Table 1. In the model we use the
average values for the parameters. Table 1 also lists the
standard deviations. As these values are rather small, using
the average value in our model is a reasonable choice. Just
for reference, we also measured the power consumption of



the screen, which is around 0.2 watt. However, as discussed
earlier we do not use this value in our device model.

Table 1: N95 features’ power consumption.

Feature Avg. Power [watt] Std. Dev. [watt]
Idle (ip) 0.0621 0.0173
Idle (ip) + Logging 0.0647 0.0197
Accelerometer (ap) 0.0503 0.035
GPS (gp) 0.324 0.0435
Radio idle (rp) 0.466 0.0324
Radio active (sp) 0.645 0.0470

3.2 Delays
The delay model includes two types of delays as intro-

duced earlier. The first is request delays, which is the time
a feature uses to get operational. The second type is de-
lays when powering off, which is the time a feature takes to
power off after the last usage.

3.2.1 Request Delays
The request delays have been measured using the same ex-

perimental setup as described in Section 3.1, but with two
changes. First, for GPS request delays the Python scripts
logged the time difference in the internal clock between re-
questing a GPS measurement and the moment when a posi-
tion was returned. Second, for the radio request delays the
Python script logged the timestamp provided by the GPS for
each position. This timestamp is taken at nearly the same
time as when the Python script starts to request a TCP/IP
connection to the server and on the server the Java appli-
cation logged the time of data reception. The server was
configured to synchronize its time using the Network Time
Protocol [16] which can synchronize the clock to a precision
of tens of milliseconds over the internet. The radio request
delay was then measured as the difference between the GPS
timestamp and the reception timestamp on the server. This
difference includes both the time to activate the UMTS radio
and the transmission time of the packet data.

A trace lasting fourteen hours was collected in order to
measure the GPS request delays for varying periodic inter-
vals between requests. For periodic intervals shorter than
85 seconds, the interval was increased one second for every
five repetitions, while for periods equal to or longer than 85
seconds the increase step was five seconds. The collected
trace is plotted in Figure 2(a) and shows that the request
delays depend on the periodic interval between requests.

When a GPS device starts up it has to acquire the car-
rier frequencies on which the satellites send their signals
and get data about the satellites’ orbits, also known as
ephemeris data [10]. The used N95 had Assisted GPS en-
abled, which means that the GPS receives the approximate
signal frequencies, the ephemeris data, and other relevant
data through the cell network, which speeds up the acqui-
sition process. The GPS still has to tune to and synchro-
nize with the actual signals. This process can take several
seconds depending on the GPS device in use. The reason
why the GPS has to tune into the actual carrier frequencies
is that, due to effects such as the Doppler effect, the sig-
nal frequencies are shifted on their way from the satellites.
From Figure 2(a) one can note that with periods above 30
seconds the GPS has to use at least five seconds to lock-on

to the signals and estimate it’s position. With periods be-
low 30 seconds it only takes around one second. The reason
for this is that the 30 seconds period matches the power-off
delay for the GPS module (this value is determined later in
this Section). So for 30 seconds after the last GPS request
the GPS power is kept on and the GPS is locked on to the
signals and therefore it does not have to re-acquire the sig-
nals. When the GPS powers off, it looses the signal locks
and has to start over again. From the results we notice that
with higher periods a longer acquisition time is needed to re-
acquire a signal lock. Based on these results we have chosen
to model the GPS request delays as the function reqg given
in Equation 2 which depends on whether the periods being
below or above the 30 second limit. As can be noticed from
Figure 2(a), sometimes it takes even longer than 6 seconds,
so to favour robustness over energy-efficiency, one could set
this value higher. In comparison, previous work [9] uses a
constant value of 0.5 seconds for the GPS request delay.

reqg(x) =

(
1 if x <= 30

6 if x > 30

reqr(x) =

(
0.3 if x <= 6

1.1 if x > 6

(2)

To determine the UMTS radio request delay a trace last-
ing 30 minutes was collected. During this trace data was
sent from a N95 phone to a server over UMTS with different
periods. The collected data cover periods from one second
to fifteen seconds and is shown in Figure 2(b). From Fig-
ure 2(b) we can observe that with a period of less than 6
seconds, the radio request delay is very short, around 300
milliseconds. Above 6 seconds it is around 1100 milliseconds
with some fluctuations. The limit of 6 seconds matches the
power-off delay for the radio from active to idle, determined
later in this section. The reason is that when the radio pow-
ers off it can take the radio up to several seconds to be ac-
tivated again as stated in the technical report published by
Nokia [17]. The fluctuations can be explained by variations
in the communication path from the phone to the server
over both the cellular network and the Internet, e.g., lost
packets and delays. Based on these results we have chosen
to model the radio request delay as the function reqr given
in Equation 2. For both the function reqg and reqr we have
focused on the average case which (because of the existence
of higher delays) trades energy-efficiency over robustness.

3.2.2 Power-Off Delays
The power-off delay which is the time a feature takes to

power off after the last usage has also been measured using
the same experimental setup as described in Section 3.1. To
determine the power-off delays, thirty minutes of data was
collected where each minute, a GPS position was requested,
then when a position was returned the position data was sent
to a server and when the data was sent, the connection was
closed. To determine the power-off delays, the power con-
sumption traces were manually inspected and timestamps
for the enabling and disabling of different features were en-
tered into a trace file. The enabling and disabling of a fea-
ture could be determined from knowledge about the collec-
tion procedure and from knowledge about the power con-
sumption of each feature, as determined by the experiments
presented in Section 3.1. From the entries in the trace file
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Figure 2: Request delays for GPS and the radio for
different periods between requests on a N95.

Table 2: N95 power-off delays for features.

Feature Avg. [second] Std. Dev [second]
GPS 30.0 0.735
Radio idle 31.3 0.337
Radio active 5.45 0.774

the values listed in Table 2 were calculated. The results in-
dicate that the power-off delay for the GPS and for radio
idle is around thirty seconds and a little below six seconds
for radio active. The power-off delay for radio idle is rela-
tive to when radio active has powered off to idle mode. The
reason no power-off delay is listed for the accelerometer is
that the accelerometer did not power off when requested to
by our Python code. Only when the interpreter was stopped
the power consumption dropped for the accelerometer. Fur-
thermore the accelerometer uses an order of magnitude less
power than the radio and the GPS. Therefore the accelerom-
eter is treated in the same manner as the idle consumption,
i.e., as a constant power usage.

3.3 Device Model Validation
To validate the proposed device model, we now compare

the average power consumption for the periodic sampling
calculated with this new model to the power consumption
traces collected on a N95 phone. These traces were men-
tioned earlier in Section 1 and have not been used in the
above sections to derive the model. Therefore they can be
used to validate that the model can explain the power con-
sumption of a real phone with high precision. Figure 3(a)
plots data from the collected trace for 60 seconds periodic
tracking, overlaid with the predicted power consumption of

the two other models. We can see how the proposed model
closely matches the real power consumption, whereas the in-
stantaneous model does not. Average values have also been
calculated for a 30-minute scenario, which match the length
of the traces collected on the N95 phone. The results of the
collected traces and the two models have been plotted in Fig-
ure 3(b). The results show that the new model can describe
the power consumption of a real phone with a much higher
precision. Therefore this model can be used to inform the
design of our tracking techniques towards minimizing the
power consumption, whereas the instantaneous model has
misinformed earlier research.
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Figure 3: Power consumption on a Nokia N95, with
the instantaneous model and the proposed model.

4. ENTRACKED
The goal of EnTracked is to dynamically track mobile de-

vices in both an energy-efficient and robust manner. Thus,
robust, position updates have to be delivered to applications
within application-specified error limits, where error refers
to the distance between the application-known position and
the real position of the device. Given that in this paper
we focus on pedestrian targets we can assume that there is
an upper threshold on target speed vmax which we assume
to be 10m/s. Furthermore, the focus on pedestrian targets
guides us how to detect whether the target is moving or not
by using an accelerometer.

To use EnTracked, position-based applications have to
provide error limits that they want targets tracked with.
But one might ask if it is the case that position-based ap-
plications always want the highest possible accuracy. In
practice application providers will be motivated to minimize
their applications’ power consumption by providing limits



because users will stop using their applications if they expe-
rience that they quickly drain their device’s battery. Privacy
restrictions might also provide error limits if users specify
lower limits for the granularity of which an application is
allowed to track them with. Another option is that users
themselves can decide how they want to trade application
experience with energy efficiency by setting the limits them-
selves.

For a lot of applications it is also possible to calculate
relevant error limits. A map application, that shows the
positions of a number of mobile devices, can use the zoom
level to determine relevant error limits (such as 25 meters
for street-level view, 100 meter for a suburb, and 200 meter
for a city-wide view). Another example is the many types
of social networking applications that focus on relationships
between the positions of devices, for instance, to detect when
people come into proximity or when they separate. Methods
have been proposed to efficiently track devices to reveal re-
lationships, such as the ones proposed by Küpper et al. [12].
The methods work by dynamically assigning tracking jobs
with changing error limits that they calculate based on the
distance between the targets. Such methods produce track-
ing error limits ranging from 10 meters to several kilometres,
depending on the distance between the devices.

When a position-based application requests to use En-
Tracked the steps illustrated in Figure 4 are carried out.
Firstly, an application issues a request for the tracking of a
device with an error limit (1). Secondly, the server propa-
gates the request to the client-side part of EnTracked (2).
Thirdly, the client finds a start position and returns it through
the server to the application (3)+(4). Fourthly, the En-
Tracked client logic schedules features to deliver the next
position within the error limit (5). Fifthly, at some point
later EnTracked determines that a new position has to be
delivered to the client through the server (6)+(7). If sev-
eral applications requests tracking for the same device, En-
Tracked configures the device for tracking with the smallest
requested error limit to fulfil both of the applications’ limits.

Position-based 
Application

EnTracked 
(Server)

EnTracked 
(Client="D8377")

Track "D8377",100m

Track 100m
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Figure 4: The steps of EnTracked when used by a
position-based application.

When a request has been received by the EnTracked client,
the client handles the request following the steps illustrated
in Figure 5. To return the initial position to the server a
GPS position is requested (1) and reported to the server
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Figure 5: Flow chart of the EnTracked client logic.

(2). Then, using the accelerometer-based method presented
in Section 4.1, it is determined if the device is moving or not
(3). If not, the logic waits for movement. When moved, the
speed of the device is determined using GPS measurements
as described in Section 4.2 (4). Then, using the error model
presented in Section 4.3, a time for the next GPS position
reading is calculated (5). This time limit is then given to
a dynamic programming algorithm proposed in Section 4.4,
that — based on the current power state of device features
— finds the optimal strategy for minimizing the power con-
sumption for this time limit and how to schedule features
to satisfy the limit considering both possible GPS and radio
delays (6). Then, the logic follows the scheduling plan cal-
culated by the dynamic algorithm (7), restarts the process
when appropriate (8), and returns the next GPS position to
the server.

4.1 Detecting Movement
Movement can be detected by using accelerometers and

has been proposed previously for indoor dynamic tracking
by You et al. [20]. The Nokia N95 — as many other mo-
bile devices — has a triaxial accelerometer which is used by
EnTracked for movement detection. EnTracked only detects
two states of movement, i.e. standing still and moving. As
we have a robustness requirement stating that we have to
position within a certain limit, we are interested in a detec-
tion scheme that has a low tolerance for movement, which
will ensure that we detect movement very well. We have
used the following scheme for movement detection: first, an
accelerometer measurement is collected for each of the three
axes; next, for each axis the variance of the last 30 mea-
surements is calculated and the three variance values are
summed. In Figure 6 we have plotted such summed variance
values for a trace of accelerometer readings collected for a
person that, at first is standing still, then starts walking and
then stops again. Figure 6 also plots a manually collected
ground truth for when the person was moving. From Figure
6 we can see that there is a noticeable difference in variance
between standing still and moving. To detect movement, we
use a threshold which was selected to be 1000 based on the
receiver-operating-characteristic curve plotted in Figure 7 to
have an equal tradeoff between detecting still (true positive
rate) and not detecting movement (false positive rate).

As the device running EnTracked could be carried and
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Figure 7: Receiver-operating-characteristic curve
with positive as detection of the device being still.

handled in many different ways, this might cause false de-
tections. If a person is stationary, but gesturing with the
device in hand the accelerometer will detect this movement,
which will increase power consumption. If a person is walk-
ing with the device in hand, and keeping the device steady,
there might not be enough acceleration in any direction for
the variance to reach the threshold for movement detection.
This poses a problem and can only be solved by using a
more clever movement detection scheme such as the ones
proposed by Reddy et al. [18]. However, for EnTracked only
one sudden move with the device will make the state change
and then speed estimation based on GPS measurements will
kick in.

4.2 Estimating Speed
The movement speed of a mobile device vest can be es-

timated from GPS measurements vgps, however, we need
to analyse whether or not it is reliable. GPS modules nor-
mally implement a Kalman filter to estimate the speed of
the GPS [10] from GPS positions and measured Doppler
shifts of the satellite signals. Therefore we choose to use
the GPS module estimated speed because it gives more ac-
curate speed estimates compared to the method used by
earlier work such as [8], that only takes into consideration
the time difference and distance between the two last GPS
positions received from the GPS. In order to evaluate the
accuracy of the GPS-estimated speed vgps, we compare it
with the ground truth speed vgroundtruth. The ground truth
speed is calculated by interpolating between manually col-
lected timestamps for the visiting of well-known reference
spots while collecting GPS measurements. Using a subset
of our trace data collected for emulation, we have plotted
vest compared to vgroundtruth in Figure 8. From the figure
we see that vgps tends to correlate with vgroundtruth. As
vgps in many situations is underestimated, we have plotted
vgps + vaccuracy in Figure 8. vaccuracy is the estimated accu-
racy of the estimated GPS speed vgps provided by the GPS

module. vgps + vaccuracy is generally overestimated, which
improves the robustness of the system. However, at very low
speeds the GPS speed is largely overestimated because the
value of the estimated accuracy is high. Therefore, for de-
tecting stationary situations we rely on movement detection
with an accelerometer as presented in Section 4.1.

In order to save power, we are interested in turning off the
GPS, so that it doesn’t consume unnecessary power. When
the GPS has been put to sleep for some time, we need to
know at what point we are able to trust the speed mea-
surements provided by the GPS. Though we want to know
the speed as quickly as possible, we don’t want to use the
speed measurements until they give us the required accu-
racy, which may vary depending on how long the GPS has
been sleeping and the number of measurements vgps is based
upon. We have investigated the number of necessary GPS
measurements needed in order to get a vgps with sufficient
accuracy. Figure 9 plots measurements where the GPS is
put to sleep for a varying period of time and restarted. Af-
ter restart, vgps based on one through four measurements
have been collected, and the difference between vgps and
vgroundtruth is calculated. During this test vgroundtruth is
equal to zero meters per second. For reasons that we will
not investigate as a part of this work, there are some speed
measurements that the used Python library returns as ”not
a number”. In order for such cases not to be neglected, they
are placed at the top of the graph (from 7.6 m/s for 4 mea-
surements and up to 7.9 m/s for 1 measurement), but must
not be considered valid, inaccurate measurements.

According to Figure 9, it seems that one GPS measure-
ment is sufficient as long as the GPS doesn’t sleep more
than 30 seconds between measurements. However, as the
sleeping period rises to 30 seconds or more, one, two and
three measurements become insufficient. From 30 seconds
onwards, it seems that four measurements provide the best
speed measurements with some inaccuracy.

4.3 Error Model
For calculating the time limit for when to deliver the next

GPS measurement to an application, we use the following
error model inspired by the error model proposed by Ferrell
et al. [9]. This error model takes into account the estimated
uncertainty of the last GPS position delivered to the applica-
tion ugps, the time since the last GPS position tgps, and the
estimated speed vest (as described in Section 4.2). The error
model then calculates the current error emodel with respect
to the last delivered GPS position as defined in Equation 3.

emodel = ugps + (t− tgps) ∗ vest (3)

As an estimate for the uncertainty of a GPS position, we
use the horizontal accuracy outputted by the GPS in the
N95 phone. Most GPS modules are able to output such
information calculated based on the quality of the satellite
signals and the quality of the signal processing. The hori-
zontal accuracy outputted in Symbian OS is specified to be
the 68% error quartile [1], which means that in 68% of the
time the error should be less than this value. For one of the
traces collected for our emulation, we have plotted the real
error of a GPS position versus the horizontal accuracy for
the GPS position in Figure 10. The real error was calculated
with respect to a manually entered ground truth. From the
plot, we can see that the real error is largely overestimated,
and to get an on-average more precise estimate, we choose to
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use a linear model g(x) = a ∗ x to map the horizontal accu-
racy outputted by the GPS. The parameter a was found by
using linear regression on the trace entries for the following
equation g(x) = a ∗x− 2; the −2 was added to (on-average)
optimize the error to be overestimated with 2 meters. This
value can be changed to trade power efficiency (with small-
est possible uncertainty values) and robustness (with largely
overestimating uncertainty values). Figure 10 also plots the
values that have been mapped by the linear model. Even
tough the values are mapped, most still overestimate the
error to keep favouring robustness.

The calculation of the time limit for the next GPS po-
sition tlimit is based on the application-defined error limit
dlimit, the current error emodel (using Equation 3) and the
estimated speed vest. The limit is found, using Equation
4, as the time it will take the device to move beyond the
application limit considering the current error with respect
to the last delivered GPS position.

tlimit =
dlimit − emodel

vest
(4)

4.4 Minimize Consumption
To minimize the power consumption and to be robust

based on the time limit, we need to calculate when to power
features on and off. This calculation has to take into ac-
count the delays for powering off features and the request
delays when powering features on again. To calculate when
to power features on and off, we have formalized the problem
as a minimization problem for a set of recursive functions
as defined in Equation 5. The problem is defined for the
variables g, r, s that denote the number of seconds since the
GPS, radio idle, and radio active, respectively was requested
to start powering off. The problem is to find g′′, r′′, s′′ (that
denote the variable states when the features should be pow-
ered on again) in comparison to g0, r0, s0 (the feature states
when calculating a solution to the minimization problem).
The problem also takes into account the upper time limit
tlimit as defined in Equation 4.

reqg(x) =

(
1 if x <= 30

6 if x > 30

reqs(x) = 1

Cu,p(t, x, x0) =

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

0 if t = 0, x = x0

p+ Cu,p(t− 1, x) if t > 0, x = 0

Cu,p(t− 1, x− 1) if t > 0, x > u

p+ Cu,p(t− 1, x− 1) if t > 0, 0 < x <= u

Undefined else

(g′′, r′′, s′′) = argmin
g,r,s

{C30,0.324(t− reqg(g), g, g0)

+C31,0.466(t, r, r0) + C6,0.645(t, s, s0)|t = tlimit − reqs(s)}
(5)

The solution is found by finding the variable values that
minimize the sum of the three instances of the power con-
sumption function Cu,p(t, x, x0), where u is the power-off
delay, p the power consumption of the feature, and t the
time step. To simplify the power consumption function, it
is assumed that a solution to the minimization problem will
either choose to keep features powered on or to power them
off, then later power them on again. Therefore, the function
does not model the possibility to turn a feature on again, ex-
cept as a solution to the problem. The solution for the min-
imization problem is calculated by an algorithm based on
dynamic programming which means that the running time
of the algorithm is O(t2limit). Therefore, the running time
depends on the representation of tlimit, and — to keep the
needed number of computations as low as possible — the
functions and values in Equation 5 are restricted to repre-
sent time in seconds.

5. EMULATION
In this section we present the results of our emulation to

study if EnTracked can lower the energy consumption and
remain robust when faced with changing system conditions.

We have implemented the EnTracked system based on
a layered architecture as depicted in Figure 11. From a
high-level view there are two layers: a platform layer and
a client logic layer. The platform layer represents a device
that is capable of providing GPS positions and acceleration
measurements. The client logic is implemented such that
it can run on top of any platform that can provide it with
position and acceleration data.

For the emulation we exploit this layered design, in that
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Figure 11: System architecture for emulation and
deployment

we can exchange the N95 phone with an emulation engine.
The emulation engine reads data files of the same format
as the ones used for the analysis of the phone characteris-
tics. The output of running the EnTracked client on top
of the emulation engine contains the same information as
running it on the actual N95 phone. Furthermore the emu-
lation engine outputs information on the state of the phone
at all emulation time steps. This state information is used in
combination with the normal output to calculate power con-
sumption and robustness for various runs of the EnTracked
client.

To evaluate the power consumption of EnTracked, we se-
lected a number of parameter variations to emulate. The
data used for emulation was collected using a N95 phone
that continuously sampled the GPS position and the ac-
celerometers while walking a predetermined route. During
this data collection, the actual position was recorded man-
ually on a small laptop. Based on the collected data we
correlated the phone’s actual positions with the positions
reported by the GPS. We made three data collection runs
on the route shown in Figure 12, each lasting approximately
35 minutes and the percentage of stationary time is 67.1%.
The route runs through a parking lot and has a length of 700
meters. We kept the phone stationary for several minutes
at three locations, marked in the figure. During the run we
made sure only to walk in straight lines and we registered
the actual position every time the direction was changed.
Furthermore we made sure to maintain a steady pace be-
tween these points, which allows us to calculate a reasonable
estimate of the ground truth speed.

We evaluated EnTracked as described in Section 4 and a
periodic sampling algorithm in the emulation system. Here
we present three emulations: one for which the goal for the
positioning precision was defined to be 25 meter, i.e., the
system should never report a position that is more than 25
meter from the actual position of the phone; one for which
the goal was 100 meter; and one for which the goal was
200 meter. These limits corresponds to the value dlimit in
Section 4.3.

A naive approach to obtain the required precision, while
still conserving some power compared to continuous sam-
pling, is to sample the position at an interval small enough
that it would be impossible to move outside the area bounded
by the requested precision between GPS fixes. Assuming
that the GPS device is carried by a pedestrian these inter-
vals is every 2.5th second, every 10th second and every 20th
second for 25 meter, 100 meter and 200 meter respectively3.

3The interval is based on the assumption that it is very

Figure 12: Route used for collection of emulation
data. (0.7km)

We denote this sampling strategy by the name the periodic
strategy. For the emulation, the EnTracked algorithm was
limited to the desired precision and in the case that the GPS
estimated speed was returned as ”not a number” we set the
speed to the maximum possible speed of 10 m/s.

5.1 Robustness
Our robustness goal is that the real error must remain

below a given application limit. We have analyzed the ro-
bustness in our emulations for the different strategies by
comparing the last GPS position sent to the server with the
ground truth known position. The real error is calculated
as the difference between these two positions. In Figure 13
and Figure 14 we compare the real error for 10 and a 20
seconds periodic strategies with EnTracked configured with
a limit of 100 meters and 200 meters, respectively. From
the figures we see that when EnTracked detects the device
is stationary, it does not update the position and when it
detects that the device is moving, it schedules sleeps de-
pending on the movement speed. During the sleep periods
the error increases until the sleep ends and a new GPS po-
sition is provided. The longer sleeps for EnTracked with a
200 meter limit can also be seen.
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Figure 13: Real error in emulation with a limit of
100 meter and a periodic strategy.

unlikely that a pedestrian moves faster than the world record
for 100 meter dash
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Figure 14: Real error in emulation with a limit of
200 meter and a periodic strategy.

Table 3: Robustness results as average error and
percentage of time above the error limit.

Periodic EnTracked(β) EnTracked

Avg.[m]
25m 8.2 8.4 7.8
100m 8.6 16.4 10.6
200m 9.6 24.4 14.3

Limit
25m 2.0% 3.2% 2.2%
100m 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
200m 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

The robustness results for both the periodic strategies and
EnTracked and EnTracked(β) with the limits 25 meter, 100
meter and 200 meter are summarized in Table 5 as the av-
erage real error and the percentage of time the real error
went above the threshold limit. EnTracked(β) is our sys-
tem but without movement detection. The average error is
greater for EnTracked(β) because it only schedules sleeps.
The reason why the average error is greater for EnTracked
with a 200 meter limit than for 25 and 100 meter is that with
a limit of 200 meter, longer sleeping periods are scheduled
compared to the 25 and 100 meter limits. This also enables
EnTracked with the 200 meter limit to provide better energy
saving. The reason that the limit is crossed when configured
to 25 meter is that a single bad GPS measurement can have
an error above the limit.

5.2 Energy Efficiency
Based on the emulations we have calculated the power

consumption of different periodic strategies and EnTracked
using the device model described in Section 3. In Figure 15
and Figure 16 we compare the power consumption for: a
10 and a 20 seconds periodic strategy; EnTracked config-
ured with limits of 100 meters and 200 meters. From the
figures we see that when EnTracked detects the device to
be still, no position updates are produced, thus the power
consumption drops significantly because the GPS and the
radio can be switched off. During movement, sleeps are
scheduled and depending on their length, the power usage
drops significantly. The periodic strategy on the other hand
has a repeating static power consumption pattern and never
drops significantly because the GPS and radio can never be
switched off.

Table 4 summarize the power usage of the periodic strate-
gies and EnTracked and EnTracked(β) for limits of 25m,
100m and 200m. Furthermore the power savings as the per-
cent savings in comparison to the power use of continuous

Table 4: Power consumption

Periodic EnTracked(β) EnTracked

Avg.[W]
25m 1.468 1.351 0.781
100m 1.331 0.851 0.710
200m 1.264 0.608 0.600

Savings
25m 0.0% 6.89% 43.36%
100m 9.19% 40.55% 48.73%
200m 13.58% 56.05% 56.20%

sampling which in our case is similar to a one second peri-
odic strategy. From the table we can see that EnTracked
saves considerably more power than the periodic strategy.
The fact that the EnTracked strategy uses motion detection
allows it to save power proportional to the time the device
is stationary. Even without using the motion detection we
can see that the EnTracked client should be able to conserve
a fair amount of power, compared to the periodic strategy.
With a limit of 200 meter EnTracked(β) nearly saves as
much power as EnTracked because it is able to schedule
long sleeps on low estimated speeds. However, if the device
is suddenly moved the EnTracked(β) might sleep while the
error limit is crossed, because a long sleep has been sched-
uled. This makes EnTracked preferable over EnTracked(β).
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Figure 15: Emulated power consumption with a
limit of 100 meter and a periodic strategy.
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Figure 16: Emulated power consumption with a
limit of 200 meter and a periodic strategy.

6. REAL-WORLD VALIDATION
In this section, we present our results obtained from pro-

totype deployment during a period of more than one week.
The system was deployed for tracking of pedestrian targets
in both a residential neighborhood, as shown in Figure 17



and a larger part of the city of Aarhus in Denmark. In the
residential-neighborhood deployment, the system was eval-
uated for energy-efficiency and robustness. For the city de-
ployment the system was evaluated for tracking everyday
movements of an office worker focusing on energy-efficiency.

We deployed EnTracked in three different versions to eval-
uate some of our design choices in the deployment. First,
EnTracked with all functionality. Second, EnTracked(β),
without movement detection as described in Section 5, Third,
EnTracked(α) both without movement detection and only
using a single GPS measurement when estimating speed in-
stead of the selected four. For the deployment we used sev-
eral N95 phones installed with our EnTracked client, Python
for S60 and the Nokia Energy Profiler. For the deployments
we used the same implementation of our client as used for
emulation only this time connected to the real GPS, ac-
celerometer and UMTS radio on the N95 phones as illus-
trated in Figure 11. The deployed clients were configured
with a special phone ID for each phone to enable the server
to identify the different clients and different application lim-
its that we wanted to test. All other client settings were
kept as described in the previous sections of this paper.
The clients also logged the state they were in. The server
setup used for power profiling, as described in Section 3, was
reused for the deployments.

Figure 17: Residential neighborhood overlaid with
walking route and stop points.

In the residential neighborhood deployment, a person walked
along a pre-configured route while carrying several phones
attached to a small laptop. The route is shown in Figure 17,
it has a length of 1.7 kilometres and contains three stop
points highlighted by markers (one of them used twice). At
the stop points the person would rest for around five minutes
before continuing. The purpose of the route is to mimick-
ing a person walking around in a neighborhood, stopping at
certain points to chat with neighbors. The person walking
the route was instructed to change walking speed from slow
walk around 1 m/s, over moderate speed, around 2 m/s to
fast run/jog, around 3 m/s making the system deal with
different speeds. Including stopping time, it took around 35
minutes to walk the route. The route was repeated three
times. In the first run, the phones was kept still 51.0% of
the time, in the second 51.8% of the time and in the third
54.3% of the time. A manually entered ground truth was
collected on the laptop using the same method as described

in Section 5. Before the person started each repetition the
Nokia Energy Profiler was started on all phones and followed
by the EnTracked client. When finishing with the route the
Nokia Energy Profiler was stopped and trace files exported.

The route was repeated three times with three, three,
and four phones respectively. In the first, second and third
run, two phones ran EnTracked(α), EnTracked(β), and En-
Tracked, respectively. One phone was configured with a
limit of 100 meter and the other with a limit of 200 me-
ter. The reason we left out the 25 m limit is that with a 25
meter limit during walking as shown in Section 5 our strate-
gies will only set the phone to sleep a few seconds at most.
Therefore this limit is a less interesting scenario than the
higher limits that generate higher sleeping times and there-
fore are more challenging for our system. The third phone
in each of the repetitions had a one second periodic strategy
installed to gather reference data for calculating the average
GPS accuracy in the area. We have calculated this average
value from the gathered data to be 9.04 meters. The fourth
phone in the third repetition ran EnTracked with a 100 me-
ter limit but without the uncertainty mapping described in
Section 4.3 to favour robustness over energy-efficiency.

6.1 Robustness
Our robustness goal is that the real error must remain

below a given application limit. We have analyzed the ro-
bustness in our deployments by comparing the GPS posi-
tion known at the server to the ground truth known posi-
tion. Figure 18 and Figure 19 plots the errors of the server
known positions with EnTracked for the limits of 100 me-
ter and 200 meter, respectively. The plots also show the
limit and the state of the client: detected to be stationary
from accelerometer (A), sleeping until next scheduled GPS
measurement (S) and getting GPS position and sending new
position to server (G/R).

From Figure 18 we can observe that the position known
at the server is less than the 100 meter limit, except in one
situation. Furthermore we see that the accelerometer quite
accurately detects the four resting periods and that upon
movement, GPS measurements are read and the client is re-
quested to sleep until the next scheduled GPS measurement.
The scheduled sleeping periods are on average around 30 sec-
onds with short periods down to 6 seconds and a few long
ones up to 102 seconds. It was the sleeping period of 102
seconds that created the situation where the algorithm went
above the limit. In this situation the speed was estimated
to 0.839 m/s and the error of the current position estimate
to 5.82 meters. From these numbers the system calculated
a sleeping period of 102 seconds. From the figure we can see
that the current error was actually lower, around 1 meter,
but what happened is that the person actually speeded up
to a speed of 1.59 m/s instead, thus letting the error cross
the limit.

The EnTracked client uses the parameters selected in Sec-
tion 4. These parameters are selected to prioritize robust-
ness and energy-efficiency equally. However, our system can
be configured to have different prioritizations, which can
help avoid situations, where the error can cross the limit.
As stated earlier a version of EnTracked without the uncer-
tainty mapping proposed in Section 4.3 was also deployed
and the result is shown in Figure 20 overlaid on the error
graph for the normal EnTracked version with a limit of 100
meter. From the figure we can see that for EnTracked with-



Table 5: Robustness results for different versions
and limits.

EnTracked(α) EnTracked(β) EnTracked

Avg.[m]
100m 25.9 30.2 24.8
200m 47.7 44.9 34.8

Limit
100m 2.5% 5.7% 2.6%
200m 5.1% 0.0% 0.0%

out the uncertainty mapping, the calculated sleep periods
become shorter so more GPS measurements are taken and
therefore the error spikes become smaller. But more GPS
measurements of course increases the power consumption as
will be discussed in Section 6.2.

From Figure 19 we can see, that with a 200 meter limit the
sleep periods are longer, on average 90 seconds. In all situa-
tions the error remains under the limit. We can also observe
that because the sleeping intervals are larger, the client takes
longer time to realize that the device has stopped moving,
e.g., for the sleeping period between 544 and 602 seconds and
between 1324 and 1468 seconds. This means that it takes
longer time before we can switch to the accelerometer for
observing when the device starts moving again. To enable
the system to react faster to movement, an improvement to
our system would be to consider cancelling sleeping periods
if the client is detected to be stationary for a period of time.

The robustness results for all three versions are summa-
rized in Table 5 as the average error and the percentage of
time the error went above the limit. From these numbers we
see that the average error is higher for the 200 meter limit
than for the 100 meter limit, as we would expect. That
there is a trend, is especially clear for the 200 meter strat-
egy, which has a declining average error for EnTracked com-
pared to the two other versions. Furthermore we can see
that errors above the limit happened less frequently for the
200 meter limit. For the 100 meter limit the unlisted version
with no uncertainty mapping had an average error around
24.4 meter, nearly the same as with the mapping. However,
no errors above the limit were produced by the client.

Compared to the emulation results there were more situ-
ations were the error went above the limit. One reason for
this difference is that during emulation EnTracked received
better speed estimates than during deployment. The reason
is that the emulation data was collected continuously with
one GPS measurements per second and as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2 this gives much more precise measurements than
when the GPS is turned off between measurements. How-
ever, the deployment area was also larger and the target did
at no point walk back following the same line which also
contributes to larger errors. Among the different EnTracked
versions in both the emulations and the deployment En-
Tracked gave the best results in terms of both average error
and limit crossing.

6.2 Energy Efficiency
In the deployments the Nokia Energy Profiler was used to

collect power consumption traces on the phones. The power
consumption is plotted in Figure 21 and 22 for EnTracked
with the limits 100 meter and 200 meter, respectively. The
figure also plots the current client state in the same manner
as in the previous section. We can see from the figures how

Table 6: Power consumption for different version
and limits.

EnTracked(α) EnTracked(β) EnTracked

Avg.[W]
100m 0.630 0.600 0.574
200m 0.451 0.379 0.462

Savings
100m 58.6% 60.6% 62.3%
200m 70.4% 75.1% 69.7%

the GPS and radio requests increases the power consumption
with a factor of twenty compared to the consumption when
only the accelerometer is in use. The higher number of GPS
and radio requests for the 100 meter limit plot also creates
more spikes in the power consumption. We can also notice
the time it takes the different features to power off.

To summarize the results for the different versions Table
6 lists the average power consumption and the power sav-
ings as the percentage power saved compared to the power
usage of continuous sampling, which in our case is similar
to a one second periodic strategy. For the 100 meter limit,
EnTracked has the lowest average consumption because it ef-
fectively power off features when stationary. The EnTracked
version without uncertainty mapping mentioned in the pre-
vious section consumed a bit more power, 0.864 watt com-
pared to 0.574 watt, so the better robustness causes an in-
crease in power consumption.

For a limit of 200 meters, EnTracked(β) provides the low-
est average consumption because of its ability to schedule
long delays. EnTracked on the other hand uses more power
for the 200 meter. Maybe because of the extra power con-
sumption for the accelerometer can not be out weighted by
the savings it provides. However, the results for EnTracked(β)
and EnTracked are not from the same data collection run,
thus differences in stopping periods and walking speed can
to some degree explain the differences. However, when com-
pared to the periodic strategy all three versions provide large
savings.

The major part of the savings that EnTracked provides is
when the device is kept still because the system can enter
the lowest power state during such periods. In the collected
scenarios the percentages are just above 50%, which is quite
low when compared to usual use cases for pedestrian track-
ing (above 90%4). The reason we collected data with such
low a percentage is that it is reasonably argued, that power
can be saved easily by using an accelerometer when the de-
vice is stationary. We wanted data that focused more on
robustness and saving power when moving. To show that
for a more normal use case the system can save a lot more
power we collected data for a four hour deployment where an
office worker carries the phone with EnTracked configured
to a 100 meter limit in his jacket pocket. During the deploy-
ment the worker walks home from work which is a 1.45 km
trip and then hangs the jacket with the phone in the front
hall which has windows so GPS reception is still possible.
The jacket then hangs there for some hours until the worker
later takes a short walk in the neighborhood around 650 me-
ter and then hangs the jacket back again. This scenario also
tests the system when placed in a jacket pocket and when

4corresponds to less than two and a half hours of movement
per day.
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Figure 18: Real error for 100 meter
limit
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Figure 19: Real error for 200 meter
limit
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Figure 20: Real error for 100 meter
limit with no uncertainty mapping
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Figure 21: Power consumption for
100 meter limit
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Figure 22: Power consumption for
200 meter limit
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Figure 23: Power consumption
over four hours

used with free movement. The collected power trace is plot-
ted in Figure 23 and the average power consumption during
this trace is 0.173 W which is a 85.7% saving compared to
a ten second periodic strategy.

Compared to the emulation results the deployment power
savings were around ten percent points higher. The four
hour deployment highlighted that even larger savings can be
achieved in more realistic use cases with a higher percent-
age of still time. For both the emulated and deployed per-
centage of still time EnTracked had problems outperforming
EnTracked(β), however, we speculate that for scenarios with
even higher still time such as the four hour deployment this
would be the case. However, there is a tradeoff point were
the limit is so high that the power used by the accelerom-
eter is higher than what is needed to occasionally wake up
to do a position update and calculate a new sleeping period.
However, such long sleeps would make the system very slow
to react to movement which might result in repeated limit
crossings.

7. DISCUSSION
The presented work have been based on a single device,

i.e., the Nokia N95 8GB phone. Furthermore, we imple-
mented our system using Python. To explore if our system
can be generalized to other devices we measured the param-
eters for the device model on another Symbian S60 phone,
i.e., the newer Nokia N96 phone. We found that the N96
phone’s delays and power consumption are comparable to
the N95. Our system can thus assumably be generalized to
other devices running Symbian S60 and Python. Further
work is needed to evaluate if our model generalizes to other
programming environment, e.g., Symbian C++ or J2ME,
other operating systems like Microsoft Windows Mobile and
other brands of phones.

One method to address that device models might have
to be parameterized for different brands of phones is auto
calibration. Some operating systems provide an API for

collecting power measurements. Given such an API it would
be possible to write an application that could automatically
profile a new device for power consumption and delays by
starting and stopping features and measuring the consumed
power when they power off. The needed parameters for the
device model could then be calculated from the collected
profiling data.

In our emulations and deployments we only experienced
very bad GPS accuracy above 200 meter a few times. One of
the methods EnTracked use to fight such situations is to use
the GPS-estimated uncertainty to quickly schedule a new
measurement if a potential bad measurement is received.
For the cell network we generally experienced good commu-
nication throughput. However, in our logs we see that some
resending of packets have taken place, and thereby increas-
ing the delay for delivering position updates to the server.

In this work we evaluated tradeoffs between robustness
and energy efficiency. In the case where we traded energy ef-
ficiency for robustness the power consumption was increased
from 0.574 watt to 0.864 watt, which is a substantial in-
crease. However, for this case we only changed one out of
several possible adjustments points in our system. For in-
stance, when we selected the delays in the device model we
selected the average values instead of selecting more conser-
vative values such as the average and two times the standard
deviation. Therefore it would be relevant to study the differ-
ent adjustment points in more detail, in order to understand
which ones are the best to use for tuning the system towards
either robustness or energy efficiency.

A simple threshold-based algorithm for movement detec-
tion was applied but more advanced algorithms do exists.
Advanced algorithms could determine the mode of trans-
portation such as those proposed by Reddy et al. [18]. It
would be relevant to extend the systems with such algo-
rithms to allow the tracking to scale to biking and car driv-
ing as well. Furthermore such algorithms are also better at
handling the many different ways that a person can carry a



phone; and ignore movements that are not part of an actual
movement, e.g., gestures.

An optimization for the system would be to skip sending
position updates to the server if the newly measured posi-
tion is close to the one that the server already know. Also it
could increase power savings for EnTracked if the accelerom-
eter could be powered off when not needed, however, due to
the Python library used, this is not possible in the current
version. Also more power could be saved if the Python li-
brary allowed control of or simply was able to minimize the
power-off delays. In this paper we focused on position-based
applications that run on a server or a different device than
the tracked device. However, for applications running lo-
cally on the device the proposed system could be used for
optimizing the use of the GPS only.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The primary contribution of this paper is the novel En-

Tracked system that can track mobile devices robustly and
energy-efficiently. We profiled how devices consume power
for tracking and proposed a device model that can account
for the real power consumption of a concrete device family.
Furthermore, we propose methods for position tracking that
take the changing system conditions into account, specifi-
cally radio delays, positioning delays and position accuracy.
We also proposed a method that can minimize power con-
sumption and satisfy robustness by calculating the optimal
plan for when to power on and off features of the mobile
devices such as the GPS module.

The results of our emulation was that the proposed meth-
ods can lower the energy consumption considerably and re-
main robust when faced with changing system conditions.
These emulation results was validated by our real-world de-
ployment where a mobile device was successfully energy-
efficiently tracked in an urban environment. The results
also provide insights into the limitations of our system and
led to discussions on how to address these, e.g., by changing
the trade-off between robustness and energy efficiency.

In our ongoing work we are trying to address several is-
sues. These are: First, a further exploration of how to tune
parameters of our system to realize the best trade-offs be-
tween robustness and energy efficiency. Second, propose
methods for automatically determine the parameters of our
device model for new devices. Third, apply the proposed
methods and findings to other positioning technologies such
as location fingerprinting [11].
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Providing activity recognition from a pervasive positioning service
cloud For the farmer to access the behavior specific information while doing
rounds, it has to run on a mobile device. Resources like power capacity, pro-
cessing power, memory, etc. are sparse on mobile devices. Therefore, most of
the processing, storage etc. will have to be performed on other and more pow-
erful devices. Therefore, the cow activity recognizing functionality is provided
as a cloud service through the PerPos platform, which provides functionality
for pervasive positioning via cloud services.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the PerPos platform and the services
it provides for positioning and location-based applications.
The services provided range from specific utility services to
full applications that can be deployed in several ways, e.g.
integrated in special purpose applications on mobile devices
or as full applications running on ordinary Web-browsers.
PerPos furthermore provides APIs for developing position-
ing utilities and location-based applications. An example
of a utility service is a power reduction service for mobile
devices, and an example of a full SaaS application is a Web-
based building model manager that allows users to manage
building models stored in the PerPos cloud for annotation,
logging, and navigation purposes. A core service in the Per-
Pos platform is sensor fusion for positioning that makes it
seamless and efficient to combine a rich set of position sen-
sors to obtain more reliable position and movement data
particularly in indoor environments. The PerPos platform
and examples of its services are discussed together with the
initial experiences with applying those services in applica-
tions domains such as fire fighting, tracking the behavior of
livestock, and indoor navigation support.

1. INTRODUCTION
Applying the visions of pervasive computing to a variety of
domains requires positioning with pervasive coverage (i.e.,
indoor and outdoor), and independence from local infras-
tructures (such as used for WiFi or UWB positioning). Fur-
thermore, it requires location-based services that provide
generic handling of, e.g., location models (typically road and
building models), navigation support, logging support, and
support for recognition of movement patterns. Examples of
such domains are fire fighting , search and rescue, health

care, and animal monitoring [1, 27]. In general, many do-
mains require pervasive computing that benefits from per-
vasive positioning technologies and location based services
[18].

Recently, the notion of Cloud Computing [11, 31] has be-
come widespread via a variety of platforms. According to [4]
the main market players are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2), Google App Engine, Microsoft Live Mesh, and Sun
Grid, but a multitude of upcoming platforms such as Cloudo,
and EyeOS are also spreading. The main types of services
being provided by these platforms are massive data stor-
age, virtual operating systems, or specific applications such
as spreadsheets or word processing. But also more isolated
and specific services, e.g., for converting between street ad-
dresses and geo-coordinates and back again as provided by
Google may be considered as Cloud services.

To our knowledge there is no provider of a comprehensive set
of cloud services for positioning and location-based services.
Thus, we have set out to develop a platform for pervasive
positioning (PerPos) cloud services. A central motivation
for designing the services as cloud services instead of as a
traditional application framework for development of custom
applications to run locally with the user is that it allows for
adding new features as well as for improving algorithms and
methods without requiring re-compile and re-distribution of
new binaries to the users.

The functionalities provided within PerPos range from low-
level sensor access to high-level geographical and geomet-
ric reasoning. Specifically, it includes integrable services for
improving positioning quality, fusion of multiple position-
ing sensors, reducing energy consumption for positioning, as
well as location based data storage. PerPos will also include
mechanisms for delegating resource intensive computations
from mobile devices to the cloud. Finally, PerPos will also
include small location-based applications.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 we introduce popular positioning technologies, fo-
cusing on pervasiveness, and especially on their usability
in indoor environments. Furthermore, we present work on



positioning middleware which inspired parts of the PerPos
design. We present the individual services offered through
PerPos in Section 3 and the PerPos platform architecture
in Section 4. In Section 5 we describe how PerPos cloud
services can be used within three example application do-
mains and present respective initial experiences. Section 6
concludes the paper and gives directions for future work.

2. PERVASIVE POSITIONING TECHNOLO-
GIES PRIMER

The term Pervasive Positioning is used to cover the rich va-
riety of positioning technologies and methods available or
currently being developed for obtaining reliable positioning
data for any object or person anywhere, anytime. These
positioning technologies fall in three main categories: GNSS
(Global Navigation Satellite System), radio based position-
ing systems, and inertial tracking systems—all of which (and
their combinations) are supported within the PerPos system.
These technologies provide different qualities under different
conditions, as discussed briefly in this section. Moreover, we
discuss middleware architectures which support the develop-
ment of location based systems utilizing various positioning
technologies.

GNSS positioning. The most commonly used GNSS, GPS,
employs currently over 30 satellites sending signals which
allow for time of arrival measurements from which the re-
ceiver’s distance to the satellites can be deduced. Once the
satellites’ positions are computed from the ephemeris data
encoded in the GPS signal, 3D positioning can be achieved
via lateration. Assisted GPS (A-GPS) [29] allows for re-
duced time to first fix and improved GPS accuracy by send-
ing ephemerides and correction data via an additional com-
munication channel e.g. a cellular network to a GPS receiver.
Also, once GPS is modernized (estimated 2013) and Galileo
is operational (estimated 2015), the two interoperable sys-
tems will provide improved coverage and accuracy [21].

GNSS limitations in indoor environments. GPS is per-
vasive in the sense, that it is both available almost anytime
and anywhere around the globe, as well as usable without
any infrastructure besides the satellites and the receiving
device. Both GPS coverage and accuracy, though, degrade
when experiencing problematic signal conditions, e.g., in ur-
ban canyons and indoor environments. Therefore, GPS is
often said to not work indoors and to not provide pervasive
coverage. However, due to recent technological advances,
e.g, high-sensitivity receivers and the promised increase in
the number of global navigation satellites, this situation is
changing.

To evaluate GPS indoor performance using receiver equip-
ment commonly used today, we undertook a comprehensive
measurement campaign covering a variety of indoor environ-
ments [16]. Using a dedicated GPS receiver employing an
active patch antenna, the 2D root mean squared accuracy
averaged per-building over a number of static measurements
was below 5 meters in wooden and below 10 meters in most
of the investigated brick and concrete buildings. Compara-
tive measurements using GPS receivers, embedded in mobile

phones, provided considerably lower availability, lower accu-
racy and longer time to first fix. Overall, the campaign’s re-
sults indicate that GPS can be used as a positioning technol-
ogy pervasively, i.e., even indoors. It can provide situational
awareness at a building-part granularity, but GPS does not
currently provide instantly available indoor positioning ac-
curate to the meter, as is crucial for some applications, e.g.
tracking of fire fighters inside burning buildings.

Radio Based Positioning. Over the last few years many
different radio based positioning technologies have been pro-
posed. Most of these use a local infrastructure, e.g., tech-
nologies such as WiFi positioning [15, 19], GSM position-
ing [30], or Ultra-wide band positioning [22]. The principle
in these technologies is triangulation/trilateration based on
measurements of signal strengths or time differences in sig-
nal transmissions from base stations. Another radio based
positioning technology measures proximity to base stations
based on BlueTooth tags (and cell phones) or RFID tags.
Such technologies may be used as an alternative or an aug-
mentation to GNSS for indoor positioning. Each of these
technologies has different properties with respect to cover-
age, accuracy and installation and maintainance cost. A
general vulnerability is the reliance on local infrastructure.
Whether the technology will keep working during a fire or
an electrical cut will be a severe uncertainty factor.

Inertial Tracking and Positioning. Recently, wearable sys-
tems for inertial tracking based positioning [5, 33] have been
proposed. These systems are based on electronic accelerom-
eters, compasses, and altimeters. They sense movements
and their direction in 2D and 3D, and they apply dead-
reckoning principles to produce positions relative to a given
fix point. Such fix point positions may be gained regularly
from GNSS or Radio Based Positioning to keep the dead-
reckoning relative positions in sync with absolute position
estimates. If unaided with position fixes, these systems will
experience growing position errors over time and distance
travelled. The PerPos platform supports combining inertial
tracking with the other positioning technologies mentioned
in this section. In the realization of specific applications
we thus may apply such technologies as needed to augment
GNSS positioning.

Middleware for position based applications. When de-
veloping position based applications, different positioning
technologies and devices such as the ones mentioned above
should be supported and, ideally, combined. At the position
sensing level, there is a need for creating common access to
heterogeneous hardware. At the application level, common
abstract data structures should provide uniform access to
position data regardless of the source.

There exist several middleware solutions which provide ap-
plication developers with high-level positioning APIs. A
de-facto standard for working with positioning on mobile
devices is the Java Location API for J2ME (JSR-179) [20],
which is heavily inspired by the capabilities of common GPS
devices. The API focuses only on the most common posi-
tioning device features and does not allow for custom data
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Figure 1: PerPos Platform provides cloud services
accessible for applications on various mobile devices.

types. Middlewhere by Ranganathan et al. [25] allows for
handling data input from multiple heterogeneous location
sensing technologies. Such data can be fused into an ag-
gregated report which contains a spatial probability distri-
bution of the tracked target. For this, the system takes
into account the quality of positioning technologies used as
well as of individual measurements. Middlewhere can use
both coordinate based as well as symbolic location models.
However, these models are statically implemented into the
system and cannot be extended by application developers.
Location Stack by Hightower et al. [13] is a generic soft-
ware engineering model for location in pervasive computing.
The model is intended to be both a conceptual framework
as well as a high-level layered architecture for implement-
ing location based systems. It divides its functionality into
seven layers: sensors, measurements, fusion, arrangements,
contextual fusion, activities and intentions. However, an im-
plementation of it, the Unified Location Framework (ULF),
has shown that the fundamental principles of the model can-
not be followed in practice [9]: According to the report on
the ULF, actual location based applications tend to require
some level of access to low-level details of the positioning
process, which breaks the assumptions of the model.

3. PERPOS CLOUD SERVICES
Providing cloud services for pervasive positioning comes with
a variety of challenges. In this section we present PerPos
cloud services which address such challenges and the sub-
sequent section will show how we combine our service solu-
tions in a cloud platform. A sketch of the platform services is
given in Figure 1. The figure illustrates that the cloud based
architecture allows services and applications to run on dif-
ferent types of hardware, i.e. special purpose hardware as
well as recource-limited standard mobile phones.

In particular, the platform offers the following services de-
scribed in detail below: Awareness of Positioning Quality
for estimating, communicating and dealing with the inher-
ent position uncertainties; Sensor Fusion for making posi-
tion technologies supplement each other; Building Models
for adding context to and gaining certainty about indoor
positions; Navigation Primitives for supporting navigation
in complex environments; Power Efficient Tracking for sup-
porting tracking and positioning on resource limited devices,
and Behavior Recognition for recognizing behavioral pat-
terns from position and motion data.

3.1 Awareness of Positioning Quality
GPS positioning is available today using state-of-the-art re-
ceivers with high accuracy in most outdoor areas and with
lower accuracy in some indoor areas as reported by Kjær-
gaard et al. [16]. The study also concludes that indoor
GPS positioning coverage and accuracy mainly depend on
the local environment e.g. the building materials and num-
ber of walls surrounding the user—with some fluctuations
due to the movement of people, satellites and atmospheric
variations. However, in practice it is difficult for people to
judge for their local environment where and when they can
rely on GPS or whether they should instead augment GPS
with e.g. WiFi positioning [19]. Furthermore, it is difficult
to predict the effects of changes of the local environment,
e.g. roof or room structures, or people’s movement patterns.
Nontheless, designers of applications based on positioning
are interested in judging positioning quality when designing
the application logic [23].

To address these problems, we have built as a PerPos cloud
service PosQ, a system for efficient and unsupervised fin-
gerprinting of GPS positioning quality. The system enables
people and applications to judge with low effort the GPS
positioning quality in an area both now and how it develops
over time. The system works by fingerprinting the position-
ing quality by estimating it on participating GPS-enabled
devices and collecting these estimates. The PosQ system
consists of four key elements: GPS receivers that estimate
positioning quality, PosQ collectors that efficiently report
quality information to the system’s quality database, qual-
ity maps built from the database and visual overlays gen-
erated from the maps that can be viewed in popular earth
or map viewers. An example of a visual overlay is shown in
Figure 2 for a cultural museum site. To evaluate the system
we have tested PosQ in a shopping mall, a cultural history
museum and a botanic museum. The evaluation provided
evidence that the collected quality maps are accurate, that
they remain valid over time and that they also capture the
quality differences between GPS receivers.

3.2 Sensor Fusion
There is no single technology that provides highly accu-
rate and precise pervasive positioning in every environment.
GNSS systems are the most promising in regard to cover-
age, but there are a number of environments that hinders
GNSS performance such as urban canyons, heavy foliage,
indoor environments and under water. To provide pervasive
positioning, e.g. for tracking of fire fighters, systems [14, 32,
34] that fuse GNSS, dead reckoning, and local radio based
positioning schemes have proved more promising than single
positioning technology systems.



Figure 2: Visual overlay of horizontal accuracy from
green (high accuracy) over red (medium accuracy)
to black (low accuracy).

Since one focus of the PerPos system is seamless indoor/out-
door pedestrian tracking, we have built a system called Prob-
ability Positioning (Pro-Position) that fuses inertial sensor
data, GNSS and a priori knowledge of building structures to
improve accuracy and coverage of the individual positioning
technologies. Sensors located with the tracked subject feed
the data into a cloud service which employs a particle filter
to improve on the position estimate and feeds the estimate
back to the user and other interested parties. Our particle
filter algorithm uses indivial user configuration information,
knowledge of error profiles for the sensor equipment and a
priori knowledge from building models incorporated in the
PerPos framework or PerPos cloud services.

We evaluted Pro-Position, which employed an IMU, build-
ing maps, GPS and particle filter based sensor fusion, in
an open office building and a mall, comparing its position-
ing accuracy to the one obtained from the unassisted IMU.
Results obtained from indoor walks of lengths ranging from
200 to 500 meters showed on average a 75 percent reduction
in the median position error, from 20 meters to around 4-5
meters. Figure 3 demonstrates how fusing different sensors
and a priori knowledge may improve the position estimates.

3.3 Building Models
As pervasive positioning requires proper indoor positioning
and since indoor position data is more valuable if given in
relation to building structures such as floors and rooms, we
have integrated a building model service into PerPos. This
service combines support for pervasive computing applica-
tions, sensor fusion, and activity recognition. Requirements
for a building model for pervasive computing are analyzed
in [3] and implemented by, e.g., LOC8 [28] and the Location
Stack [13]. Both systems also support sensor fusion, how-
ever they do not discuss how the building model supports
or influences sensor fusion or activity recognition.

Based on the development of several application prototypes
we found that the basic uses of building models in pervasive
computing applications are position and route vizualization,

Figure 3: Example of the improvements possible by
fusing data using a particle filter approach. Example
is taken from an experiment walking trough a mall.

position queries, route distance queries and navigation, the
last of which is treated in the Navigation Primitives sec-
tion below. Route distance may be used for nearest neigh-
bour and range queries in order to fulfill the requirements
for a building model for pervasive computing [3]. Enabling
functionality includes transformation of coordinates between
standard (UTM, WGS84) and local coordinate systems, and
im- and export of building models. This is in line with the
literature mentioned above. Furthermore, we support appli-
cation specific annotations of building structures. E.g., for
mission critical situation awareness, building models may be
annotated with building materials and their respective resis-
tance to fire. This will enable awareness of the endurance of
building structures, e.g., in case of fires. Annotation types
are highly application specific and are thus managed in lay-
ers. On a lower level, uses of building models include bound-
ing of possible movements; e.g., within our particle filter al-
gorithm we restrict the particle’s movements according to
the building structures.

Our building model Pervasive Positioning Location Model
combines, similar to [28], several structuring mechanisms
which serve the following respective purposes: Hierarchical
structure: necessary for human understandability in pro-
grammatic navigation of building structures, e.g., when mak-
ing annotations or reviewing the modeling of a building.
Graph-based structure: supports connectivity information
and speeds up route distance queries. Geometric-topological
location representation: crucial for realistic visualization.

Future work on the building model service includes activ-
ity recognition support in the form of activity specific cate-
gories of locations, which may be on a sub- or superlevel of
the structures of the building. Furthermore, we will specify
detail levels for buildings to allow for partial loading of a
building model, and subsequent loading of needed details.
These levels of details deviate from those defined in OSGi’s
CityGML [24] as the interior structure of the buildings de-
fine our base level, whereas in CityGML they constitue the
highest level of detail available.



Figure 4: Visualization of a shortest indoor route.

3.4 Navigation Primitives
We implemented within PerPos a navigation service, the
current focus of which lies on navigation in indoor environ-
ments and is based on routefinding functionality. Like other
navigation implementations [26, 28] a number of functions
are offered, that can answer typical navigational questions
such as “What is the shortest route from A to B?”. We sup-
port visualizing the answer, as exemplified in Figure 4. Most
of these functions employ some form of Dijkstra’s algorithm
[6] but use different approaches for traversing the location
model. The simplest version uses the graph structure de-
fined by the representation of rooms and their connections
to each other. Another version defines a visibility-graph [12]
(similar to the Corner graph employed in [26]) for the en-
vironment. While in the first version the weight on edges
in the graph is defined as the direct distance between con-
nections, the latter one is aware of additional route distance
when traversing, e.g., concave rooms, where a direct way
between entry and exit of the room cannot be taken. Thus,
the different versions allow the user to trade precision for
execution speed when calculating the route length.

Route tracking functionality is also offered by the service. It
allows a series of positions to be reported as advances on a
chosen route, even though the sensed positions in reality are
not placed exactly on the route. This kind of functionality
is also seen in car navigation systems.

We plan to extend our implementation to a seamless indoor-
outdoor navigation service similar to [2]. Furthermore, we
work on composing routes out of a range of basic navigation
instructions which can be input through different interfaces,
e.g. through haptic, acoustic and/or visual ones.

3.5 Power Efficient Tracking
Battery capacity is a scarce resource on mobile devices be-
cause the capacity of batteries is not increasing in the same
pace as new power demanding features are added. Many
use cases for applications within pervasive positioning re-
quire long battery life and therefore it is a problem if po-
sitioning and communication significantly shortens the bat-
tery’s lifetime. It is, however, not a simple task to build low
power consuming applications because of the heavy use of

many power consuming features of mobile devices such as
the screen to display maps, the radio to receive and send
data, or a built-in GPS receiver for positioning. Therefore,
to minimize the power consumption, an application has to
take great care in how it uses a devices’ features, especially
if the application is to run continuously.

We have built a PerPos cloud service named EnTracked [17]
that minimizes positioning and communication costs on mo-
bile devices for tracking targets using GPS. The system re-
quires a service running on the mobile devices that then can
be instructed to deliver position updates within a certain ac-
curacy limit to whatever authorized applications or service
which is interested in the information.

The system uses a power minimization algorithm imple-
mented using dynamic programming to predict when a GPS
position is needed. The algorithm takes four types of infor-
mation into account: First, an error model to model posi-
tioning accuracy. Second, the delays associated with power-
ing on and off features, which lowers the chance of exceeding
accuracy limits. Third, a profiled power model to ensure
that the system will correctly minimize the consumption on
a given device. Fourth, motion sensing using accelerome-
ter readings since it allows to sense standstill in which case
the GPS can be switched off and position updates are not
necessary. As the accelerometer consumes about a sixth of
the GPS’s power and since communication is avoided, this
provides significant power savings.

Evaluations of the system tracking a pedestrian target walk-
ing in a residential area resulted in power savings of 62.3%
with an accuracy limit of 100 meters and 69.7% with an
accuracy limit of 200 meters compared to periodic report-
ing [17]. A longer deployment over several hours showed
even larger savings of 85.7% compared to periodic reporting
with an accuracy limit of 100 meters which is an improve-
ment over previous work such as Farrell et al. [7].

3.6 Behavior Recognition
We are currently building a PerPos cloud service for recog-
nizing behavioral patterns from position data. The behav-
ioral information regards the tracked subject’s immediate
movement, its current activities, its current behavior and a
description of the most likely reasons for the latter.

Pattern recognition and machine learning are widely used
techniques to recognize patterns in raw data, see, e.g., [10]
and references therein. The accuracy and reliability of pat-
tern recognition depends on the quality of both algorithms
and models as well as on the quality of the data. While it
may give a better performance, e.g., in terms of the recog-
nition’s reliability, to tune algorithms and models to fit an
exact domain, we aim at providing a generic solution for
behavioral recognition in the PerPos cloud.

As the level of data abstraction required may vary from one
use case to another, we split the transformation from po-
sition data to reasoned information into different levels of
abstraction, providing output of different type at each level.
Figure 5 illustrates how we abstract the data. It is first
transformed from Position data to Movement data consist-
ing of vector information and discrete movement classifiers



Figure 5: Behaviour Recognition Data Model
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Figure 6: The PerPos Platform provides cloud ser-
vices accessible for applications on various devices.

like ”right-turn”, ”left-turn”, ”forward” and ”non-moving”;
Movement data is then transformed and aggregated into
Activities, where hidden Markov models and Bayesian net-
works are used to recognize current low-level activities like
”moving: straight | lurching | zig-zag & accelerating | steady
| decelerating & etc.” or ”non-moving”, where further activ-
ity classification may depend, e.g., on the proximity to other
devices and local infrastructure; Activity data is then ana-
lyzed and categorized as Behaviors like ”moving from A to
B & moving slower & more pauses & longer pauses”, before
it is finally transformed into reasoned information. The rea-
soning may require domain specific knowledge; for the use
case of monitoring cows, as described in Section 5.2, (resp.
for monitoring traffic) examples for reasoned information are
”limited agility & possible cause: lameness | hoof or leg in-
juries” (resp. ”slow and nervous driving & possible cause:
heavy traffic | extreme weather conditions”).

4. SYSTEM PLATFORM
PerPos cloud services are implemented on top of a platform
that provides the basic cloud infrastructure, developer sup-
port for creating cloud services as well as mechanisms for
exposing the services to applications. Services are accessed
by applications through web services over HTTP.

Depending on the type of application the level of integration

with the platform varies. To illustrate this, three separate
deployment scenarios for applications using the PerPos cloud
services are shown in Figure 6. Some applications use the
PerPos cloud services directly as shown in the Livestock Be-
havior Awareness scenario where a server collects position
measurements independently but analyzes them through a
series of web-service calls to the Behavior Recognition ser-
vice. Not all functionality of the PerPos platform is provided
as cloud services. Some services require direct device access,
e.g., to control sensor power state or to provide visualization
on the device screen. In these cases, applications will con-
tain PerPos specific code artefacts, illustrated as rounded
boxes in Figure 6. The EnTracked system for power ef-
ficient tracking is implemented through code execution on
the mobile device which allows the cloud service to control
the power state of the GPS device. The system also applies
direct socket communication using TCP/IP to minimize the
power overhead of communication on the mobile devices.

Internal to the PerPos platform, services are realized by
components deployed into the platform. The platform pro-
vides service oriented programming abstractions which allow
for services to be developed as loosely coupled components.
The PerPos platform is implemented using the OSGi frame-
work [24] which provides a common encapsulation and man-
agement of services. The platform’s architecture consists of
two separate layers called Sensing and Target. The Sensing
layer is responsible for providing hardware abstractions and
encapsulates physical sensors. The primary elements of the
Sensing layer are hardware drivers, common measurement
representations, data parsers and sensor configurations. The
sensing layer contains no explicit conceptualization of posi-
tions; all measurements are seen as pure data entities not
undergoing any form of interpretation. The Target layer
is responsible for interpreting the measurements and data
provided by the Sensing layer. In the Target layer such
measurements are converted, e.g. into positions w.r.t. ap-
propriate location models or coordinate systems. High-level
manipulation of positions like fusion of data from several
sensor sources also belongs to the Target layer. In addition,
the Target layer is responsible for mapping target identities
to concrete sensors. The primary elements of the Target
layer are target configurations, coordinate system function-
ality, location models and sensor fusion mechanisms. The
platform, therefore, provides both common access to het-
erogeneous hardware and, at the application level, common
abstract data structures abstracting from the sources.

5. PERPOS CLOUD SERVICES IN USE
In the following, we describe the use of PERPOS services in
three different domains and discuss the initial experiences.

5.1 Mission Critical Situation Awareness
The term mission critical situation awareness system refers
mostly to systems for first responders, i.e., fire fighters, po-
lice, and other emergency life-threatening situations. The
term, though, can also refer to systems for other domains
such as fleet management. We have used PerPos’ sensor
fusion service based on GNSS and dead reckoning position-
ing algorithms to build a firefighter localization and support
application—which has long been an important research goal
[1]. Since it is impractical for a smokediver to carry around
the ruggedized computational power necessary for execut-



ing these services, the PerPos Cloud Services offer support
by executing the sensor fusion algorithms in the cloud. The
system covers several roles at the fire brigade, namely smoke
divers, team leader, operational officers and pump operators.
A prototype is currently being developed at Systematic A/S
as a proof of concept. The smoke diver setup consists of an
hd1414 dead reckoning sensor from Honeywell, and an Login
pda with an internal GPS receiver and GPRS connection.
Data from the smoke diver is sent to a server solution that
logs system events and uses the PerPos Cloud Service Par-
ticle filter for best estimation of position. Team leaders and
Operational officers are equipped with tablet PCs display-
ing the situation overview, i.e., position of different teams of
smokedivers, layout of buildings extracted from the PerPos
Cloud and other relevant information obtainable from the
cloud or the internet in general such as weather information,
data on hazardous materials and status of other emergency
agencies, i.e. hospitals and police.

Experiments with this prototype, as visualized exemplary
in Figure 3, are currently undertaken in conjunction with
the fire brigade of Aarhus and are expected to provide valu-
able data on how to display position data in mission critical
systems and evaluate how the current state of the art in po-
sitioning corresponds with requirements from the domain.

5.2 Livestock Behavior Awareness
Keeping track of growing farm herds can be aided and au-
tomatized through modern positioning technology [27]. In
most of today’s dairies so-called focus cows, which need spe-
cial attention or relief care, are still spotted manually by
farmers during their routinely rounds. This task is not only
time consuming but requires full attention or even a special-
ist vet to not produce false positives or, even worse, overlook
special needs or an illness of a cow.

We understand behavior recognizing functionality as a cen-
tral part of a comprehensive cloud-based herd management
system, that fully integrates taks such as animal registra-
tions, continueous monitoring of each animal’s health and
welfare state, and daily management routines. For such a
herd management system, its functionalities should be avail-
able on mobile devices, so the farmer as well as the assis-
tants can access context-relevant information at any time,
e.g., while doing rounds. Utilizing PerPos, the cloud con-
tinuously receives position measurements from each cow, it
processes the incoming data as needed, and the mobile de-
vices are provided with the results as reasoned information
at the specifically required level of abstraction, i.e., the cows’
immediate movement, the current activities, the current be-
havior, or possible reasons for the current behavior [8].

5.3 Indoor Navigation
Navigation systems are found today in a variety of flavors -
the most prominent being GPS based systems mounted on
cars, vessels or agricultural machinery. These established
systems rely on digital geographical models such as well de-
fined road infrastructures, sea maps or field data. In the case
of indoor navigation, problems arise such as unreliable GPS
performance, missing standards for building models and un-
predictable movement patterns typical for pedestrians. Also,
user equipment, e.g. mobile phones, has to be carried and

is thus restricted in size and power capacity. An alternative
solution for user interfaces are stationary displays [26].

We built a system for personal guiding of patients in hospi-
tals as a PerPos cloud service. As a prerequisite, the user
interface should be incorporated into the building infrastruc-
ture. Thus, the user carries only a small inexpensive guide
tag, picked up upon entering the hospital. At decision points
in the hospitals hallways, the user is guided by personalized
visual guiding information displayed on floor projections.

The system addresses the challenges of indoor navigation
system design by utilizing the capability of the PerPos lo-
cation model service to incorporate local positioning infras-
tructures hardwired into the building. It uses the Navigation
Service to build a network of hallway routes based on the
building topology. User positions are snapped to this route
network and are translated into guide information in a way
that resembles GPS car navigation systems. The ability of
the PerPos Sensor Fusion Service to incorporate any kind
of positioning technology provides the flexibility needed to
adjust the system to the different customer scenarios. Thus,
the system works with both passive and active RFID, WiFi
and GPS positioning. The different characteristics in ac-
curacy and range of these technologies are handled by the
framework’s explicit modeling of uncertainty, which becomes
crucial when guiding humans with unpredictable behavior.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has introduced the novel PerPos cloud platform
together with a set of integrated cloud services for position-
ing and location-based applications. The PerPos platform
provides among other things sensor fusion for a rich set of po-
sition sensors to obtain reliable position and movement data
particularly in indoor environments. PerPos also provides
services for energy-efficient positioning and behavioural pat-
tern recognition. The paper has discussed example applica-
tions built on PerPos for three different domains which illus-
trate the generality of the presented approach and system.

As the platform is still under development, more application
domains and more services will be added based on the expe-
riences gained. Another explicit goal for PerPos is to have
the new features of the European Galileo Satellite system
integrated into the platform when Galileo becomes opera-
tional in a few years, such that the extended services per-
tinent to Galileo will be supported. This will in particular
improve on the indoor GNSS support, but also improve un-
certainty awareness due to Galileo’s support for communi-
cating uncertainty. Finally, we are working on new methods
for handling fading and reflections of GNSS signals in indoor
environments and these positioning correction methods will
be provided partly as cloud services and partly as toolbox
libraries for integration in sensors and applications running
on standard mobiles or on special purpose hardware.
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